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—News Ii Brief

Hostages freed from 17-day ordeal

Blast destroys five cars outside
U.S. military facility in Athens
ATHENS, Greece.(AP'- A bomb,blast early today destroyed
five ears parked ohtside a seaside hotel used to house U.S.
military ,men, but caused no injuries, police said.
A U.S. military spokesman said at least three of the burned-out
cars belonged to American military personnel.
A police spokesman said at least one explosive device went off,
under a car owned by an American serviceman at around 3 a.m.,
triggering a fire that gutted four other vehicles parked nearby,'
The cars were parked outside the Apollo,n Palace
tel in
Kavouri, a seaside suburb of the Greek capital. The hote
es
as quarters for officers from the U.S. air base at Helleniko Airport, five miles away.
The police spokesman, who spoke only on condition he remain
anonymous, said there had been no claim of responsibility.
"One of the vehicles involved was carrying four propane gas
tanks. They went up in flames and the fire spread," said the
military spokesman, who also spoke on condition he remain
anonymous.

Hostages praise flight attendant
DAMASCUS, Syria (AR.) - Uli Derickson, the senior flight attendant oil hijacked TWA flight 847 who was mistakenly criticized for he-Prole in the ordeal, was praised as a "very special person" by several of the newly freed American hostages.
Miss Derickson of Fredon Township, N.J., who communicated
with the hijackers in German in the early stages of the June 14 hijacking, was erroneously charged in the Israeli parliament and
elsewhere with helping the gunmen identify passengers with
Jewish-sounding let names.
She could riot be reached for comment Sunday because her
telephone_ had been disconnected.
Hostage spokesman Allyn Conwell of Houston said at a news
conference Sunday in Damascus, where the last Americans were
brought en route to Frankfurt, West Germany, that he believed
Miss Derickson saved several lives.
"Wecertainly wish to. I think, stand up and applaud a very
special person named Uli Derickson -who was aboard the plane,
who stood between herself and some murderous hijackers that
saved many people," Conwell said.
• Former hostage Peter Hill of Hoffman Estates, Ill.,'said Miss
Derieltabli deserved 'special praise "in light of the adverse'press
That I've read."
The FBI and the American Jewish Committee -concluded that
accusations Miss Derickson helped the hijackers were
groundless.
The error stemmed from a misunderstanding of her response
to questioning at a news conference following her release. Miss
Derickson said the gunmen asked her to given them the passports
_ of Reptile with Jewish-sounding-last names.-At one point a questioner said, "How many were there that you
picked Out with Jewish-sounding. names?" and Miss Derickson
responded, "Six. -Orleven, I believe."
Asked later whether she picked out the names,she said she liad,
not. She said she collected every passport, but, it was-the terrorists who picked out people They assumed to be Jewish and that
she attempted to confuse them.

Elsewhere...

Early today they landed in try as we all have." the 57-year- took control of most of the
Frankfurt, West Germany.
old Testrake tOld reporters in hostages and several of the
.
"We've found out things about Damascus.
ha§ ta-ge-S: said. the A
our fellow man on the other side
More than.two- weeks earlier, militiamen treate'dffiem well.
of the world that we didn't know. on Jurke 14, Testrake's tense
The Americans'gathered at a
And we found that they're voice told Beirut air controllers school in the battered Beirut
human beings," John Testrake, that hijacicers were beating suburb of 13ourj el-Barajneh on
of Richmond, Mo., pilot of the h - passengers 'and threatening to Sunday. Their convoy of 12 Red
jacked Athens-Rome TWA
w up the Bbeing 727.
Cross cars. aecompanied. by
flight, said Sunday.
Later, the hijackers' killed, Lebanese militiamen and Syrian
"They have the same eino- U.S. Navy Petty Officer Robrt •'army intelligence officers, left
tions, the same fears, the same Dean Stethem, 23, of Waldorf, late in the afternoon
hopes, the same expectations, Md. But members of Nabih
the same dreams for their coun- Bern's Shiite Amal militia then
(eont'd On page 2)

Fertilizer, ag association to gather
The Kentucky Fertilizer and
Agricultural Chemical Association's summer meeting will be
held in Paducah on July 9-10 at
the Executive Inn.All pesticide dealers license!'
by the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture are encouraged to
attend. This meeting is being
held in your area of western
Kentucky in order to make it
convenient for you to comply
with the stipulations of the
pesticides program which
necessitates your attendance at
this meeting in order to complete the requirements of your

certification.
Personnel will be available to
,assist those dealers who are
unlicensed in the completion of
their certification."An emphasis will be placed
on proper sales of restrictive
chemicals, disposal of empty
containers and proper certification for individuals needing to
buy restrictive chemicals,- said
Edwin Reid, Keptucky Department of Agriculture pesticide
inspector.
Program participants will in
elude Dr. V. Alan Bandel,
University of Maryland; Dr

John Clapp, Arcadian; Ken
Carpenter, vice president
KFACA; Bill Finley, Kalium
Chemical Company; Dr. Jim
Flerbek
VasItY-of'Kenttick yPrinceton; Dr. Jim Martin, UKPrinceton; Billy Joe Miles,
president, KFACA; and Mike
Stivers, director, Division of
Pesticides, Department of
Agriculture.
On Wednesday, July 10, Opening remarks will be -made by
KFACA president Miles from
8:30 to 8:45 a.m. Stivers
presents ,"Restricted Use
Pesticides Record Keeping" at

8:45.
At 9 a.m., Dr. Herbgit„ will
has)* a program on grain
sorghum. -.followed b'y his and
Dr. Martin's presentation op
"Double• Cropping
weather
stress, economical considerations and weed 'control" at 9:45.
Dr. Clapp's program on
"Nutri-Blast" is scheduled for
10:30, to bi followed by Dr.
Bandel's "Methods of Nitrogen
Placement" at 11 a.m.
..
After lunch (on- your own),
participants in the convention
golf, tournament will assemble
in the lobby at 12:15 p.m.
•

•
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MISS
YOU PAPER!
S'ubscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday'
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. -Saturday
are urged to call 733-14Ie between 3:30 *An. atid-11. p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 pm. Saturdays. Office Hours - S a.m..S
p.m. Monday Hwy friday. 0
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) The 39 Americans who came to
Beirut.on a terrifying Mediterranean odyssey left Lebanon
with flowers, festive gunfire,
and requests from Shiite
Moslems to contact relatives in
the United States.
The hijack hostages ended
their 17-day ordeal Sunday with
a nearly four-hour drive from
the Lebanese capital to
Damascus, Syria,. and a waiting
U.S. Air Force transport plane.

•

HASHLNGTON - Despite public pressure for action, the
Reagan administration won't retaliate against the hijackers of
TWA Flight 847 because those responsibie_are "not vulnerable to
-reprisals,- according to a senior White House official., .
WASHINGTON - Administration officials credit President
Reagan's public and private hard line with convincing the
Lebanese who held 39 American hostages that they could gain
nothing .by refusing to release their captives and that the only
reasonable alternative was to let them go.
.
WASHINGTON - Amid the euphoria over the rejease of the 39
TWA hostages, President Reagan is calling for an intensified international' campaign to secure freedom for seven Americans
And other kidnap victims still in Lebanon.
,
SAN DIEGO - A fire that began in a canyon raced up a steep
slope and roared through a residential area. destroying 53 homes
and routing hundreds of people in what authorities described as
the worst residential blaze in city history.
BRIGHTON. cob. - Baxter slack tried to make a living as a
veterinarian, but the entertainer in him just kept coming to the
fore. The full-time banquet SPeaker, radio performer, newspaper
columnist and occasional songwrite ists his occupation as 'poet,
which he says encompasses all hike deavors.
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CLOUDY
Tonight: Part*cloudy with
a 40 percent chance for more
thundershowers. Low in the
lwer 608. Light wind. •
'Tuesday: Partly sunny
wit,h a 20 percent chance of
showers. High friun 80 to 8k
West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday.
calls forpst d7cloudy skies
and mild weather. LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
.
359.2
Barkley Lake
.359.2
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Kelly and Susan Preactitt look forward to -Trooper Island summer camp.

Visually impaired youths to attend camp
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Kelly and Susan are looking
forward to attending summer
camp in August just like any
other kid would, but Kelly and
Susan are not like most other
kids. The fact that Kelly is completely blind and Susan is blind
In one eye and visually impaired
in the other eye brings to mind
the term "handicapped."
Nothing could be-further from
the case though, as Kelly and
.Susan Prescott talk excitedly
about the August 10-16 camp,
which is being co-sponsored by
the Murray Lions Club, the Kentucky Sheriff's Association and
the.Kentuckv State Police.
This will be the third summer
Kelly and Susan will make the
trip to Trooper Island. The ramp
has only been in existence for

- Upward Bound
competition
stiff at MSL

-four years.
."We canoed the first
year...but they won't let us do
that any more. They're afraid
something might happen, like
someone drowning," said Kelly.
In that first year of the camp,
there were Only 11 kids, all
visually Impaired to a certain
degree. Last year'S Camp hosted
about 40 campers who were
treated to the same variety of
activities as were offered at a
Boy Scout camp which Kelly
just returned from this past
week.
._
"I swam alot and got to watch
movies," said•Kelly with a smile
as he explained that "what you
Jon't see, you don't miss...it's
Uri same fun 'really."
It's Kelly's determined look
and winning attitude that conquers what some would consider
a handicap. "We played lots of

pool. .1 wasn't too good at 'that
though," he admitted with a
smirk.

"Bog Davis is my. favorite."
'said Kelly as he proudly
displayed a .22 caliber shell and
a -target shot full of bullets from
Kelly 14, will be a freshman at
where he. had a volunteer give,,.
Murray High School in the fall.
him verbal instructions on
while his sister.15, will begin her
where to aim. the *gun p.t tly •
sophomore year at Calloway
camp's shootibringe. Two of ,
County High School,-Both have
the holes are inside' the about 4
plans of attending college after
,inch diameter of the middle cirthey graduate - Kelly to
cle of the target._
become a computer operator
and Susan to enter the field of
-They've got some things
adapted to the blind, some are
medicine as either a pediatrinot." explained Kelly as he tried
cian, doctor or nurse.
to recall all the many ,other acIn describing /he structure of
tiiities that -are offered at the
datly activities at the summer
week-long camp.,
camp, Susan and Kelly agreed
Anyone interested in attenabout the supervision - "overding the August camp for the
protective," they chimed. But
-_impazred
overall:both had high marks for
should contact Lions Club presithe camV..1 activities and its
dent Marvin Harris or any-Lions
volunteer workers, who are
Club member for more details
mainly Lions Club members and
about the week-long camp.
state troopers.
•
•

By MELINDA WIGGIN.TON
they won the state championwestern Kentucky high schools
• Staff Writer
ship,- said MSU UPward Bound
was confident going into the
Buses and cars lined
. the
match.
Director Barbara Keel Osbron.
streets outside Murray State's ---`tWe've got the-home cotifrifirt:-"
sessions of
Lovett AuditoriuM ori-Saturda
vantage.',',,said Alytti S:tuckepr roundsand.
for the annual Upward Bound
borg, a Murray State freshman
trying put their "official" how.
Scholars'-Bowl.
from Paducati. He is the team's
to-look-eeriOlis poses, team
Eastern Kentucky Univer-- -coach and a four-year veteran of
members said -they were not
sityl_a_Upward Bound team
nervous.
the competition. - •
thil competition
”Murray State just keeps WtnMSU's team of students from
fling year after year. Last year (Cont'd on page 10)
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Seargent warns residents against
ordinance-fiettaining to city signs
•

F. T. Seargent, Jr., Director of
sale -signs posted on utility poles.
Planning and Engineering, has
The ordinance prohibits any
sign from being attached to
announced that persons should
trees, fences or utility poles.
be aware that Ordinance No. 794
The Murray Electric System
requires -'11 permil before installation of any type =of sigh.
informed the Planning Office
Seargent points `out that each
that they are removing these
particular zoning district has
sign for the safety of their
different regulations and peroyees who must work on
sons should contact the planning
th
office for information regarding
Planning Office enwhat is allowed in their zone.
couraggs voluntary compliance
Seargent also adviseet
--)woltelf tills regulation by asking
-there has been an increase
everyone who has posted a sign
recently in the number of yard
on any Utility pole/6 remove

k--

-

such sign immediately.
Seargent explained that
penalties for violations are proce and if
vided for in the or
Office
necessary the P
persons
will seek action aga
noi -complying
ih this
regulation.
, _Anyone having questions concerning sign regulations. should
contket -the planning' office at
753-1225. Sign permite,rm)12
obtained during- regui r
business hours hythe Planning
Office, second flcior, City Hall. •

'Jail-A-non' planned by county
cancer society; part of fund-raiser
A three-day "Jail-A-Thon"
has been planned by the
Calloway County Cancer Society
for July 10, 11 and 12 as part of
its 1985 fund-raising campaign.
The event, designed to encourage local residents to spend
an hour or two in a meek "jail"
,'to help raise funds for the
perpetual battle against cancer,
will be headquartered al the
Wal-Mart department store in
the Central Shopping Center.
(Cont'd from page 1)
Martha (Mrs. Ray) Broach,
Some of the hostages heldTed
the society's chairman, said the
and pink roses given to them by,
idea has proven to be an effecneighborhood residents and
tive cancer fund-raising
their - captors. They opened the
endeavor in many' Kentucky,
windows in their vehicles and
counties since it was first tried
waved back to onlookers sfanlast August in Campball_County.
-ding on balconies.
Total pledges,' she said, have
One Shiite, who had hosted
ranged-from $53,000 in Fayette
some of the captives during
County to $11,000 in Rowan
. their stay in Beirut, said he and
County.
the captives had "ctratted about
'A 'Jail-A-Thon tan be highly
everything."
,
successful for two reasons,'" she
The man, who identified
said. "It can be a real fun thing
himself only as Zuhair, said said
one of his guests had spent some
time reading an 'Englishlanivage version of- the Koran,
the Islamic holy book. '
•
"They were very nice peo- pie," he said. "I also gave them
the address of some relatives .1 ,
have in the United States. They
By MELINDA WIGGINTON •
told me they will call them once'
Staff Writer
they are back at home:"
Few
travelers
from Murray
The hostages' entire stay in
have changed their travel plans
Beirut had much of the flavor of
as a result of the June 14 hitackthe everyday -life — chaos,
ing of Trans World Airnnes
snipers, and traditional
Flight 847 leaving Athens,
ebanese hospitality.
Greece en route to Rome.
Just under way, the convoy
Margarita Marsden, manager
got stuck in a street where trafof* Far Lands travel agency in
fic
b kd un by a creenin
Murray, Said "so far everyone is
old car. Sniper fire broke out on
going.
the nearby Gven Lhie, the mid
city battlegrd nd in.the 10-year"We had two couples to cancel
old, Christianposlem civil war.
on Monday. One was going toOne of the militiamen riding in
. Frankfurt, Wet Germany, and
a packed military.truck shouted
the other was bound or Athens
orders and the old car squeezed
via Europe."
onto the side of the road. The
Opal Howard of
rray and
convoy then rolled again. leavanother friend. Mrs. chie Siming behind a trail of dust and
mons canceled the
trip to
horn-honking.
Greece because of "rrrrnertts
The 60-mile trip .to Damascus,
made by U.S. officials about the
along mountainous roads batsecurity in the Athens airPero
tered by 10 years of civil war,'
They also decided to wait for
took almost four hours. Crvilians
another time to visit the Holy
came out along the road to
watch and sometimes to greet
the Americans.VMay God be
,with you." one v7oman shouted
the convoy near the Druse
tOwn of Aley.

A.R.F.E. MEETING.- Receiving meritorious service plaques at the National Association of Retired
, Federal Employ ees meeting Friday afternoon were Joan Vi'hayne, Second from left, and Bob- Douglas,
- Third from left. Douglas recently completed a two-year term as state N.A.R.F.E. president, while Mrs.
W ha yne sery ed the same term as state secretary. Lowell Palmer. left, made the presentations. At right
.
A.R.F.E, chapter president I.indel Begley.
Staff photos b3 Dowld Turk

Hostages....

•••
•

CHECK PRESENTATION - „Lindel Begley, right, presented.a
check from N.A.R.F.E. to the Calloway County Public
Library- 7_ Accepting the check is Max Hurt, a member of the
Friends of the Library.

4

TOP RECRUITER - Charles Etondurant. left, received a plaque
fur outstanding recruiting for the locarti.A.R.F.E. chapter. Bob
!tough's. right, made the presentation.

for the entire community, and it- in the Murray group's "jail" to
is based on a clever, unique
be used by the "prisoners" for
Idea."
this purpose.
In a "Jail-A-Thon" event, she
Local law enforcement ofwent on to explain, mock "warficers are being enlisted to help
rants," requested by friends and
with the "arrests," and wellrelatives and charging "all sorts
known citizens are being asked
of offenses," are served on into serve as judges and bailiffs as
dividuals within the community
well as to assist with addressing
by "arresting" officers, and the
pledge cards and transportint
individuals "jailed" in a mock
the "prisoners" back to theft:
jail.
homes or places of business once
The Vurray group's "jail"
they have been "released."
will be set up in the vestibule of
"A Jail-A-Thon just doesn't
the,,Wal-Mart store from 10 a.m.
happen," Mrs. Broach went on
until 4 p.m. each day of the proto emphasize. "Actually,it is the
motion's three-day duration.
result of a plan orchestrated by
Ore jailed and their "bail"
many people working in harset by one of their peers acting
mony over a period of time, but
as ao -judge," the "prisoners"
we are confident that the hard
then are given access 'to
work, dedication and
telephones with which to call -perseverance of these involved
'friends and relatives seeking
in its planning — along with the
cancer fund pledges totaling or
cooperation of the community —
exceeding the amount of their
will make it one of the most sucbail.
cesSful fund-raising programs
There will be eight telephones
we have ever attempted."

Agents reporting few cancellations
for overseas trips by local residents
Land, which would have been
the first part of their trip to
Greece.
Mrs. Irloward said they
_
"thought it would be less
pressure, for our families, as
well as ourselves."
M
mina' feeling," Ms:
Marsden
"is that security
is so beefed p that it's the safest
-time to fly 4'
She said many of her'clients
have the attitild-e- that the
- chances of having an accident
on highway 641 is probably
'higher than being hijacked and
held hostage abroad.
"If our number's up, our
number's up,"
--what her
clients tell.her.
Evanthis. Mavrokordatos, a
-Greek living in. Morray said, "I
don't think people should be
seareer'
A native of Cyprus, Mavrokordatos•admitted that Athens is a

political hot spot. He said many
people leave the war-torn Middle East to live there.
"However," he continued, "I
don't think that has any relation
I
to the hostage situation.
believe it is a random
happenings"
Tom Kolias, restaurant owner
Paris, Tenn., is another
native of Greece. 'He' agreed
with lilavrolcorelatos.
"- "This kind of thing can happen
anywhere. It's not special to
Greece. I'll take a TWA or Pan
Am or any flight and go to
Greece anytime," he said.
"These (hijackers) are crazy
people anyway," Kolias said.
"Some crazy- person -eewld atteat me outside my door."
"What's the difference in the
chance of it happening outside
my door or someplace else?" he
asked.
in

at

jc

Residents from Murray church spending
time at Montana reservation this week

. B

construction efforts will be conUnder the sponsorship of First 1 Baptist Churob there, He will be
centrated on finishing out a
directing the team's activities
Baptist Church, Murray, a
building at the Lame Deer
while on the reservation.
26-member mission team will be
church.
The planned evening services
on the Northern Cheyene Indian
The team is scheduled to
are scheduled for Ashland
Reservatidn in Montana this
degree program at Indiana
Manpower Commission, whose
Jack Gardner..(J4 South 11th
return to Murray Sunday, July
Busby and Coal Strip, all village
week conducting Vacation Bible
mission was to coordinate efUniversity; Linda (Mrs. RonStreet,
became'president ,of
points on the reservation, as 7, after overnight stops in Wall,
School, holding evening worship
forts to' provide needed civilian
the 10,000-member Kentucky
me) Kraemer, New Albany,
well as Lame Deer. The team's S. D., and St. Joseph, Mo.
services and doing construction
Hetired Association on July 1. • manpower intsupport of the paInd.; and Dr. Richard Gardner,
Work.
Ile .will succeed J. T., Turley. a
a practicing physician at New
non's World War II mobilization
' This is the, 13th consecutive
Albany. All are former Murray
program.
year that the Murray church has
State students.
rotired teacher from Male
After the war, he accepted an
sent a mission team to the reserAs president of KRTA, Gard'school, Louisville,_ in the oneindustrial position in Louisville,
vation, a round-trip of more than
Ment of -all handicapped
ner will provide leadership for a
An application for the use of
vear one-term position.
and for 26 years was involved in
3,000 miles.
children.
14-member
board
federal
of
directors,
funds
A native of Graves County-and
for
the
education
.
labor relations before retiring.
The group, which left early
which meets quarterly and inof handicapped children in the
Guaranteed safeguards for
a graduate of Sedalia High
He then joined the Persohnel
Thursday, includes 15 young
cludes a representative from
Calloway County School District
handicapped children and their
School. Gprdner graduated from
Department at kurray State
people from the local church as
each of the state's educational
has been prepared by the
parents on decisions about
Murray state Teachers College
University, and served there for
well as one from each of three
districts. KRTA's 1985-86 goal,
Calloway County School System.
in 1927 before _earning a• five years before retiring a seeducational programs and conneighboring congregations.
he said, is to-enroll at least 2,000
The application specifies that
master's degresiat the Univers':
fidentiality, of files of those
cond time.
In charge of the 'mission is
new members.
a free and appropriate public
children identified as being hanty of Kentucky in 1940' ,
Joetta
Harlow,
minister
of
Gardner has been married to
KRTA also has an organizadicapped will continue to be
education will be provided to all
He taught at Murray High
children- and activities at the
tion in every county or involving
instituted.
handicapped
School and at Bardwell before - the former Alma Outland of
children
ages
-5-17
ohurch. ;Also along is R.,'.P.
Murray for 53 years. _They have
combined counties in the state,'
who are residents of the
The application will be on file
---sr-rving for- eight years as
Hodge,
the church's .new
five
children:
he noted. Carman Parks, Hazel
Calloway 'County school
in the superintendent's office unsuperintendent of Carlisle COun minister of youth and education,
Jackie (Mrs'. Carl, Everett)
_
Highway and former vocational
District.
til July 12, 1985. Any interested
t y schools.
and
six other adults:
Shroat, Frankfort,* Sue 4 Mrs:
agriculture teacher at Calloway
Public Law 94-142 provides
persons may receive cOpies of
After brief service with ,the
Vernon
Nance,
Debbie
(Mrs.
the application and make compriorities for the expenditure of
tiational Youth Administration. Oliver) McLetnore, Lone, Oak:: County High School, is president
Larry) Bell, Joretta (Mrs. John)
Sam Jack, Jr., principal of
ments concerning the applicaof the 175-member Calloway
funds. ''irst priority is given to
-.... Randolph,
became director of
Bert and Sharon
,
•
-Clarkston,
Ind.,
High
School
and
tion to Nancy Lovett of the
County
those children who are not being
organization, _which
training for the Kentucky-OhioSiebold and Harry Weatherly.
Ciurrently ceimpleting a master's
given any educational services.
Calloway County School System.
meets monthly.
Michigan region of the War
The young peOple from the
PL 94-142 also requires that the
Consideration will he given to
Murray church are: Elizabeth
school district plan for the imall comments prior to the 'subBailey, Carol Beaman, Sheila
mission of the final copy of the
plementation of identification,
Clendenon, Tina -Cooper, Lee
location, evaluation and apapplication to the Kentucky
Estes, Barbara Heathe,
propriate educational placeDepartment of Education.
Elizabeth -Herndon, Robert
Lyons, .Steve IVIalone, David
Parks,'Denise Randolph, Alison
Sears, Laura $ears, Renae
-Walker and Gina-Williams:
A burglaiy attempt early ingsworth huddled in the front
The three from other churches Saturday
morning at the
seat of a car parked nearby the
Include: Melisa Smith, First Crossland
Grocery Store was
store, which had the front win-'
P.S. Be sure to let the cashier
Methodist, Cadiz; Melissa foiled by
Calloway County
dows broken out and the bails
know you're -Young at heart"
Underhill, Grace Baptist, Mur- Sheriff David Balentine who arpried off.
(55 years or above).
ray; and Richard Willrams, rested a Puryser plan
at the
- Hazel Baptist
A Up that the.stare was being
location.
W1lflen the reservation, the
-broken in to prorriPted BalenDavid Neil Hollingsworth, 20,
team will headquarter at Lame of Route 2,
tine's arrival on the scene,
Puryear, is being
Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 4 p.m Mon -Sat .753 4141
)
ft
Deer, its tribal headquarters. held in the
where he found Hollingsworth
•10
.1
Calloway County Jail
Steve Hussung son of Dr. and
with
a radio, food and cigarettes .
on charges of burglary-third
Mrs. Karl Hussung. 900 Meadow
believed taken from the store. _
degree, theft by unlawful taking
Lane, Murray. and his wife, over $100 and possession of • Hollingworth is scheduled to
Lisa, live at Lame Deer,' where
appear in court on the charges
burglary tools.
'
he is pastor of the Morning Starthis week.
Balentine discovered Holl-
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Calloway seeks federal funds
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FREE drink with any meal.
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PERSPECTIVE
Reagan's Contra
comeback
Several weeks ago, Presi- the last Cbntra aid bill after a
-dent Reagan's critics had all majority of members indicat/ but -written off his second ed support for non-military
term because of the Bitburg assistance i
mo _fozm. ,
cemetery controversy, budget
'. Then, th re "is President
7-setbacks armtth.:_-- ±..-„f.7-..*441,,Abispooliisagott's -.a .it-,igom proContra aid bill in Congress. mise, .which has, been a
But the "lame-duck" Reagan hallmark. of hiS pol ical. cais flying high now, thanks 'in reer. riluchr to 'the c grin of
large part to the turnaround both Democrats like 'Neill
by the House on U.S. aid to. and conservative ideoliiMsek
Nicaraguan freedom'fighters; By compromising on "nonas well as the president's deci- military" Contra .aid when he
-,
sion to tijAistild . the flawed originally sought overt mili„SALT treaty. tary assistange, the president
This is good news for the . came out with a victory. In
millions of Americans who upholding a SALT,treaty that
voted for four more years of he never has liked, the presiReagan leadership.
dent got the onus for serious
House Speaker, Thomas P. arms proposals back on Soviet
O'Neill Jr. has whined that leader Mikhail Gorbachev
congressmen switched to ap- while also leaving himself
prove $27 million in "non-mili- some wiggle-out room_ if the
tary" assistance to the anti-. Soviets don't behave.
Sandinista rebels because they
With so many 'problems
were "afraid" of Mr. Reagan. looming, Mr. Reagan. can't,
- That,may be so, b.ut many, and isn't, resting on his lauWisery, probably also did not rels. He must contend with
want to be subjected to "soft- whatever Congress-deCideS to
on communism" charges in do with. the deficit-reduction
the 1986 electipns. Others, no package (the House _and Sendoubt, felt betrayed
by both ate currently are stalled), con,
Sandinista strongman Daniel tinue TO:barhsOrm for tax reOrtega, .who immediately form, prod potential Mideast
went to Moscow after the,last peace negociators and, of
Contra vote, as well as by the cours:e, deal with the Ortega
House leadership, which killed government. '.
.
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royko says

Food festivals are taking their toll
alkisk —

k

-t•-•

looking back

I don't know where the first
modern food festival was held,
but now-everybody is getting into the organized gluttony game.
Where I live, it began with the
"Taste of Chioago" festival,
with thousands of people coming
together in a downtown park to
see how many egg rolls, gyros
sandwiches, rib tips and pizza
slices they could slide down
their gullets.,,„
I went to the first one, but
never returned, because I considered it a fraud to call
something the "Taste of
Chicago," without serving shots
and beers.
The fad'quicklyspread to the
outlying areas, where the suburban sophisticates gathered with
quivering palates for such
events as Taste of Rosemont,
Taste Of Bellwood, and Taste of
St. Charles. I'm told they were
successful, although some
suburbanites said they prefer
authentic ethnic foOds, such as
Taco Bell's.
As bad as some food fests
might be, we're now seeing the
ultimate in the revolting and
unappetizing. It is the Taste of
the.Indiana Toll Road.
_

I know it sounct.s terrible, but
I'm not kidding.
The governor of Indiana.
Robert D. Orr, has declared
June 14 to June 23 as the Indiana
Toll Road Food Festival.
If you have the Misfortune to
have to travel through that
miserable state, and use the
east-west toll road, you will be
handed a letter from the governor that says:
"Greetings and welcome to
the Indiana toll road.
"Whether you are a fellow
Hoosier-or a guest in our stati,l ,
extend an invitation - to par-'
ticipate in the' first. Food
Festival on the Indiana EastWest Toll Road to be held June
14-23. ,
"During this time, each ofour
10 new restaurant facilities will
be offering product samples and
promotional items. Under our
new food concept, we have eight
fast-food restaurants and two
family-style facilities. Amoco
Oil will -also be joining in the
festivities and will be
distributing gift items.
"We encourage you to stop
and enjoy the festive activities
at each of our service areas during the food festival..."

Before yOu leap info your car
Amoco says: "During Food
and go roaring off for a Taste of
Festival we -will check oil and
the Indiana Toll Road.- let me
clean windshields at Self Serve
tell you about your choices, as
Islands; between 9:30 a.m. and 6
described in'the governor's
letter.
-That's- generous of Amoco.
At milepost 22, there is a
But I suspect they're doing
Hardee's, which offers such exbecause so many travelers
otic dishes as a cheeseburger
might be doubled over in pain.
with bacon, the hot ham 'n'
I don't know why any state
cheese, and side dishes such as
would want to call attention to
"reg. fries."
the kind of food that is served
Moving on to milepost 56,
along toll roads and interstate
there is the delicately prepared
highways.
.
food of Arby's. There yois-can,
- This is. the worst food servedsample the wonders ofktheir
by any country not suffering
"New French Toastix
from famine.
Breakfast."
Now, stomach rumbling,'
It ,has eveai led some
move toward milepost 90 and
theologians to develop a. new
Charlie's Family Restaurant,
theory about the existence of.
where they are getting into the
hell. They believe that hell could
festive spirit by offering a free
be a series pf interstate food and
soft drink with every hamburger 'motel stop's, and that sinners
and fries.
- will spend eternity going from
If by milepost 126 you have not
one grease joint to another and
turned into • a human grease
being forced to eat everything
spot, you might want to stop at
on their plates.
the Dunkin' Donuts, where they
So, if you want a preview of
will serve you "The Road Runwhat the day of reckoning could
ner Special: a bowl of delicious
bring, you might hop on the Insoup, bread and butter or
diana Toll Road and _start
crackers, regular size coffee,
eating. If that doesn't inspire
your choice of donut - $1,59."
you to mend your evil ways,
Ah, but there's even more:
nothing will.

-

letter to the editor

• James Lee Harmon and a girl to
Ten years ago
The Murray New Car Dealers 'Mr: and Mrs. Paul Hester.
Association composed of Carroll
Dear Editor;
A feature story about the
• VW-Audi, Purdom Motors, HatThe ,,initial Jackson Purchase
misson work in Guatemala by
cher Auto Sales, Cain & Treas,
Arts and Crafts Festival held at
Dr. and Mrs. Castle Parker and
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Jim
the Western Kentucky Exposichildren, Paula and Gene, is
Fain Motors, Murray Datsun,
tion Center was most sucreprinted from The Royal SerTaylor Motors and Parker Ford
cessful; and the Festival Comvice magazine.
presented a donation to Euple
mittee would like to take this opKaren Alexander and
Ward, executive director of
portunity to express our sincere
Kathleen Madrey entertained
MUrray-Calloway County - Need
appreciation to the community,
with a party at the Alexander
Line. Pictured presenting the
- the media, the merchants, the
home on June 24 for girls of the'
check to Mrs. Ward Is Ed
University, and the arts groups
4-H Club of Murray College High
Carroll_
,
_
•
for their generous and valuable
School.
assistance. It was a tremendous
Malcolm L. Hill of Cookeville,
undertaking and could not -have
Thirty years ago
Tenn., will be the speaker at a
H.L. Ford and Jackie D.
-been accostiplished • without the
gospel meeting-July 6 to 10, 'at'
Cooper enlisted in the Navy's
support of each of the above
.ColdWater Church of Christ.
Special Davy Crockett Company
mentioned groups.
The 1918 class of Murray High
on -June 29 in Nashville, Tenn.
. We are looking forward to an
Schoiol had a reunion on June 21
They Were sent to U.S. Naval
even bigger and better festival,
at Holiday Inn. Present were 14
Training Center, San Diego,
next year and will be asking for
members.
Calif., for boot training.
your continued support.
Mr. and Mrs: Prentice Ross
Sincerely,
•-Instatiett-=as officers- of the
will...ohserva-thoir -50th wedding
Betty H. Hinton
Murray Lions ChM were Fred
anniversary on July 5.
General Ceirperson of
Schultz, Jr., M.C. Ellis, Robert
LaDorme Roberts, drum maFestival Committee
Moyer, Charles (Chuck)
jor for Calloway County High
Betty H. Lowry
Simons, Robert Hendon, Joe Pat
School Band, is pictured at
Chairperson of Business
Ward and Randall Patterson.
Heart of Dixie Band Camp at
for the Arts Committee
The installation was at Hazel
Murray State University. .
Steve Zea
High School with the meal
Murray American Legion
executive Vice-President,
prepared by members of West
.. Baseball Team beat-Clarksville,
Murray Calloway Chamber
Hazel Homemakers Club.
Tenn., 4 to 3. Tony Thurmond
of Commerce
was winning pitcher.
The Singing Speer Family of
Nashville, Term., will present a
Twenty years ago
concert on July 9.,in old gym of
Maurice Ghristopher will
Carr Health Building, Murray
speak' about "Patent Laws and
State College. This will be sponInventions- at a meeting of the
FRANKFORT - Since
sored by Murray Junior
Murray Kiwanis Club tonight at
teacher tenure is a likely issue to
Chamber of Commerce.
South Side Restaurant.
•
be discussed during legislative
consideration of Gov. Martha
The annual meeting of the
Gwendolyf? Pierce, Martha
Layne Collins' proposed educaWestern Dark Fired Tobacco
Smith, Carolyn Pierce and Nortion improvement plan, the
Growers Association will be Jtima Smith are officers of MYF of
"public needs a basic understanKirksey Methodist Charge.
ly 11 at 11 at the local office, ac•
ding of what tenure is.
cording to Mary W. Allbritten,• - Mr. and Mrs. Gingles
Wallis
Teacher tenure does for the
Secretary.
and daughter. Carolyn, are on a
school teacher What the merit Recent births reported at
three weeks' vacatiort. Points insystem does for state employees
Murray Hospital include a girl
cluded in their itinerary are
in giving security in their jobs.
to &Ir. and Mrs. Harold Garner,
Washington, D.C., New York
One
of the chief differences is
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
and other points in eastern part
that a state employee may gain
Ray, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. of United States.
merit system protection after
serving,., a six-month probationarY period in a position.
WRITE A LETTER - Letters general interest.
A teacher Must serve four
to the editor are welcomed and
Letters must not be more than
years to have protection from
encouraged. All lettnrs must be 500 words. Longer letters cannot
dismissal without cautte.
signed .by the writer and the be published.
Teacher tenure is not a condiwriter's address and phone
Editors reserve the right to
tion of the teacher contract, but
number must be included for condense or reject any letter
a statutory proVision changed
verification. The phone niimber and limit frequent writers.
by the General Assembly as can
will not be published.
Address correspondence to:
the merit system for state Letters should be typirritten Editor: The Murray Ledger &
and double-spaced if possible Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky. employees.
A tenure teacher may be
and should be on topics of 42071.
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by s.c. van curon'
transferred from one school- to
another in a district where
tenure was earned just as a state
employee may transfer from
one department to another.
Tenure may be transferred
from -one school district to
another, but- the 'new 'school
district may require a one-year
probationary period.
• There are statutory provisions
for teacher dismissal, but it
must be for specific cause, such
as immoral conduct, insubordination, which is violations of
regulations estàlIshed by the
school district,
fusal to
recognize or obey the"4,4or1ty
of the superintendent or supervisory personnel.
To dismiss a tenured teacher
charges must be filed in a written record and these charges
supplied to the teacher involved.
It Must be signed by the board
chairman anda date and place
set for the teacher to appear

befOri the board.
Tne date must not be less than
20 nor more than 30 days after
the charges are filed on the
teacher. The teacher must
notify the board of his intention
to appear and answer the
charges within 10 days 'after
receiving the notiee.
If the teacher does not notify
the-board, he may be dismissed
by a majority vote of the board.
If the teacher notifies the
board he will appear, the board
issues stibpoenas and the issues
are heard, either in public or
private at the discretion of the
teacher. Both parties may retain legal counsel and require
witnesses.
A, stenographic record must
be kept and a copy _provided to
the teacher. By majority .vote
the board may dismiss- • the
teacher after the hearing. Both
sides have the right of appeal to
the circuit court and on up to the

State Supreme Court.
Under the above conditions,
who is to be blamed -if an un-qualified teacher attains tenure
in a district?
Certainly a quarified
superintendent should be able to
tell if a teacher is qualified after '
watching him for four years, or
the board should. ParentS have
the right to complain to the
board about the quality of
teaching ;their thild is getting.
Parents should be able to find
out In four years if a teacher is
qualified. .
Ti parents feel teachers in
their school system are unqualified, parents should complain to the superintendent and
the board and state their
reasons for believing the..
teacher to be unqualified.
. The statutes provide
remedies. and it can be the people's fault if these remedies are
not used.

A sampling-of state-wide editorials
The State Journal, Frankfort

overall impact on the state's must stress as she pushes, for
lins' proposals for education.
education system, but on the
her program is that better
But a constitutional amendment
- Hardly was the ink dry on
bottom line to their particular schools in all Kentucky repreto'make the state superintenGov. Martha Layne Collins'
cotinty or district.
sent a better life for all Kendent of public instruction an apeducation-Improvement proThis is sad, really, and it tuckians north, south, east, wt
pointive office would do as much
posals when the inevitable
reflects regional divisions and and central. That is worth far
as
many millions of dollars
bickering started. Such-andparochial attitudes - even- in
more then regional loyalties-and
could to improve Kentucky's
such county will get less than the
the state's more urbane areas - petty prejudices that make Kenpublic schools.
amount of higher taxes its peothat are among the reports Ken- tucky colorful, perhaps. but
ple will pay. This-or-that school
tucky lags so far in such essen- divided nonetheless and in
By making the office elective,
system won't -get the_e"vent oftial areas as public education, - 'danger of falling even furthur --the CohStituticin has doomed
1241-w ttirl41Wg= -.-1).
- .thinks,
.
'behind,
Kentucky .to Constant -turnover
des_ervea. -Legislators,
The- 'grumbling may settle
in its itip eclikation.P.14..siist.-it has
--educators, business people all
down in the weeks ahead before
Lexington Herald-Leader - submerged the state Departstarted figuring and there was
the GencrAkAssembly moss to
Perhaps because it --won't cost
ment of Education in politics.
more than a hint from some that
town to pearl the taxes to finance
anything,
leaving
the actual problems of
it
hasn't
attracted
as
their support of the governor's
the education program. But, One
muCh attention as many other
running and improving schools
proposals hinges, not on the
Important point Gov. Collins
parts of Oov. Martha Layne Colto take a back seat to elections.
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lCouple will be married 60
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— MT and Mrs. Luther Easlev
daughter. Mrs. Glyn
Harmon. and one son.

lkyeE(.11.1' BROM SiA
:
31EVE
Associated PPP.Food Editor

23%.offfor one week only.
h.-light air'. look 01 bun cer- summertime, furniture, though
1,11,115 milt. •L1111,1111er 'aerie.; and IslandeiL
hirtlweave bun tato
rrum
Aelel.wicker a«+rit, eel durable: tight*'eight
•., .,ior„Litr11 1).•tirteari,.1,1 a•Liion% .etagere'. stools -tables. hest.
ht-,i. h cond.
Is'r -all seasons

•

Hun Ink:, re•
ti rill 89"
611 I reg. 99"
6i. ti Teg 10999
72 H. reg..' 19.9

:•••

Run titni4s
13 H. reg. 7"
14 H. reg 9"
1541..egl 1"

67"
74"
82"
89"

• I0,00.
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Sale

Bel Air Center
Murray

Hours:
IN-!, 9-6
_ Sat.. 9-5
Sun., 1-5
,

-1=1-

101,1 Imports,

Ends July 7th.

—

753-8477

_The Tropics _

Coupon Good For

FREE VISIT
any July Special

*Private
Tanning
Rooms

Take a 30
Minute

e Tro sic

Vacation...

•

CD

THE
TROPICS ).

Walk Ins

*Free
Towel
Service
*Stereo
Müsic

'
4
"
1"
'
‘14 14°

• 901 Coldwater Road
'Next to Ribshackl

Welcome!

OPEN:
M-F
6 a.m.-12 p.m.

Sat.

Sun.

7 a.m.-7 p.m.

12:30-6:30 p.m.

The Tropics

cn

LIGHT SUPPER
Tomato Peanut Butter :Soup, Ham Sandwiches, Fruit Molds,
Beverage
Tomato Peanut
Butter Soup
• 10%.6unce can condensed tcitiwito soup
1 teaspci•On curry
powder
1/2 cup creamy tieanut
butter
1,2 teaspoon sugar, if
desired
Milk
Turn undiluted soup
into a medium saucepan
---wt/h_ curry poWder,
peanut butler and
sugar. Gradually whisk
in 1 soup can of milk.
Heat gently, stirring
The women of the
often, toerving
kg-TX1Perature.. Makes. 3. Murray Country Club
will play golf on
cups.
Wednesday, July- 3, at
9:30 a.m. **449
DAILY
Person, not listed in
Bargain Matinees
the
lineift) but desiring
Cheri & Cine
to play should-c-allMary
All Seats $2.00
Bogard, hostess, phone
1.30. 3:15. 7.05, 0:54
753-5744. Any person
listed and unable to play
STALL tea .s bare ••
should also call Mrs.
RAMBO
Bogard.
First Blood
The lineup is as
Part II 0
follows:
Tee No. lA — Betty Jo
Purdom, Frances
Hulse, Jerlene Sullivan
It
, 1r]
and Mary Bogard;

C1NE 1 & 2
dmisermammmim,

L 11E-*

with

:Miss Teresa Ann
Nicola and darey Lee
Hatcher were married
Saturday,-June 8, at 6
p.m:_at the First Baptist
Church,.Murray.
Dr. Greg'Earwood officiated at the
ceremony. Music was
presented by Miss Lisa
Nicola, soloist, and
ftrt`tt a r d •1 one s ,
organist.
_The altar „was
centered with a
15-branch candelabra
and other floral
arrangements.
The bride is the
daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Kenneth E. Nicola
of Midland, Mich. She is
the -granddaughter of
the Rev. and Mrs_Darrid
Livingston of Knoxville,
Tenn., and of Mrs.
Helen Nicola of Melvin,
Iowa.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hatcher of Paducah.
The bride' wore a
cathedral length satin
gown designed in_traditional style with
sweetheart neckline and
full length lace sleeves.
Her veil of illusion was
attached to a hairpiece.
Sfie carried a bridal
bouquet of white flowers
and greenery.
Miss Mary Jordon of
San Obisbo, Calif., served as maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Julia Faley of East
Lan§ing, Mich., ang
Miis Lisa Nicola,
Midland, Mich.
Autumn Alcott,
daughter of Mr.• and
Mrs.- Steve Alcott of
Murray, was flower
girl.
. The attendants wore
pastel pink floor length
dresses.
,The groom wore a
pearl grey cuttaway
length tuxedo with a
grey bow tie and a rose
boutonniere.

h
tl
!V

Mrs. Carey Lee Hatcher.
David Smith of
Paducah served as best
man. Groomsmen were
Mark Hatcher of
Gilbertsville and Chris
Caddas of Murray.
Terry Faley of -East
Lansing, Mich., and
David Bonoloto `of
Midland, Mich.., • were
ushers.
The attendants wore

pearl grey tuxedoes.
kept the guest register.
A reception followed
The new Mrs. Hatcher
In the Fellowship Hall of received her degree 'inthe church.
'art from Murray State
Mrs. Mildred Robert- University.
son was the main
Mr. 'Hatcher is a
hostess. She was design draftsman for
assisted by Mrs. Farris, Hatcher,
Earlene Woods, Mrs. Trampe,r and
Gayle Vinson, Mrs. Deb- Associates, an engineerbie Bell and Mrs. Becky ing firm in Paducah. , •
Jo Jones, all of Murray. \ The bridal couple is
'Miss Paige Alcott residing in Draffenville.

Golf planned;Judy Latimer medalist

,

The Tropics

Raymond Easly, -both
decea'sed.

Light supper
menu lists
special soup

Save
1/
4
f'hne-F
ou
•
Our entire collection of Philippine burl

JO.Budreen. cdifor

ST.'ELMO'S
FIRE —1=1

Tee No. 1B — Betty
Lowry, Faira Alexander, Inus Orr and
central cantor 753-3314 Veneta Sexton;
Tee No. 1C — Carole
Edwards, Ton,da
Thomas, Becki

CHERI 3

753-8477

and Marian Posey;
Tee No. 34 — Toni.
Hopson, Evelyn Janes,
Margaret Shuffett and
El.etty Stewart;
Tee No. 3B — Judy
Latimer, Diane
Villanova, Sue Brown
and Pa m Mavity;
Tee No. 4 — Madelyn
Lamb, Nancy Fandrich,
Cathryn Garrott and
Genevieve Logel;
Tee No. 5A — Louise
Lamb, Edith Garrison,
Jane Fitch and Mary
Frances Bell;
Tee No. 5B — Linda
Alexander, Polly Seale,
Judy Mehleman and
Norma Frank;
Tee No. 6A — Kesha
Sullivan, Nancy
Haverstock, Martha Sue
Ryan and Ethelene
McCallon;

Tee No, 1311
BoothPatClaypool,
Sherri Gibbs and Billie
Cohoon;
Tee No. 7 — Rainey
Apperson, Rebecca Irvan, Exie Hill and
Frances Richie;
Tee No. 8A — ljteggy
Shoemaker, Wilda Purdom, Janet Wallis and
Euldene Robinson;
Tee No. 811 —
Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
Sadie Nell West,
Rowena Cullom and
Chris Graham;
Tee No. 9A — Mary
Bazzell, LaVerne Ryan
and Mary Belle
Overbey;
Tee No. 9B — Vicki
Jones, Donna Tate,
Margie Vanarsdel and
Beth Belote.
The winners for play
on June 26 have been an-

--1Yy Batty
Lowry, \hostess,
•follows:
Medalist for -the day
with a scbre of 83(39-441._
was Judy Latin-ler:Championship flight
— Mary Bogard, first,
Betty Lowry and
Frances Hulse, tied for
second;
nuuneelt

First flight — —Judy
Latmer, first, Diane
Villanova, second:*
Second flight —
Ethelene McCallon;
first, Jane Fitch,.
second;
Third flight — Sherri
Gibbs, first, Euldene
Robinson, second;
Fourth flight — Tonda
Thomas, first; Carole
Edwards, second;
Overall putts
Evelyn Jones.

1 - 30. 3:5.5. 7 M. 5:15
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Free checks Tuesday
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Our Most-Important Service

(;EI WHAT

Ni)uWw-rAr

•We fill State Medicaid Prescriptions.
•We accept Blue. Cross, PCS, Medi-Mat and Paid
APS prescription cards.
•We will also help you fill out your out-of-state
insurance forms.
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114.0 TAPE •
%CR KENTAlitiv•
Mow Neat. II IUD- 10 pm
•'
,tin. 1 pni r pm

SUMMER STEREO SPECIAL

chestnut at. 753.3311
• Murre

pen 8:00 Start 8:30
A NIGHTMARE
ON ELM STREET (0)

1 r.,

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!

Drive In .

THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW
"MASSACRE R

11 ARM A t:
1131=MIZEriMan

Army Private Thomas R. Hudson, son of Billy
H. and Betty J. Hudson,. Rt. 2, Hazel, has completed basic training at Fort Jackson, S.C. During the training he received instruction in drill
and ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics,
military courtesy, military justice, first aid and
Army history and traditions. Hudson is a 1979
graduate of North Hardin High School, Radsliff.

FOR

-Double Fea ure

N

Hudson finishes training

COLORTYME

Awrs 7i al

*Now Computor

*Save more dollars with more service.

Reunion on Sept.'

7
The second annual Graduates' Reunion of the
-Newborn Intensive Care of Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., will be held Saturday. Sept.
7, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Centennial Park
Shelter, Nashville. Each one should bring a picnic lunch. For more information contact
Newborn Intensive Care, Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., 37232, or call 1-615-322-0963.

Local • persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals were Virginia Morgan of Murray from Lourdes. and flenry West and Edward
Mathis, both of Murral it•om Western Baptist.

LIFEFORCE

SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION

•

NOOORS

OUTDOOStr*

-

*

AM FM CASSETTE PORTABLE 4 way
STEREO SO root arnpefier
-hob% swims.305.8 output. 2
AM FM lunar auto reverse cassette 661K
band short ways short eject. tops
7
separate
cbrect
turntable
drys
player
band graphs *queerer 3 way speatoir counter bend Miector buttons. dual pur
pews LED melon. poses owe older
systems and pimps toe surto ceittnet
functions UM 1.111,

sANsut

BOTH FOR ONE LOW PRICE • CALL NOW WHILE OFFER LASTS

• , .s. S I ,ri,-.,,

Cop

o.

Summer Sale
10% to 50%
- - Off Storewldo- •
Mon. July rtkru Sat. July 13
quality used Childrens
clothirro. 0-6X and nursery equipment.
Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-4
900 Coldwater Rd. 359-4577

'Specializing in
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The Boatwright Family Reunion will be held
Sunday, July 7, in the private dining room of Colonial House Smorgasbord. Dinner will be served
at. noon. For information call 753-3724.
=

Patients dismissed

The terror begins.

pla
the
on
at 1

Boatwright event,Sunday

Free blood pressure checks will be giCren from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, located at Sycamore and South 15th
Streets.

RETURN
TO OZ t=
:

es •

Nicola-Hatcher vows solemnized

Vears

k

r. and Mrs. Luther
Cai1ey-of_ Maypeld,
formerly of Coldwater,
will observe their 60th
'wedding anniversary on
Sunday, July 7.
TMA family -celebration
will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
•
on Sunday. •
Mi. and Mrs. Easley
were married July 4,
1925, at the United
Methodist Parsonage by
the late Rev. Monroe
Edwards.
Mrs: Easley, the
former Mary Byrd
Harwell, is the daughter
-of thelata-Jim--Harwell
and Permelia Ezell
Harwell.
Mr. Easley is the son
of the 4a4e.-Kci-- Easley
and Sallie Emerson
Easley.
Ttrey are the parents
of four sons. . Hollis
Easley. James Faslq,
Donnie Easley and 011ie
Easley:, and three
daughters. Mrs. Bernice
Cope, Mrs. Robbie
Bazzell and Mrs.
Frances Ahart.
Mr.'and Mrs. Easley
tiave 16 grandchildren grandchildren.
anti._ seven,. greatThey have one
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Babies, dismissals listed by hospital
Newborn admissions Fairlane; Mrs. Brenda
and dismissals at I. Satterwhite, Rt. 2,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Box 309;
Mrs. 'Lucy D. Cook,
ty Hospital for Friaay.
June 28, have been Rt. 3,'Box 1108; Mrs. AnretIkasea as follows:
nie I. Crawford, Box 67,
Newborn admissions
Mayfield; Mrs. Caroline
Twins, Baby Boy Bailey, 104 North Eighth
Darnell and-Baby Girl St.
,Darnell, parents, Cheryl
Mrs. Mary E. Elkins,
and Teddy, E-17 Fox 602 Ellis Dr.; Mrs
Meadows, Murray.
Macie Pullen, Rt. 5,
DIsmissals
Mayfield; Clovis
Mrs. Donna J. Bazzell (expired)
Rt. 1,
Raspberry and baby
Box 289, Murhty,
girl,,_Xiiryear, Tenn.;
Miss:Mary Lou Merieod
and baby boy, Rt. 8.
Newborn admissions
Benton;
and dismissals at
Mrs. Betty L. ,Cle- Murray-Calloway Counment, Rt. 2, Box 449, Big
ty Hospital for SaturSandy, Tenn.; Miss Laday, June 29, have been
Jeanne G. Thornton,
released as follows:
2112 Coldwater_ Rd.;
Newborn admissions
• Brown A. Grover, Rt. 6,
Baby Girl Shields,
Bentan;
parents, Rebecca -and
Joe Edd Emerson, Michael, Box 85,
New
1502 Chaucer; Bobby Concord;
Joe Toon, 1619 Keenland
Baby -Girl Cooper,Dr.; Ellwood Brown,
mother, Ruth, P.O. Box
Rt, 7, Box 119;
14, Dexter, Mich.;
Danny L. Lamb, Rt. 5,
Baby Girl Jones,
Box 144; Gregory Allen
mother, Beveraly, 739
Scott. Rt. 5; Jimmy Ray
Nash Dr., Murray.
Burcham, Rt. 1, Dismissals
Palmersville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Karen S. Shupe,
William G. Clerkin,
Rt. 1, Box 130-A, FarmRt. 2, Box 244, Gilbertington; Mrs. Angelis M.
sville; Earl G. Waters,
McDaniel and baby girl,
-403 South llth St.; Amos
Rt. 4, Box 286-A, Paris,
FIVE GENERATIONS - Mrs. Isabelle:Thompson Cunningham, seated Perry,
Rt. 5;
Tenn.;
Jill, is slfavn with four other generations in her family. Seated'next to her is
Richard H. Williams,
Sherman J. Foster,
her daughter, Mrs. Laverne niompson Thurman. Standing left is Mrs. Mar208 Ruff St., Apt. 1, Box 165, Fulton;
Mrs.
tha Thurman Gardner,granddaughter of Mrs. Cunningham and daughter of
Paris, Tenn.; Bryan Cindy Ragsdale,
Rt. 3,
,.. Mrs. Thurman. Standing right is Mrs. Gaye Gardner Champion of
Overcast, 511 Whitnell; .Box 201-A;
James R.
Nashville, Tenn., great-granddaughter -of Mrs. Cunningham, grandHobart D. Hudson, 524
Clapp, Box 2 5 ,
'
daughter of Mrs. Thurman and daughter of Mrs. Gardner. Seated on the lap Whitnell;
Dukedom, Tenn., Mrs.
of his great-grandmother is Corey Hill Champion who is son of Mrs. ChamHubert H. Dowdy, 506
Ruth Elaine Olson, Rt.
pion, grandson of Mrs. Gardner and great-great-grandson of Mrs.
South Seventh St.; Sam- 1, Box
199, Benton;
Cunningham.
mie F. Cook, 728
Phillip R. Carson,RL
1, Box 1931. Kirksey;
Mrs. Rosie L. Cook, Rt.
5, Box 1235; Mrs. Ida
Bridge and golf will be
Tea 18A - Earlene and Lou Darnell, died Ellen MgKinney, 1208
Tee 12 - Grace
played by the women of James, Doris Rose, Woods, Essie caldwell for second;
Olive St.; Mrs. Edna M.
the Oaks Country Club Kathryn Outland and and Linda Roach;
Fourth flight - Sheppard, Lakeland
on Wednesday, July 3, Sally Ann Sawyer;
Tee 18B - Carolyn Shirley Wade, first, Wesley Village, Benton.
at 9:30 a.m.
Tee 13 - Sue Wells, Parks, Ann Perrin, Marg Hitz and Sally Ann
---Mary Graves, phone Shirley Wade, Florence Martha Ryan and Sawyer, tied for second;
753-8019, will be hostess Hensley and Mary C. Murelle Walker.
A nkvborn admission
Low putts - Sue
for bridge play.
Winne-r-s- from golf Wells.
and dismissals at
Lamb;
r
Tee 14 - Shelba play on June 26 have
Hostess for golf play
Barnett,
Sue Stone, been released by Grace
will be Helen King,
phone 753-3609. Persons Peggy Noel and Sue James, hostess, as
follows:
listed in the lineup and DeLay;
Medalist - Wanaa
unable to play should
Tee 15 - Linda Oiler,
Shelba Barnett,
Brown,
call Mrs. King. Any one Doll Redick, Marlene
not signed up but desir- Beach and Martha second;
First flight - Sue
ing to play may come Broach;
first., Mable
Wells,
and be paired at the tee.
Tee18 - Lou Darnell,
Rogers. second;
The lineup is as ,Marg Hitz, Carol Dick
Second flight - Peggy
and Belinda Elliott;
follows:
Noel, first, Doris Rose
Tee 17 - Erma Tuck, and-Doll Redick, tied for
Tee 11 - Berlene
Brewer, Laura Parker, firorida Parker, Jane second;
Mable Roges and Vickie Barnett and Helen
Third flight - Erma
King;
Oliver;
Tuck, Bronda Parker
•

Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday.
June 30, have been
released as follows:
•
Newborn admission
Baby Boy Hack,
parents, Teena and
Thomas, Rt. 2, Calvgrt
City.
t Dismissals
Mrs. Verlane S. Wyatt

and baby boy, Box144,
New. Concord:. Mrs.
Karl Lynn Bush and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Cottage
Gr&e, Tenn.;
Ms. StifAanie Carol
Gremore and baby boy,.
at, 1,)Box .137, Hazel;
am
Mid
sabaW
ba
yngda
irLRtC
F. .Crouch
6500, Puryear, Tenn.
2. Box

Billy Frank Aiiams,
Rt. 8, Box 1145; MrsAilene D. Evans, Rt. 6,
Box 14; Mrs. Lucille B.
Walters, 1,204 Grove St.,
Paris, Tenn.
Harry E. Wilson, 1010
East Blythe St., Paris,
Tonn.; Mrs. Reva S
Hillman, He Box 42,
New Concord.

-Dixieland Center
4
J.

We will be closed July 4th. 5th, 6th

Oaks events planned; Brown., medalist

Middle School honor roll listed
The honor roll for the
kinal six _weeks- at.
Calloway County Middle
School has been released by Roy Cothran, principal, as follows:
.,,Seventh Grade
Chad Azbell, Scott
Buchanan, Lisa Culver,
Tammy Edmonson,
Amy Fulton,"eiDarbY
,Futrell, Brad
Gallimore, Scottie
Gray, Beth Haley, Randy Hansen,
Amy Helm, Beth Henninger, Mike Hopkins,
Tara Lamb, Angie
Miller, Eric Mitchell,
Mac Phillips, David
Potts, Lori Roberts,
Ray Roberts,
Jon Rose, Kim
Shelton, Stacey Sills,
- Jennifer Speigal,
Michelle Stubblefield,
Traci Walker, Tracey
Waters, Kathy Wilson
and Loren Wisehart.
Eighth Grade
Charles Archer,
Stefani Barnett, Alan
Bazzell, Scott Bakzell,
Shane Black, Angie
Brown, Adam

Chambers, P.J. Chadwick, Lisa Cleaver,
•
Jane Ann Cook, Karen
Dale, Amy Ferguson,
Gina Gooch, Darla
Gremore, Gina Harris,
Heidi Hei-ss, Vicky
Herndon, Yancie Huie,
Laura Jones,
Rhoda Jones, Shawn
Latimer, Kim Lough,
Stephen Lovett, Richie

•

CLEA\E

Shirts 69`
, Size 14-18' 2 only
4 or More
Laundered, Folded on Hangers
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When
You Eking Cleaning

1

Lovins, Debbie Mott,
Kathy- Musser, Patrick Orr, Jennifer Parrish,
Ashley Poyner,
Amanda Smart, Renee
Thweatt, Heather
Walston, Teresa
Washer, Shawn
Wedhorn,• Heather
Williams and Jon
Wuest.

$2"
t
Limit With Coupon
I Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

Good thru July 27, 1985

Dresses-Blouse
Swimweai
/
1 3 -01f

Plain
Dresses

Hygienically Cleaned
Expertly Pressed

Blankets
$199
I

Good thru July 27, 1985

j

Pants &
Slacks
$ 1 89

-

I

Sportswear
Summer
/ • 0ff
Sleepwear /4
Come See Us
For Prime Pickings

Penny Johnson.
bride-elect of Keith
Farrel, has made
her selections of
pottery, crystal
and stainless. Penny and Keith will
be Married August
10.

HIGGSandARTTNEWS

Spark

I
No Limit With Coupon
I Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good thru July 27, 1985
Imo
=tom

Good thru July 17. 1985

diti4tAt.e,74.4X_

001
1E
:
LI a.undry & Cleaners
13th & Main
6th Poplar

C H ESTNUT

'No Li,nitwith Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

7512552

North 12th
603 Main

All Spring & Summer
Clothing 1/2 Off
*

* Dresses
*Suits
*Blotises
*Tops
*Skirts

* Co-ordinated Sportswear
*Shirts
*Shorts

siKR• _•

21011. MS.

L.

*Sleepwear *Socks
*Pants
*Handbags
*JP-a n.
*BPits
*Jewelry
*Swimsuits

...A.

•

_

IMEMIStk--....

,

I

•

•

•
•••

A
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Barbara Lynn Whayne is selected
Barb•ara Lynn
Whayne of Richmont

daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Hard Whayne.of

Murray, was selected as
one of Outstanding

TRENHOLM'S

a

SPECIAL!

Stuffed Tomato & Slaw

$2.05

And to really cool you off...

Ice Cold Rootbeer in a Frosted Mug
•Il 1.1
.1=•1

•••=01

••••••••

1.1'11

1206 Chestnut

11.1•1•1
,

Young Women of
America for 1984.
She holds a bachelor's
degree in recreation
from Murray State
University and a
master's degree in student personnel services
from Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond.
Since 1981 she has been
an EKU Residence Hall
Administrator
Counselor.
Ms. Whayne is a
member of the Kentucky Associattart—uf
Women Deans and

1983-85. She is the col- 1970-75, she was a Girl
legiate chapter director Scout troop leader and
of the Delta Zeta Sorori- worked with the
ty. For several years Calloway County Senior
she has been a volunteer Citizens as an arts and
teacher in career crafts instructor.
counseling at the EKU
In January 1085, Ms.
-counselin&Qgnter.
Whayne actepted a
This past year MS: position - as Residence
Whayne was president Hall Program Coorof the Episcopal Churchi dinator at Eastern KenWomen's Group of Rich-- tucky University.
mond. She is a teacher
in the church school program. She also is active
as a driver and
deliverer in the RichMonday,July 1
mond Community
Murray-Callow-ay
Meals-on-W
hels
B.Lynn Whayne
County Camera Club
program.
will meet at 7 p.m. in anCounselors, serving as
During her college
nex of Calloway Public
second vice president .years in Murray,
Library.

—community- events-

4

* * * * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES tAST* * ***

D
Warehouse Foods
&

4

T We Riser" The

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts
f-f
)
•AJ

Right To Limit Quantities

Hours:
Monday
ihru
Saturday
8-7

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Potato
Chips

Prices Good While
Supplies Last!

0
88

12 Oz.

1 Lb

Milk

Gal.

$ 1 69

Yellow Onions Lb. 19c

wisk
Sunlight
Rinso
Dish Washing
Laundry
Deter
gent Det2r09ent Det2ropent
Gal

White

Potat
oes
10 tbs.

$514 $ 1 59 $ 1 09

49
Darling

1/2%

$1 28

Nunn Better High Protein Dog Food 25 Lb. $4.59°

Our

Turner

Bologna

Corn Whole Kernel or

Cream style 150,3/994

Richtex 48 Or Cooking Oil $1.99

uJ

Turner

0
0

Vlasic
Hamburger

Totinto

ce 1 Cream
Gal Pail

Pizza
Assorted

Varity

Pork &
Beans
15 Or.

Or. Jar

3/890

•

59

Can

8

Lucky Leaf Apple Juice

Y2

Gal. $1.69

Reelfoot Old Fashion Hot Dog 12 Oz. 89

•=.
1 -- 111•1...•:••••111•1

Kelly's

Luncheon
Meat

Kelly's

Nunn. Better

Potted Meat

Fisher
Sandwich Mate

Flour
5 LB.

Chees
e
12 Or.

30z.

12 Oz Can
$

Show Boat

Dill Slices
32

1 09 5/ 1 89°
Erwins

Gatorade
Lemon Lime
or Orange
320z.

Sausage

--

Hot or Mild

69°

99°

Reelfoot
Regular or Old Fashion

,Lb $ 1 49

Edon
Bathroom

Jumbo
Franks
$ 1 29
1 Lb.

Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7613.

Field

Wiener

t
ta Reg. sl"

$

LE SUPPLIES LAST* ** *

623 South 4th St.'Across from Murray Drive-in Theatre

Frito-tay
Ruffle

Tissu
e
4 Roll Pkg.

790

Coke,
Diet Coke
or Sprite

or Mt. Dew
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

6 Pk. 1
$13
9

$1

Plus Deposit

Oz. Can

r.

a

ti

---t
Ti

Hour...

a
Ii

For The Times
Of Your LIFE!

r

COUPON
I Receive Two Prints For
The Price of One

Can

y(

$589

f
/roi;
Oi

Case

-

Expires July 8. 1985

Limit One Coupon Per
Customer And One
Coupon Per Roll).

a

.1

L.

2.day service on Black &
White processing, slide
film (E-6) processing and
Wallet size prints.

Open July 4th For Your Shopping Convenience

&T Warehouse Foods

Snap Shot
-Photo
1 Hour Photo Developing

6?.3 South
.
4th Street

'

A

Give Us

Pepsi or RC
Diet Pepsi,
Diet Rite
12 Oz

59

Tuesday,July 2
Calloway County _Hospital.
————
Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m
at Calloway Public
Library.
— ——
Murray Lodge No.
2011 of Loyal Order of
Moose will have a
business meeting at 8
p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Parents -Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information-or
transportation call
762-2504.

Calloway County
Athletic Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Murray Assembly No.
Calloway County Board 19 Order of the Rainbow
of Education office.
for Girls Will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Shower
- for Mr. and
———— _
Mrs. Ronnie Beane and
Murray TOPS (take
children, Kevin and off pounds sensibly)
Geoff, whose home was Club will meet at 7 p.m.
destroyed by fire will be at Health Center.
from 7 to ,9 p.m. at
————
Beech Grove 'Free blood pressure
Cumberland checks will be given
Presbyterian Church.
from noon to 2 p.m. at
_
Murray Seventh-day
"Sing Out, Ken- Adventist Church.
tucky!" program will be
at 8 p.m. in Convention
'Murray Optimist Club
Center, Kentucky Dam will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Village State Park.
Homeplace Family
———
Restaurant.
Annual Hospioe
————
Volunteer Training SesSenior citizens acsion will be from 6 to 9 tivities will be at 9:30
p.m. In' third floor a.m. at Dexter Center;
classroom, Murray- from 10 a.m. to 2,p.m. at
Calloway County Hazel and Douglas
Hospital.
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
————
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
South Pleasant Grove
————
Murray State SumUnited Methodist
Church Women will mer University/Commeet at 6:30 p.m. at munity Band will preWestern Sizzlin Steak sent a concert at? p.m.
in front of Lovett
House.
Auditorium, MSU.
Tuesd- ay,July 2
Sixth meeting of SumWednesday,July 3
mer Youth Series will be
Persons interested in
at 7:30 p.m. at Lone Oak participating .in sumChurch of Christ.
mer art classes on Mon————
day and Friday may
General meeting of call the Murray Art
WMU of First Baptist betweenGuild, plitone.
753-72
,
o,a 1.0,a
Church will be at 9:39
a.m. in cliurch chapel.
p.m. today.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
"Sing Out, Ken—
at American Legion tucky!" program will be
Building, South Sixth presented at 8 p.m. at
and Maple Streets.
Kenlake State Resort
————
Park.
• "Sing Out, Ken————
tucky!" program will be
Dpents at Calloway
at 8 p.m. in Convention Public Library will inCenter, Kentucky Dam clude Parents and Twos
Village State Park.
at 9:30 a.m.; Story
————
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
A representative of 3:30 p.m.
_
Social Security Administration will be at
Ladies day events at
Robert 0. Miller Cour- Murray Country Club
thouse Annex from 10 will include golf and
a.m. to noon.
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Ladies day events at
Living wail Diabetes Oaks Country Club will
program will be at 2 include golf and bridge
p.m. in third floor
at 9:30 a.m.
classroom, Murray————

An
Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,

Her duties include advising the EKU
Etesidence Hall Associations, coordinating programs for the individual
residnce halls, assisting
in training new,resident
aasistants and helping
with the summer orientation program for incoming freshmen
students.

•
•

P,Arf-f.P.

.

Olympic Maza, Murray Ky
759-9347
PF MON TABU SAT
AM o• $ PM

Also l'oMar Muff MO and Posibuould AA
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Kentucky News In Brief
SOMERSET.Ky.( AP)- Charles Harris has announced he is retiring as superintendent of
Somerset-schools following a period of strained
relations with the school board.
Harris, 54, has headed the school district since '
1976. He announced his retirement Friday night
at a specially-called Meeting. Harris, whose
retirement became effective Sunday night, was
.awarded a $12,000 contract to stay on as a consultant for two months while a replacement is found.
In his letter to the board, Harris gave no
reason-for-the MOW.Last wedtite told areporter
he wanted to remain as superintendent for four
or five more years. Harris, a Warren County
native, could not be reached for comment after
the board meeting.
Several board members said a conflict Over a
board-Approved audit during the last few months
probably led to the action.
One member, pr. Danny Clark, said Harris
was unable to please some board members
regardless of what he did.
Another board member, Jim Wilson, the only
dissenter in the 4-1 vote to accept the retirement.
said the audit of the system's financial records
probably contributed to Harris' decision.
The audit questioned how closely some state. regulations were being followed and expenses.
But no crimina?conduct waS identified.
"The majority of the board was against Mr.
Harris," Wilson said. "For what reasons. I don't
know.'
'
---WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky. (API - Voters in,
-Grant County have overwhelmingly decided to
prohibit liquor sales in the first referendum on
the issue since 1958.
The margin was better that 2-1, with 3,559
voting dry and 1,362 voting wet.
The Grant County temperance League
celebrated Saturday at the Williamstown Baptist
Church after the vote, said Mayor Herbert
Caldwell, vice chairman of the group.
"We're well-satisfied, well-satisfied,"
Caldwell said. The vote margin was "even more
than we expected." He said the county has been
.•
dry since 1944.
Judy West, who called for the referendum,
said- she plans to call for another vote in three
years, the earliest one can beheld under law.

Five of the seven counties that border Grant
to be hosted by the,Kentucky Environmental
County havelliglor-salea-Ailits_Wesksaid liquor
Quality Commission. sales would help reduce the number of
'*------Tha.rAmalpiikion, which is on record in opposidrivers, since they would not have to drive. to
tion to such mining programs, will listen to
another county to drink liquor. She also said it
'federal officials who have prepared a draftwould help produce more jobs and tax revenue.
report on mining potential in the Dante! Boone
But opponents said it would mean more c'hme,
National Forest and the Pennyrile and kililatucky
more drunken driving and possibly higher taxes.
Ridge state forests.
The turnout for the vote was higher than the
The meeting will begin at 9:30 a.m. in Room
May primary, County Clerk John McCoy said.
107 of the Capitol Annex.
About 2,000 people had registered t vote since
The seven-member commission is an advisory
November, probably because of interest in the
panel to the governor and the Natural'Resources
wet-dry vote, he said.
and EtlY1112.11Mental Protection Cabinet., - - -

BRANDENBURG. Ky.(API - A Meade County
woman was jailed after being accused of killing
her husband in an argument, police said.
Viola Mart"4of Guston was charged
murder following the death of her husband
Saturday, state police at Elizabethtown said.
Howard Martin, 61, died of gunshot wounds
suffered about 6:25 p.m. Saturday at his home on
Kentucky 710, about six-tenths of a mile east of
Guston, dispatcher Eddie Caswell said.
Mrs. Martin was lodged in the Meade County
jail at Brandenburg.
---OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP) - A fund-raising
campaign is under way to finance a lecture
"aeries at Kentucky Wesleyan College in memory
of the late Ed Ryan, a political reporter and
columnist.
Luther W. White III, the school's president,
said he hoped the first lecture could be held this
fall.
Speakers could include authors, publishers,
scholars, politicians and working reporters.
"The purpose of the lectureship is to share views
on the practice of journalism and First Amendment issues," White said.
Ryan, who died in May 1984, had: covered
politics and government for The Courier-Journal
for 10 years. He was an Owensboro native and
Wesleyan graduate.
Wesleyan's Office of Development is raising
money for the program.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll benefit from some relaxation
now Work pressures could make you
difficult to get along with. Don't blow

It's time for
a new doctor

• Frames Drake

1

Hog market
P'ederal Mate Market %rues %erste,
July 1. IONS
Iteedurk) Pyrrha's. Aires Hod Market
Nopsort laeludei S busks,' Mattes*
lbsealpts: Att. IWO Est. 711 Barrows
Steallyhilly .29-111prIter Saws
steady to LOD Kilter

4 rrr 4 MIN
lb...
31 3 310 ts• am.
(0 34 230170 lb..
floes
I'S I 2 270 3.10 lb...
13 I 3 309,439 lb..
I 3
IS I 3 Over WM
11:1I V3 *WWI lbs.
Roars 1129.4111-91.311

WHOLESALE TIRE CO.
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA- 247-7106
HOURS:
7:30-5:30 Monday-Friday
7:30-1:00

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

949.23 49.73
feu 30.80
344.25 40.23
&OAS 49.23
1147.73•43.73

years ago turning the
Ford rand McConnell
nominating process agreed last Thursday to
over to the non-partisan continue the
panel.
arrangement.

,

1 Lb. Bar-B-Q, 6 Buns either Slaw or Baked Beans
$595

Max Rogers
Owner-Manager

Factory Blems
Limited supply of blemished
tires at special clearance
prices.
Description

I
1-85403R13

195/75R14

Order Lbs. & Shoulders early
Because will be closed July 4
Place Ain't Fancy...
But Sho is Good Food

TJ'S Bar-B-Q & Burgers

Supreme White

235/75R 15

WHITEWALLS IryERroar-PRICED AT

44to 88 LESS

Price

37.95
37.95

Supreme White 42.95

2135/70R14 Supreme White 42.95
205/75R15

fte

Supreme White 49.95
Supreme White 49.95

P165/80R13 :
P175180R13

34.95

P185/80R13

35.95

P195,75R14

41.95

P215 75R14

39.95

P235 75R15XL

63.95

LIGHT TRUCK SPECIALS

Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045

.01010

600x16
Transport Tube Type
750x16
Sat Tube Type
875.16.5 TRI TU
LT215/85R16
Radial RTH
LT235/85R16
Radial RTH

\s,

6 ply
8 ply
10 ply
6 ply
10 ply

$3495
$7995

$6995
$5995

$8995

All Shoes
Lube,07 Miter

1 2"
lubncate yehscle s chassi, dray^ ON
o4 Pad up to free Quarts of new od
on••••• a new oil filter

Front Dist Drakes
---1110k
Closing Saturday
J.

N.

SHOERMARN
Dixieland Center
.0

Pt

_oh

VS

i75/9R13 Supreme White

ew.sie nos.

•

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Size

July 4th Special

turday

.1

A

the bar association.
Owensboro has been
Without a representative on the federal
bench since January
1984, when James F.
Gordon resigned. Ron
Meredith of
ElizabethtoWn recently
was sworn-in to the
bench and could move to
the Daviess County
seatr-ife-sald, though, he
wanted to see where
Allen'S successor lives
before movinf- Meredith noted 'that
the selection could come
front any of the 53 cotmtieS in the Western
District.
,itumthae--said he
Would like to see someone from Owensboro
appointed, But he said
the most important
thing for /a candidate is
that the person be
'.1qua1ifie1, outstanding,
with eiperience and
training."
In some states, and in
Kentucky until 1975,
nominations to vacancies on the federal
bench traditionally
were made by U.S.
senators and the
nominees traditionally
were people of the same
politidal party as the sitting president.
But Ford and former
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, who wa,s
defeated by McConnell
In the 1984 election, signed an agreement 10
3 I 2 210 2411

C'mon America,Drive OverTo

Tires-tone

Federal judge to be selected
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(API - The Kentucky
Bar Association and the
state's two U.S.
senators are beginning
to form a nine-member
panel_ that will recommend five names for a
vacancy on the federal
bench in the Western
-'District of Kentucky.
NT-he non-partisan
Committee will recommend candidates for the
post to President
Reagan. The president's
nomination will face
confirmation by the U.S.
Senate.
Chief Judge Charles
M. Allen is scheduled to
assume senior status in
October, at which tune
he will begin to work
part time, clearing the
way for appointment of
a full-time judge.
The bar association,
has appointed ,threa
panel - Members. Six
others, three each, will
be -appointed by U.S.
Sens. Wendell Ford, an
Owensboro Democrat.
and Mitch McConnell, a
Louisville Republican.
Owensboro lawyer
John- H. Helmers, chairman of the Daviess
County GOP and McConnell supporter, is
one of the announced
candidates.
William Rummage,
also an Owensboro
lawyer, is one of three
attorneys selected to the
search committee by

million project to transform the stretch of road
built in the 1950s as the Kentucky Turnpike into a
state-of-the-art superhighway'
Work began in 1981 and is reaching its peak
'this summer, with narrowinag_of_laries.--iewerspeed limits and-eomeriffreting causing traffic
stint-di:ilk-ifs in some areas.
In Jefferson County, the new'
4. road will have
eight lanes, four in each direCtiOn, from the Wat- .
terson Expressway to the Jefferson Freeway.
South from that point to Elizabethtown it will be
six lanes wide.
Despite-the potential for delay, the Louisville
Automobile Club is advising members to use 1-65'
if it is the shortest route to their July 4 holiday
destifiation, said travel counselor Myra Durham. f
"We have not had Any complaints trod por
members using Ulla
4tas -year," she' _
"Maybe they have it u er a little betterAttrol
than last gear."
t

lubricating fluid), development of cal- it's ttkne for a
nge. et her to
cium deposits and irritation of articu- another dottor
-perform a-prolating surfaces. This conditional
you .fine one
gways produces stiffness, pain on who behaves himself
Qalins
irand loss of mobility.
DHA.DitteTT - Do diabetics
,
after an undoubtedly active ha vellirlt,ean pro:Meats?
At
life. yo mother is a good candidate
I am- a dieting diabetic"(not doing a
for one - or all - of the Manifesta- great job,of it) and, take one pill in
tions of osteoarthritis. She will the tiorning. Alm t a yeas 0;9 I
require several X-ray examinations develoPed a persPiration problem
°Cher joiels so that her physician can from the waist down to my knees1 (I
accaratelyassess the degree of dete- sit a lot on my job.) My doctor is not.t.
rioration. One of the many arthritis cooderned. He says I should change ;
roedicines may help her. Her walking the material of my clothes, which I
might be improved by judicious injec-, • cannot afford to do.
tions of cortisone into the most painDEAR READER -• I am not aware
ful areas. As a last resort, she may that diabetes per srproduces the,sortwant to consider surgery or hip or of perspiration problem you describe:
knee replacement. In my experience, Thigh sweating -is more likely due to:
all these techniques can be useful.
some factor- relating to the skin of
The important fact to consider is your lower body. Porous cotton cloththat she need not become disabled. ing can more effectively -allow your
Elderly persons may not be made body to "breathe" than can synthetic
"whole" by treatment, but they cer- fabric or w,00l.lf you cannot afford to .
tainly can be aided to the point where change your trowters. try using a light
they can continue to walk and enjoy and absorbent undergarment, like
independence.
cotton boxer shorts. I think your probThe difficult portion of your,que§- lem is probably due to "hot pants-non concerns the doctor's reaction to not the kind favored by teenagers. but
her predicament. She is surely experi- the type of material that prevents ,
encing more than run-of-the-mill appropriate dissipation of body heat.
aches and pains. I assume she has It sounds as though your unusual permade this clear to the doctor. If true,_ spiration pattern is more the province
her concerns are being disregarded of your haberdasher than of your
by a physician who shows an abnor- doctor.
mal insensitivity. If he is in his right
Send your questions to Dr Gott at
mind, I don't know why he would P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
react in such a callous and unprofes- Due to volume .of mail, individual
sional manner. Perhaps he doesn't questions cannot ,ix „ansWered. Queswant her as a patient. Maybe he is tions of general'ihterest will be
unaware of the treatable natuce of answered in future columns.
her ailments. In any case, I would say
'NEWSPAPER ENTERNISE:ASSN i

DR.GOI'T

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My.tiSelr is
72. During the past three moans she
has had .,more and more difficulty
walking and increasing pain in her
hips and legs. Now she can barfly go
up and down stairs. Her doctor' reaction was, "At your age, you've got to
expect a few aches and pains." What
do you think of a doctor wile would
FRANICFOkitT, Ky.(API
Mining of federaltell a patient that?
ly owned minerals on public lands will be among
DEAR READER - Your question
the discussion topics at a public meeting July 10,
is really composed of two parts; one
is easy to answer, the other is difficult?
•
As people grow older, they comFOR TUESDAY,JULY 2, 1985
monly show ligns of wear and tear.
Weight-bearing joints - like hips,
your top.
others, yet find time to do your own. knees and ankles
are often prime
VIRGO '
thing, too.
targets for a type of arthritic wear(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
-AQUARIUS
ing-down called osteoarthritis.
• What should be fun will be spoiled (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Patients may demonstrate loss of
if you argue with a friend. Home
Getting along with others today on joint space (with concomitant loss of
get-togethers are your best bet for the job may be quite
a task. Avoid
pleasant times.
hurrying assignments. Do a thorough
LIBRA
job, then relax.
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
PISCES
miser
Both career and home make (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew
demands on you today. Despite your
A child could throw a tantrum
anxiousness to get ahead, save time today. Friendship
is favored over
Ask
for family tfiis evening.
romance now. There's a tendency to
about
SCORPIO
argue with a close tie.'
State Farm's
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Homeowners
You're only expressing an opinion,
YOU BORN TODAY are sympatheExtra
but someone may feel you're trying to
tic, with genuine humanitarian feel-'
Policy.
run things. Tact and diplomacy are
ings. You work well with the public
definitely needed,
and can succeed in real estate, hotel
SAGITTARIUS
management and the restaurant busi(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ness. Be less concerned about how
S the mem comprellenswe home
You'll have trouble reaching an
your own feelings are being treated.
-4
,
ters msurance pc•cy State Farm
agreement with a close ally about the
,
as erer offered Can ar,sof reof you
Devote your fine sensitivity to creaQuafrry
you
use ofjoint funds._ It's best to.shop.by
tive work and helping others.Poetry,
yrchirself.
-fiction, music, dance and interior
CAPRICORN
design are some of the fields that
(Dec.22 w Jan. 19)
promise you fulfillment. Birthday of:
You'll find-another's behavior a bit Herman
tiesse, novelist; and Christmuch today. Be cooperative with oph Gluck,
composer.

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Friends and advisers are helpful
careerwise. but a family member may
raise some objections. Patience is
hard to come by now. •
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Be a good listener. Hold your peace
even if you disagree with some
viewpoints put forth today. Avoid
haste when traveling.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June-20) _
-•
Vow- tenderfey today ,is to forge
ahead with a financial scheme
despite what others may say. Pont
push your luck too far..
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Moodiness and temperament won't
help your cause with a close tie. Try
to discifss differences rationally.
Dont play games.
.
.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API- Vehicles traveling.
the 40 miles of Interstate 65 between Louisville
- and Elizabethtown are separated'from highway
construction- equipment by thousands.. Of bar_ leski, but travel appears to..1=se_ improved over
1984, an automobile club spokeswoman lArs.
Hundreds of workers are involved in'a $300

Air Conditioning

1 2"
Check complete system NAN:Wm
Pressure and leak tests Add rip to 14. lb
refrocoorreu Parts *firs

Alignment

'49'5

Install nekered• resurface rotors
repack wheel besongs mita* new
grease ieals add needed fluid •rnspect
system and read tett Iliebsolt calques
& so,,,,matall• pads ems
u I Smgle

Moon hoot wheels steng
adlusteble
angle% to martufecturer s specs Most
cars Cheyettes toe only Net,solve if
needed

.,90 DAYS tAINE AS CASH .,,•••;•,,,,,i • hare,at l.rerd, •• •, -.o,me.,1Ires.,.. deyers
7, , - - m ,r
,
,,, pa•merd it`Q‘J,,e.1 el, lharm e charge, •er • de,• ehe- wed mSweet, We also
,- ... • l r AStP,C 11,1 Came'a Cal, Cerle Blanche and •,,,••'+ an E .0.as. ere.,.ne ,re*, Sans
:a , r a , ace a, t ,ear,me aldreS See yeretjheePr•d_ehl ilLf.110
,
3-10411Nrk fof Preall--- -,...-_
it ere.thfitaled See pall of rw
Muted ea the Yeehh Pget.
a
,
o -- ..,
ed.,-It • '-'d . •• l''d • ...Velar
,
a ,,,a ,..,bot• ___
ass.,°VIM" ilernery aerne adrerlhed enc.
_ ,,,,, .... 1
.
•

_
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Article hy local men published in June
Two faculty members
and a former student at
Murray State Universi-.141-ars lb. eo-euthors Of'an article that has been
published jr) the June
issue of Professional
Psychology: Research
and Practice.
- They are: Dr. Thomas
Muehleman, professor
of psychology and direc-

tor of the Psyehology
Center on the campus:
Dr. Franklin Robinson,
as-iodate --professor of
philosophy and consultant in ethics to the
Psychology Center; and
Bruce Pickens, former
graduate student in
clinical psychology.
Pickens is now serving a one-year intern-

ship in clinical
psychology at Tulane
University Medical
Center in New Orleans
and is completing requirements for the
Ph.D. degree at the
California School of Professional Psychology —
Fresno.
The article is titled'
"Informing Clients

Farmers may need stress thei'ap
Sy DAVID FOX
Associated Press WrI0er

e. •

+Is

CARROLL TIRE CELEBRATES 10 YEARS WITH MICHELIN
In
cilebration of its first 10 years with Michelin tires, Carroll Tire Service
of
Murray hosted "Bib," the Michelin Man this past week. "Bib" is
pictured
above greeting Jagon Carroll and Jamie Stockdale just outside the
tire
dealership on Pogue Avenue.

White gets second win,'Cadiz toUrnament
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — for his total 16 pounds, 8
When Princeton fisher- ounces of 'fish on
man Joe White cast his Sunday.
line, he hauled in four
Five fish totaling 14
large fish and hie-second pounds, 2 ounces netted
Win of the year in the Andy Tyring of Benton
Red Man Tournament second place and $697.
Trail.
Larry Sheffer of
White, who also won Morganfield won $603
the contest March1 in for his catch of three
the six-part com tioafish weighing 12 pounds,
tion, took home $1,395 4 ounces

Others in the tournament's top 10 Sunday
were Sonny Wilson of
Louisville, Larry
Frasier of Sebree, Tom
Vincent of Greenville,
Phillip Travis of Clay,
Dallas Breeding of
Smithville, Tenn., John
Gardner of Cadiz and
Mike Devere of Berea,.

"In a farm community,
they know everybody
RED BUD, Ill. — As
bills mounied, poor and everybody knows
weather cut crop yields them and they don't
and hia,savings eroded, even want their car to
one farmer turned to the be seen in our parking
bottle instead of getting lot. There's a stigma atthe emotional counsel- tached to getting emoing he needed.
tional help. So •usually,
Later, his wife sought they're not here when
help when alcoholism they should be," she
spawned physical said recently.
abuse.
"Or if they are, often
Carolyn Piper, a niental health counselor in it's the wife that comes
Southern Illinois, said in, or they come in for
the case is a familiar marital difficulties,
one in the rural
Midwest, because
farmers are loathe to
seek help in coping with
stress.
"We grew up on the
farm believing we could
deal with our problems
— and should — and not
ask for help, particularly in the area of emotional things," said
Piper, a farmer's
daughter from Pike
614 S. 4th
County in western
Illinois.

t

,
..
possibly for itticonolv-0!
their kids agnacting out,
because 'stress in the
farm family system
always comes out
somewhere."
Although she had no
statistics, Piper said
social service .workers
belie•ve rises in
alcoholism, physical
abuse and suicides on
the fitrm can be linked
directly to stress
brought about by financial problems in
agriculture

Fain
Insurance
"Ageticy

about the Limits to Con- information about the
fidentiality, Risks, and limits to confidentiality
Their Rights: Is Self necessarily makes perDistioaure Inhibited"
sons withhold important
It reports the results
information. He'Added
of an empirical insuch findings are
that
vestigation of proyiding
varying amounts of in- encouraging'to
concerned about
f or m a t 1 on to
psychotherapy clients the moral rights and
about the limits to autonomy of their
clients but
confidentiality.
,. •
Muehleman said the avoided 'fully informing
study fails to cpnitrni clients because they
the concerns "Of many have feared it would
clinietilns that detailed discourage disclosure.

Your excuse
for not hearing
has virtually
disappqare
"Ask About
Our 30 Day
Trial"

Audibel Intro Ear,Hearing
Aid. So small it virtually
disappears within your ear.
Yet so advanced it makes
othesivearing aids sound as
old-fashioned as they look.

Vidifelipvc co

*Compare OLir
Auto Rates
753-0632

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS

206 South 4th, MurrOy, 753-8055
2620 Broadway, Paducah,442-3561
304 Main St., Ful.ton, 472-1511

Adult
Education
Is A Step Up!
It is the key to...
•Better Job Opportunities
*College and Vocational
Training
•Self-Confidence
*Improve Basic
Educational Skills
CONTACT:

11.

1
11:111
Th
be

tr

Sarah Galvin-JTPA Teacher
Roy Stewart Stadium,
Room 206

Adult Learning Center, Murray State University

at
im
dia
ret
Col
a vi
sto
be
the
exi
On
sur
wil
exi

Ju
•i

Ju
•I

•1

Day & Evening Classes
Phone: 762-3027 or
soar*

Bob Williamson, Dept. of Employment
Services-Phone: 753-0977
Cabinet for Human Resources and Kentucky
Dept. of Education-Murray State University
0

V
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offered by Health Express
d

- Cancer°, the mouth accounts
for about four percent of all
cancers that occur each year in
the United States, according to
Dr. Michael Ridley, oral surgeon
on the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Medical Staff.

"In the early stages of oral
cancer', changet happerrtrrthe mucous membrane of the oral

row---

--ffvery year;-over "woo
from oral cancer, he added,
with smokers having efive times
greater risk of dying from oral
cancer than nonsmokers.
.

clic

"Cancers found and treated in
the early stages have the best
chance for cure," said Ridley.
"More than half of all mouth
cancer patients are alive five
years after treatment and the
numbers can increase with early
detection and care."

cavity," he explained. "Since the
changes are often painless, people
often ignore them in the belief
that they will go away."

Dr. Ridley offers the following
list of-warning signs for cancer of
the mouth:
1) A red sore on you
-Flips-0E,
gums inside your mouth that doer"not heal within several weeks.
2) White, scaly patches inside
yoK myth or on your lips.
'31-5-Welling or lumps in your
—_
mouth,-rterft7tipS oFfongriie.
4) Numbness or pain in your
mouth or throat without any apparent cause.
5) Repeated bleeding in your
mouth without any apparent
cause.
Although scientists do not know
what causes mouth cancer, they
have identified many factors that
contribute to its development:
*Many studies have shown a
significant link between mouth

cancer and the use of cigarettes,
pipes, cigars or smokeless
tobacco.

most successful treatment, early
diaiNosis is essential."

*Chronic irritation, such as that
used by sharp, jagged teeth,
roulj4s or badly fitting den
turts, shou
voided and its
causes promptly c
ed by
-your derthst.*Among farmers and other ou
door workers, exposure to
sunlight over many years
sometimes results in lip cancer.

You, an receiVe—a--free)e,-.
aminan for cancer of th
mouth
visiting the MCCH
Health 'xpress on July 10 between 9
d 11 a.m. at Harpole's
Grocer
armington, and from
12:30 un
2:30 p.m at the Bank
armi too*. Dr. Ridley will, be
ng this new service in ad-p
dition
thotek.already routinely
offered
the Health Express
nurse and volunteers.
RemeFriber, prevent oral cancer
by practicing good health habits
and visit your dentist imthediately if you notice any of the early
warning signs. Early detection
makes successful treatment of
oral cancer possible

'Excessive drinking of alcohol
also appears to play a role in the
development of mouth cancer
Your dentist has the profes
sional training needed to diagnose
oral calicer in its early stages.
"Mouth cancers grow and spread
quickly," warns Ridley. "For the

A

Murray—Calloway County Hospita

GET THE ANSWERS
Remember. the more you know about the medicine
s you
take. the better they will help take care of vou

Ask vour health Late protessit )nals
%)
iresinixii meLlic Ines

questit is ,11),'to

I itli

0 What is the name of_. the_ drug arkrwhat is it suppised to do?

IHow and when do I take it - and tin- how long'

g

What foods, drinks, other medicine., or activities
should I avoid while takingthis drug'
Are there any !tide effects, and what do I do if they occur?
Is there any written information available about the drug?

July Health Calendar
Health Express
The hospital's mobile health unit will
be offering free:
(*) blood pressure checks
(A*) plumonary function testing
(***) anemia and diabetes screening
at each of its stops during July, It is
important to fast two hours before
diabetes testing to achieve accurate
results.
Colo-rectal cancer screening kits are
available on the Health Express at all
stops for a $4.00 charge. The-test is to
be completed at home and mailed to
the hospital laboratory for
examination.
On July 10, Dr. Michael Ridley, oral
surgeon on the MCCH Medical Staff,
will be conducting free dental
examinations.

July 2, Tuesday
'New Concord (*) (**)
a.m.
9:00 a.m.-11
Schpolyard
•Pottertown (*) (**)
- Noon -2:00 p.m.
Poplar Springs Baptist Church

July 3, Wednesday
'Dublin (*) (***)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Mary V. Grocery
•Wingo (*) ("it)**
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Downtown Square

July 5, rriday
*Aurora (*) (.**)
9:00 a.m.-11:b0 a.m.
D's Shirts and Things
'Lakeland Wesley Village (') (Hear ng)
12:30 p.m,:..3-A10-p.m.

July 18, Thursday
July 9, Tuesday
*Cuba (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m..
Cuba Grocery
*Sedalia (*) (**)
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Bob and Ann's Market

*West Viola (*) (***)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Fristo Grocery & Restaurant
*Boaz (*) (***)
12:30 p.M.-2:30 p.ni.
—
Across from Post Office

July 22, Monday
July 10, Wednesday
•Farmington (*) .**, (Dental Exam)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Harpole's Grocery
•Farmittgton (*) .**,I (Dental Exam)
12:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m.
Bank of Farmington
In addition to routine_test,
Dr. Michael -Ridley, oral surgeon,
will be conducting free
examinations of the mouth.
for cancer

July 11, Thursday
'Murray (*) (***)
9:00 a.m.-Noon
1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center

July 16, Tuesday
•Symsonia (*) (***)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Liberty Savings Bank
•Fairdealing (*) (***)
12:30 p.m. 2- 30p
Schoolyard beside S.B. Grocery

July 17, Wednesday
•Dexter (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00
Senior Citizens Center (open to pubic)
•Brewers (f) (**)
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Bohannon Grocery

*Dover (*) (**)
9:00-noon
Courthouse
*Burnous Mills (*) (**)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Farmer & Merchants Bank

A support group for any pfirson e,x1.
periencing a life-threatening illness.
Family members are welcome also.
Date: Second anciFourth Friday of
each month
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dining Room

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation ccPR),
a life-saving technique that stimulates
circulation and provides artificial
breathingjri emergency situations_and
takes only three sessions to learn at
the training program provided by the
American Red Cross. Call 753-1421 to
pre-register.
L
Date: July 23„t24, and 26
Time:_7:00 p.m.-10:00 P.m.
Place: MCCH IThird Floor Classroom

Stroke and
July 24, Wednesday,- La ryngectom y
Support Group
*Coldwater (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Coldwater Grocery
*Murray(*) (**)
12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Court Square

An organizational, meeting to develop a
support group for persons who have
experienced a stroke or laryngectomy.
Date: July 16, 1985
Time: 6:00 p.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dinning Room

July 25, Thursday
*Water Valley (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
M & W Ceramics
'Pilot Oak (*) (t*)
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. Pilot Oak Grocery

July 30, Tuesday,
•Puryer
(**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
City Hall
•Buchanan (*) (**)
12:30 p.m.-2:30 P.m.
Milam's Grocery

The class is designed to help make it
easy for other young children in the
family to accept and adjust to the ar
rival of a new brother or sister.
Date: July 9, 1985
Time,: 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Berea ven ment
Support Group Diet and
Diabetes

Weekly group meetings fOr anyone experiencing grief from a 'recent loss. Informal groups sessions include sharing
time and discussion of the grief
process.
Date: Every Wednesday
Time: 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Weekly meetings for diabetics and
their families. Topics. Nutrition,
preparing foods, sweeteners, tiber,
eating out, exercising. Conducted by a
registered dietitian.
-

Date: Every Wednesday
Time: 2:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Place MCCH Third Floor Classroom,

July 31, Wednesday
•Lynnville (*) (**)
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
. Larry Seay's Market
•Try City (*) (**)
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Try-City Grocery

To bring the Health Exp'ress to your
community, business;civic group or
community organization call the Health
Promotions Office (502)753-5131, extension:
144.

Weekly meetings.for diabetics and
their families. Topics: Meditations,.
hypoglycemta, hyperglycemia,'urine
and blood checks, and personal health
habits. conducted by a registered
nurse.
.,.
Date: Every Tuesday
.
Time: 2;00
fii 4:00.p.rn,
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

803 Poplar Street
Murray, lie=tucity 42071
(-502) 753 - 5131
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Ralph McGill
Scholarship
awarded to
Lonnie Harp

William Lonnie Harp
-11I, a senior journalism
major at -Murray-State• University, received a
$1,500 Ralph McGill
'Scholarship Fund.
One of nine recipients,
Harp is editor-in-chief

l'pts.ardBound...
(Cont'd from page 1)

••,:r

MOD.', Jill' I. 1985

•'We're used to it," said Kelly
Morgan,--a— junior from Wingo
High School.
Aside from practicing for
Scholars' Bowl, Muflray State
team members are involved in
othel- Upward Bound activities
directed -to-Ward help-rng
therm-ielves improve their high
school performance-and prepare
toy college
Scholars' Bowl participant
S4,N.e Portlier, a Carlisle county

of The

Murray State
weeki'y.
newspaper and president of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
AssociAtion.
He is spending the

summer as an intern for
The scholarshii) fund
the Louisville Courierwas named in honor of
Journal.- The Mayfield
the late publisher of the
native has also been an
Atlanta Conetitution. It
intern. for The Paducah • has awarded mOre than
Sun and The Mayfield
175 scholarships since
Messenger.
its inception in 1969.

By Abigail
Van Buren

=NI

Language Abuse Brings
t Defenders,to the Fore

High School senior, plays on the
Upward Bound basketball teain
against teams from Lane
(Tenn. University, University
of Tennessee. Martin and the
Governor's Scholars program.
"Upward Bound is a eThsssection of students with a potential for college," said Randy
w-Aton , Upward Bound
Counselor.

volved after hearing about the
topics and go to classes and supprogram from friends or older
port groups aimed at counseling
siblings.
-students to understand
DEAR ABBY: A million thanks other day: "I picked up my kid
Brian Carter, a junior from
themselves better and improve'
for pointing out the irritating speech sister,-right? Then she asked if I'd
Lone Oak High SchoOl, joined
social.skills.
habit that so many of our young mind stopping for a few minutes at
because of his older brother's
Among M$U Upward Bound's
people exhibit today. I refer to the the library, right? So I stopped at
experiences. He then persuaded
seven team members at the
use of "you know" three and four the library, right?"
his "computer buddy''
Scholars' Bowl, career plans
Abby, what is the point of ending
classmate, Darin Jett to do the' ranged from astrophysics and times in one sentence.
It is simply maddening to hear eve.ry sentence with a "right"? Sign
same.
to journalism - "you know,. you know, you know" - me
Aaron Sullivan, Ballard
to television script writing.
from so Many of our celebrities
RIGHT IS WRONG IN MAINE
Memorial junior, decided to join
"They are from either low. Murray State's program suc- --(especially athletes) while they're
because
of
Chad Peyton,
• cess rate is high. "Better than being interviewed on television and
income families or 'from
DEAR ABBY: Thank "Gail of
senior at Ballard Memorial, who
90 percent go on to college from radio.
Shorewood, Wis.," who is tired of
families in which they would be
- is a two-year-rnecaberr-,Peyton-'s
I started to fall into that habit-hearing the Word "Basica-IF used
high-sChM!"
, Wilson said.
first -generation college
brother was also an Upward
This figure is impressive con- when I was in college. One of my and overused incorrectly.
students."
Bound student.
sidering that in 1984 the state professors helped me overcome it
My family and I have made a
Up to 75 Students enroll each
In a 12-month program, paraverage of public high school when every timerl said "you know," game of counting the times averson
year. Though usually referred
ticipants meet two Saturdays a
studerita entering some type of he interrupted me with,"No, I don't uses "basically" in one speech or
by high school guidance
month during the fall and spring
commentary. I have counted as
formal educational program know until you tell me."
counselors, 25 percent get inPlease print this, Abby. If every- many as, eight "basicallys." It
and talk about career education • beyond high school, including
one who is guilty of the "you know" means "ak a basis- for" or "funspecial and trade schools, is 51.8
habit would ask a friend to interrupt damentally," but it's now used as a
percent.him with,"No, I don't know," what filler and means nothing.
For non-public high schools a blessing it would be.
• My prize story concerns a promthe figureis 77.6 percent.
NO MORE YOU KNOWS inent athlete who was asked in ,a
Hurry in Today for
In Calloway County, 50 pertelevision interview where he was
cent of Calloway County High
DEAR NO MORE:I could fill a born. He replied, "Well, I ,was
Big Savings on Our
School's 1984 graduates entered column with responses to the basically born in New York." Need I
Exclusive Electronics!
college. At Murray High, 76.6 column on sloppy speech habits. say more?
percent of the class of '84 went And I think I will:
Another pet peeve of mine is the
on to college.
incorrect use of the pronoun "myIn operation since 1964, Up- .PEAR ABBY: I dearly love the self."'There are several rules thid
v'ir.rd Bound is a Title IV pro- English language, but it appears apply, but the simple one is, never
gram- initiated during former that either our English teachers use "myself' when the pronouns "I"
President Lyndon Johnson's "aren't teaching or their students or "me" can be used instead.
JEAN IN MASON CITY, IOWA
war on poverty. The program at aren't learning. I am appalled at the
MSU is one of the first that was number of-teen-agers who use the
verb "goes?' instead of "says."
DEAR ABBY: I was happy to
organized.
Fratimple in point:
notice in your column thal someone
"Butch and I were discussing this mentioned the overuse of the word
problem, and Butch goes, 'But you "basically." Please add my comtontracts
promised you'd do it.' Then I go, plaint to the overuse of the word
ET-400 by Radio Shack
'Well, I changed my mind.'So Butch "totally."
goes,'That's not fair; a promise is a
Whatever happened to the perp
F g.39.95. Auto-Dials
The state Transportation promise.' Then my mom goes,'Will fectly good adverbs "completely,"
Often-Called or
Cabinet has awarded a contract you kids stop fighting!' and I go,'We "entirely" and "wholly"?
Emergency
aren't fighting."
TOTALED BY "TOTALLY"
for two road resurfacing proNumbers
Abby, please point out that"goes"
jects in Calloway County.
is a verb meaning forward motion in
DEAR TOTALED:While we're
Jim Smith Contracting Com- movement, not speech.
Make and take calls anywhere! Programmable security code
on the subject of words, their
pany of Grand Rivers received a
prevents unauthorized use of your line. "Flash" button for use
We are producing a nation of use, abuse and misuse, the one
$151,714 contract to resurface 2.8 imbecilic-sounding youths holding word that I hear more frewith services like Call Waiting. Switchable Touch-Tone/pulse
miles of' KY 464, Kirksey - bachelor degrees! And they can't quently used incorrectly than
dialing #43-550 FCC reg.siered
Backusburg Road, from the spell either!
correctly is "apropos."
Graves County line extending
A. IN PHOENIX
Many people say, "It is very
easterly to 0.5 mile west of A. S.
apropos," as though apropos
DEAR ABBY: Hooray for "Tired meant"appropriate." It doesn't.
Berry Road; and 1.6 miles of
Dual-Cassette AM/FM Phono
County Road 5069, Haley Road, of'OK'in Arizona" who complained It means "concerning," "refrom Brooks Chapel Road exten- about the annoying habit so many garding," "pertaining to" or
Clannette'-114 by Realistic
ding easterly and northerly to people have of terminating every "relevant."
I have heard this error
County Road 5070, Finley Road. sentence with "OK?" as though it
were a question.
committed by professionals,
The resurfacing projects are
I am also tired of hearing "right?" politicians, educators, clergypart of the state's ongoing effort tacked
onto every sentence when no persons and literate people
to properly maintain Calloway question is asked. For example,
John who should know better, but
County's roadway system:
is telling Jane what happened the don't.
111:111111111amiri
„
Reg. 239.95
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Portable AM/FM Cassette
SCR-15 by Realistic'

Save
$60 1f
7995
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Save $80

15995
Low As $20 Per Month
on Citiline*

Reg. 139.95
Listen to tapes, record off-the-air or "live"
with built-in mikes. With 5" woofers, solidstate tweeters. Stereo-Wide' enhances
stereo realism. #14-785 Batteres extra

One deck for recorafilay and one for playback let you copy personal tapes, record off
radio, phono or "live" with optional mikes.
Matching 17"-high speakers #13-1217

AM/FM Stereo Cassette

Die-Cast Speaker Safe

STEREO-MATE by Realistic

—111111111.____ _
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Mtnimus.-7 by Realistic

Save $40

Cut 40%

5995

291P

Reg. 99.95

When you need a loan,
we've got the answer...
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Reg. 49.95

Built-in tuner. Dolby' B
NR, auto-stop. metal/
Cr02-normal.tape bias.
switch. #14-1022 aattenes.

Only Tr high, yet delivers amazing bass
and-brilliant highs. 4"
woofer, 1" tweeter.
Black, #40-2030. Silver,
#40-2034-

headphones extra • TM Dolby Laporator•es L.ceosong Corp
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AM/FM/VHF-TV Sound Radio
PortaViSion " lpy Realistic

Cut 44%
95

for

33% Off

24

\

Batter es extra

Pair
Reg. Separate
Items 44.90
Our grnaliest AM/
FM sWeo receiver
is just '/2" thin!
Headphones weigh
only 2 ounces
#12-115, #33-1000

Reg. 29.95
Lets you enjoy the atidio
from VHF-TV channels 213 for soaps, news and
sports anywhere. AC ,
adapter Lack. With earphone. #12-613

No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
we'll go-out of our way to make money available
for _you.

Batter.es AC adapter extra

Micro LCD Travel Alarm
SUPERTAPE• by Radio Shack

Cut
40%

•

12:95

67
-

MoneyT for new cars, fan-ilk' vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.

'qualified applicants I nilv

With Carry Pouch
_
...
-Only //32" thin! Slips easily in pocket-or
purse.. Snooze button, backlight, loud alarm,
swinout stand, a.m./p.m. indicators. With
battery. #63-704

pives you- brilliant Gel'ors, superior picture definition and wide-range
-- sound. Stock up-7-no
limit! #44-400/475

LINCOLN

FID$RAL SAYINGS

Check Your Phone-Book for the Radio)ilisek Store or Dealer Nearest You

DtViSION OF TANDY CORPORATION

1

Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, we've got.the answer.
YES.
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PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING VONES AND DEALERS

CHARGE_ IT .
(MOST STORES)
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Another big winter wheat crop likely, says USDA
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Despite some losses
from dry weather,
disease and insects, the
1985 winter wheat crop
Is still shaping up as a
whopper, according to
the latest Agriculture
DepartMent estimates.
based on June 1 indications, the crop is expected to produce about
1.89 billion bushels,
down 8 percent from.
last year's bumper
harvest and 4 percent_
less than indicated a
month ago, the depart-

ment's Crop Reporting
Board said Monday.
Despite the reduction
— caused by a cutback
in acres and lower
average yields — the
1985 winter wheat crop
Is expected to be the
sixth largest on record
and will help add to the
U.S. grain surplus.
Winter wheat is
planted in the fall and
harvested the following
summer. It makes up
about tivea-fourtha otthe total U.S. wheat
supply.

In a related "supplyand-demand" report,
the department projected total wheat production this year at
about 2.44 billion
bushels, including
winter and spring
varieties. That was
down from 2.53 billion
bushekk projected in
May and well below the
1984 production of 2.6
billion bushels
the
third largest on record.
But total- -v.theat---use-,
including exports, is
down sharply and may

total only 2.3 billion the dlitlook a month ago.
bushels in 1985-86, com- In 1984-85, the farm
pared with 2.6 billion price wheat averaged
bushels last season. $3.38 per bushel, down
Thui, the report said,
U.S. wheat inventories
next year could rise to
1.55 billion bushels from
1.4 billion bushels on
hand as of -June 1, the
beginning of the new
WASHINGTON (AP)
wheat marketing year.
— Pric.s p.a.td to
Translated to market farmers for—raw proprices, wheat at the ducts declined for three
farm may average in straight months before
the _range of- 53.20 -to---leveling off in June, ac$3.40 Per bushel in cording to preliminary
1985-86, unchanged from figures by the
Agriculture
Department.
Despite holding
steady at their May
level, the department's
overall -price index was
birds have been running down 10 percent from
June 1984, the departaround 53 cents.
Baker adds in a new ment said Friday. The
outlook report that reading in May ,and
broiler producers can June also was the lowest
expect some lift in in more than two years.
According to departprices in the second half
of 1985 because of a
decline in the red meat
supply and some rise in
livestack_priceis,
_
"Broiler prices in the
setond half may
average from the high
WASHINGTON (AP)
40s (cents per pound) to
low 50e, near last year's —. Dairy interests have
52 cents per pound," the started the ball rolling
toward a new pricereport said.
support systein that includes paying farmers
.not to produce milk, but
they are facing strong
opposition from the
Reagan administration.
The House dairy subAnother buyer in Tokyo
Is interested in frozen committee Wednesday
gave easy approval to
horse meat.
And it was another an industry-backed bill
Japanese company that aimed at cutting surplus
is seeking in informa- production while maktion about buying live ing sure farmers get
pet animals, including enough for their milk to
prairie dogs and flying cover production costs.
squirrols.

week, retail prices of
broilers are below yearago levels. In July 1984,
prices of whole broile,rs
averaged about 83 cents
per pound. They may be
in "the high 70s" this
month, he said...
"We've got quite a
few -chickens, but
(producer) prices are
hanging in there pretty
good," Baker said.
"You still see a lot of
specials, and consumers
can pick up some good
buys if they shop
around."

Many shoppers prefer
buying chicken 'already
cut up, or in packages of
parts such as all legs or
breasts. Baker said
those prices are down,
too.
Wholesale Prices of
broilers have dropped
from year-earlier levels
but are still_above
USDA's estimated cost
of production. Baker
said that recent
estimates put costs at
about 45 cents per pound
and that the wholesale
prices of whole, dressed

A buyer in Dithrin,
Ireland, for example, is
interested in dried or
dehydrated "edible
blood or plasma" of the
best quality- available,
with delivery as soon as
possible.
In France, a company

Is interested in duck or
goose liver pate from
the United States, including the possibility of
having its products produced under license or
setting up a joint venture with a U.S. firm.
Those and many other
items were mentioned
Monday in "Export
Briefs," a weekly trade
report issued by the
A,gricul'ture
Department.
The shopping list included wheat sought by
htlyers in West Germany and Bangladesh;
corn and soybean meal

by a firm in Lebanon;
and food-quality soybeans by a processor in
Malaysia.
A feature of the
department's Foreign
Agricutural Service, the
report is compiled from
trade opportunities
noted by,. U.S. government officials serving
abroad...Japan, the leading
single-country market
for U.S. exports, is a big
buyer of soybeans and
corn.- But- the latest
shopping list also includes bourbon whiskey
and bottled wine.

Earl L. Butz, who
often groused about
Congress when he was
secretary of
agriculture, says his
view hasn't mellowed.
"It's hardened," Butz
said Wednesday.
Butz and three other
former secretaries of

an export program tor
subsidizing U.S. farm
eXports with surplus
commodities, or
payment-in-kind.
Butz said the -export
PIK program -runs
counter to the
philosophy of this administration and people
in this room" — indicating Agriculture
Secretary John B..Block
and former Secretaries
of Agriculture Bob
Bergland, Clifford M.
Hardin and Orville L.
Freeman.
"You do that because
a senator or half a dozen
senators practice
blackmail," Butz said.

agriculture visited with
reporters after having
lunch with Agriculture
Secretary John R.
Block.
It's the system of subcommittees that Butz
believes is a flaw in today's Congress. Each
panel has its own fiefdom, including a following of special interests.
The recent one-vote
margin in the Senate on
adoption of a budget
compromise worked out
with the White House
rankles Butz. In return
for winning votes, the
Reagan administration
was forced to swallow

ment records, the index year earlier. According
in the last two months to USDA records, that
was the lowest since was the first time since
January 1983. The index record-keeping began in
had held steady in 1965 that prices paid by
January and Fetirtmry - farmers dropped below
before dropping in year-earlier levels.
March, April and May.
Farmers paid higher
• Officials said higher prices for fuel and other
prices for hogs, forms of energy and for
tomatoes, potatoes, family living in June,
broilers and cotton were but those were offset by
offset in June by lower decreases in prices of
prices for -cattle, milk, feed and feeder
wheat, hay, feed grains livestock.
and lettuce.
Howard R. Holden of
Meanwhile, the prices the department's
farmers paid in June Statistical Reporting
declined 0.6 percent Service said prices that
from May, also averag- farmers pay to meet exing 0.8 percent below a penses had averaged at

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

tant Secretary of
Agriculture for Natural
Resources.
On his Clay County
farm, located In northcentsal Texas, Scaling
operates a cow-calf and
yearling operation. His
conservation actiyities
include: proper grazing
use, brush manage-

ment, wildlife conservation, and conservation
tillage. Several ponds
for domestic livestock
and wildlife have been
constructed.
Scaling is a past dire0tor and Member of the
Little Wichita Soil and
Water Conservation
District. He is also a
past director of thte
Texas Association of

U

Subcommittee chairman Tony Coelho, DCalif., conceding there
are growing surplus
problems in the industry, called it a transition
to ease some
producers out of dairying'while retaining profitabWty for the rest.
But Agriculture
Secretary John Block
termed the measure "a
disaster for the dairy industry and for the country" and said he would
recommend that President Reagan veto it if
"this kind of irresponsi-

ble legislation" makes it
through Congress.
Opposition on
Coelho's panel was
minimal as the bill
breezed through. Th6
pro-dairy atmosphere
included a staff aide serving ice cream to committee members and
members using soundboxes Coelho had given
them to vote "moo-o-o"
on amendments the industry opposed.
"It shows you how
unified they are with the
dairy lobby," said Ellen
Haas, head of Public

Voice, a self-styled consumer lobbying group
for food .and nutrition
Issues.
Coelho's "Dairy Unity
Bill," so called because
it is claimed to unite
most of the industry'
regional factions, was
sent to the full
Agriculture committee,
where it is expected to
become part of an
overall ,farm bill the
panel will begin work on
when Congress returns
from its July 4 recess.
Current farm law expires Sept. 30.

-European dispute heats up

Farmers Have Enough
Problems Without
High Insurance Premiums.
Has your Farm Owners
Insurance Increased???

Pm
4th

Purdom,Thurman
& McNutt Insurance

JULY SPECIAL.

Ribeye

JO )4 below the ritounl
435 4143 o, 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Gravel
•

Quality Petroleum
Products

Center Cuts

89

Wh

Pork Ribs

4th of July Movie Special
Rent 3 Movies
And Get One Free
Pickup Wednesday--Bring Back Friday
Closed July 4th
Over 1300 Titles.
,
* We're The-7.-sfessional
* Movie Store.
•
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2001 Moon
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Beef Patties
-
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$ 1 946

•

14 Lb. Box

1

Gibson's Aged Country Hams
Center Slices or Half or
Whole Hams.

Wholesale & Retail Meat —
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If the June reading
holds, he said, that
would be the first time
in the 20-year history of
the statiatical series
that a monthly average
was down from the
year-earlier level. On an
annual basis, Holden
said, prices farmers pay
out to meet expenses
have not declined since
1953, following the
Korean War. .

Soil Conservation Service chief named
Wilson Scaling of Clay
County, Texas was named Chief of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
on May 21. He becomes
the seventh chief to
-"head SCS during its
50-year history. Scaling
replaces Peter C. Myers
who has been appointed
to the position of Assis-

•

the same level as a year
earlier the last several
months. In April, the index was down from a
year earlier but was
revised upward in May.

•S.
The Far-East also-Loa----B
-market for items that
WASHINGTON (AP) Andriessen that they work out some of the trip to Europe next
some people believe can
make them healthier, — The long-standing had agreed "to inten- tredve. problems. Block week for meetings in
wealthier or sexier. In dispute between the sify" bilateral efforts to also said he planned a West -Germany.
Taiwan, a company European Community
seeks a trial order of ox and the United States on
gallstones and farm policies has heated
American wild ginseng. up recently. And
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block says
there are skeletons In
both closets.
As a result, the United
States and the EC are
pricing themselves out
of the lucrative interna'You're not around this
tional commodity
town very long until you
-market, Block said
learn that when some
Tuesday. each is trying
If so call
senator says, 'I don't
to take up the slack by
have my mind made up
subsidizing exports.
yet on this legislation,' •
"Both of us are using
all it means is-the White '
export -subsidies,"
House hasn't' met his
Block told reporters at
price yet."
the National Press Club.
753-4451
407 Maple
Hardin, who says his "They do that, and we
Southside Court Sq.
years as head of do exactly the same
Nebraska University thing. There isn't a
were tougher than being nickel's worth of
secretary of difference."
"They're priced out of
agriculture, agreed 1,4.1th
Butz, adding that the the world market
because their_ internal
structure of Congress
not the - individuals — prices are Lou nigh, so
of
"may be our single most they use subsidies to
their
buy
market.
Our
cheapest place in town but the best!
We
not
are
the
important, most serious
internal
prices
are
too
domestic problem."
high, so we're using
subsidies to compete in the
market," Block said.
Choice-Cut Any Thickness
He added: "We really
While You Wait
ought to sit down and
find a way to bring a
halt. to this whole
Lb. $
Soil. and Water Conser- thing."
Pork Chops Cut Special Orders
vation Districts and a
The nudge by Block
member of numeroug- coincided with visit
While You Wait
by
a
cattleme.n's
Frans Andriessen, the
organizations.
Lb. $ 1
EQ's commissioner for
agriculture and
A 1961 graduate of
fisheries, who has been
39
Texas Tech University
Cut Into Chops Lb. $
ole Loins
.meeting with Block and
with a B.S.degree in
Small
Fresh
other U.S. officials.
animal husbandry, ScalBlock later on Tuesing served in the U.S.
told reporters after
day
$
Army Reserves from
another meeting with
1961 to 1967.
100% Pure Quarter Pounders Ground

Congress 'Ain't what it used to be
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Take., it from two
former secretaries of
agriculture. Many of the
problems of farmers —
and all Americans, for
that matter — exist
because Congress has
become a Byzantine
bureaucracy dominated
by special interests.

sease"

bad weather or
but that it will not have
much effect on market
prices.

Dairy support measure clears first hurdle

Want to sell ox gallstones?Call USDA
WASHINGTON (AP)
— About two-thirds of
this year's $33.5 billion
worth of agricultural exports by American
farmers will be grain
and soybeans, and their
products. But there also
wjet be shipments of
more exotic items.

Growers, said the
reduced winter wheat
crop is "bad news for
those producers hit by

Prices for farm supplies level off

Plenty of chickens come home to roast
WASHINGTON (AP)
— -An Agrrculture
Department economist
says backyard cooks
will have plenty of
chicken this July 4, and
the prices aren't bad,
either.
"This is one of those
times when consumer§
are benefiting and producers are doing pretty
well at the same time,"
says Allen Baker of the
department's Economic
Research Service.
Generally, he said in a
telephone interview last

from $3.53 in 1983-84.
Henry Neshem, president of the National
Association of Wheat

HAM -CO.

Phone 763-1601
Accapt
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat. •
ay"
e
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In MurrW
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Kicker Bojovic avoids history repeat by making game-winner.
The Assaciated Press
Novo Bojovic
remembered last year's
USFL playoffs, when he
missed three field goals
in a losing effort for the
Michigan Panthers.
"I wasn't about to let
last year repeat itself."
the Oakland Invaders
placekicker said Sunday
after booting a 23-yard
field goal on the last
play of the game to give
his team a.30-27 victory
over the Tampa Bay
Bandits in the opening
round of the United
States Football League
playoffs. Bojovic also atoned
for a 31-yard field goal

attempt he missed with
5:14 - left. He earlier
kicked field goals of 37
and 52 yards.
"I wanted to be in a
position to win it," he
explained. "I knew God
was looking over me
last year and He put me
in the same situation
this year"

14-5 after a 22-20 victory
over Houston, hosts the
winner of tonight'sgame at New Jersey
between the Generals
and the Baltimore
Stars.The Generals will
go without quarterback
Doug Flutie, whom
Coach Walt Michaels
will keep on the bench
witR° a mending collarBut this time, Bojovic bone. The defending
came through, setting champion Stars will try
up a game next weekend to slow down Herschel
at Memphis against the Walker, the league's top
Showboiitc WITO-on Sint- rusher, with the
day battered the Denver stingiest defense in the
Gold 48*-7.
USFL.
Also next weekend,
At Oakland, Tampa
Eastern Conference Bay quarterback John
champion Birmingham. Reaves passed for three

mEgs_nalectejjaajjAatil
QUARTERFINALS
Saturday's Game
Birmingham 11, Houston 10
Sundey's Glenn
Memphis 411, Denver?
Oakland 30. Tampa Bay 27
Monday's(lame
Baltimore at New Jersey
SENWINALS
If New Jersey wins Monday
night
Satufday. July 6
Oakland at Memphis
Sunday, July 7
New Jersey at Birmingham, if
Baltimore wine Monday night
Saturday. July 6
Oakland at Memphis
Sunday. July 7
Baltimore at Birmingham
CHAMPIONSHIP
Sunday, July 14
At East Rutherford, N.J.
Semifinal winners

touchdowns and rap for
another. His 15-yard TD
pass to Willie Gillespie
with 9:41 left in the
game tied it at 27, but
kicker Zenon Andrusyshyn missed on a
35-yard extra-point attempt after penalties
nullified two earlier successful conversions.
Then Oakland marched to the winning field
goal, waiting until only
two seconds were left on
'the Clock to call a time
out.
"Until I just got in the
referee's face and yelled at him, they weren't
going to call time out,"
said _Oakland wide

receiver Gordon Banks,
who said he had asked
for time out when six
seconds 'Mowed on the
clock.
"We played with all of
our hearts, but we just
came up a little short,"
said Reaves. "Oakland
is a great football team.
They did it when they
had to."
Showboats 48, Gold 7
At Memphis, the
Showboats used a pair
of long-range runs and
two short plunges to
rout Denver. Derrick
Crawford broke loose
for a 63-yard punt return
a.nd running back
Leonard Williams

scored on a 35-yard run.
Ricky Porter coftected a
pair of TDs on 1-yard
plunges.
The Memphis defense
sacked Denver quarterback Vince Evans five
times and recovered
three.Denver fumbles.
Defensive back Mossy
Cade set the pace for
Memphis with an interception shortly after
the opening kickoff. He
later recovered a
Denver fumble.
!
Stallions 22,
Gamblers 20
On Saturday, host Birmingham advanced as
Danny Miller kicked
five field goals, one

frorrii record-setting 57
yards, and Houston
kicker Toni Fritsch
missed a 48-yard attempt in the closing
seconds...

Ertl
Eve
sees
tow
her
bid
fou:
Wil
-

,,
Miller, who is 11-for-11
on postseason field goal
tries, split the uprights
front 39, 26, 41, 57 and 35
yards to tie the USFL
one-game ,,record. The
former University of
Miami, kicker htid five
field goals in a, 1984
playoff game against
Tampa Bay and also
made his only attempt
agatdst Philadelphia in
a second-round playoff
game last year.

i
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With help from handy helicopter,
Junior Babe Ruth games continue
With a little help from
The helpful hand by pounded out 1
on
'Clinic Pharmacy nota hovering helicopter Herndon Prompted nine hi
arey Alex- ched a 4-0 shutout over
the Murray Junior Babe league official
arrder stroked two 314 innings before the
Bea
Buth-garnes went off as-moat to
guess doubles and Pookie game against Artcraft
scheduled Saturday some folks will go to any Jones and Trent Camp- on Saturday was called
afternoon with Lions - length to play a ball bell hit a double apiece by rain. Tony Khajavi
Club and Taco Johns en- game."
to clOwn Kiwanis, 15-4.
and Darrell Ramsey pitjoying weekend
Despite the help from
'Campbell pitched the ched the win while
victories.
his dad, Hawaiian entire game and limited singles were recorded
Prior to the makeup Tropics pitcher Roger KIW811.1.8 to two hits.
- by Michael Carr, Dargames on Saturday, they Herndon was .pinned KENTUCKY LEAGUE rell Ramsey and Dan
Junior Babe Ruth with the loss Saturday
Mitchell McClain and. Seymore of Clinic and
league got a helping as Taco Johns rallied Steven Gresham limited Wesley COgdelt of
hand from Woody Hern- with three runs in the State 'arm to only two Arcraft.
don and a helicopter seventh inning to win hits as ACT posted a 19-2
LITTLE LIFAGUE
from the Hutson Ag 7-5.
victory in Saturday's
Saturday's cutline for
service...
David Sykes, who hit Kentucky League action the Little League
Herndon. the father of two doubles *during the at the old city park.
- regular season chamone of the pitchers for garhe, drove in the
Gresham hit a home pion Druthers team inthe Hawaiian Tropics game-winning run with run and ACT team- correctly listed the
team, hovered over the a two-run shot in the mates Eric Delay and season record as 11-2.
Ty Hollansl Stadium seventh for Taco Johns. Brent Keller both hit Druthers lost the first
field for approximately Alan Bazzell picked up doubles in the win. State game of the season 2-0,
30 minutes to help dry the win in relief.
Farm pitcher Timmy), then won 11 straight
the diamond after FriIn the other Saturday McGrew struck out games for an 11-1
day night's rain.
game, Lions Club eight in three innings. , record.
•

Junior Unser scores first victory
of season in U.S. Grand Prix race
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) - Al
Unser Jr. says he
couldn't have won the
second annual U.S.
Grand Prix at the
Meadowlands without
the help of Mario Andretti and Danny
Sullivan.
The 23-year-old Unser
scored his first victory
.of the season and the second Indy-car triumph
of his career Sunday,
driving hard and
avoiding the mistakes
that sidelined pre-race
favorites Andretti and
Sullivan and leading
contender Bobby Rahal.

Unser finished more
than 36 seconds ahead of
runner-Up Emerson Fittipaldi of Brazil, with
third place going to Al
Unser Sr., a three-time
Indy 500 champion and
father of the winner.
It was the best combined finish in a race for
the Unsers of Albuquerque, N.M., but one that
wouldn't have been
possible without the bad
racing luck that hit Andretti, Sullivan and
Rahal.
Andretti and Sullivan,
racing from the front
row, ran away from the
rest of the 28-car field at
the start of the 168-mile
race through the parking lots and access
roads of the northern
New Jersey sports
complex.
GATESHEAD,
Andretti, the defenEngland (AP) - Bri- ding champion here and
tain's Zola Budd posted the overall leader in the
the fastest women's current CART-PPG
3,000-meter time in the point 'standings, led the
world this year in an in- first 10 laps. Sullivan,
ternational track and the Indy 500 champion,
field meet Saturday.
held the lead for the
Budd, 19, running next 15 before pitting.
barefoot as usual, was
timed in 8 minutes,
Then racing luck
44.55 seconds in a meet began to take over.
against France and
Sullivan sptin on lap 30
Czechoslovakia.
and never challenged

Briefly

;

again, finally exiting on
lap 80 with a blown
turbocharger.
On lap 34, Rahal ran
Into the back of Andretti's car. Andretti
retired at that point and
Rahal called it quits two
laps later.
The younger Unser
pitted his March 85C on
lap 34, then took the lead
when Fittipaldi ducked
Into the pits four laps
later. Fittipaldi regained the lead when Unser
pitted on lap 68, but
Unser was on top for
good on lap 80 when the
Brazilian pitted again.
"The objective going
Into the race was to go
as fast as I could and not
make any mistakes,"
said the freckle-faced
winner, who averaged
90.167 mph in breaking
the mark of 80.742 mph
set by Andretti in the
rain-marred first running of this event last
year.
The 46-year-old father
of the winner said he
didn't mind finishing
third behind his son.
"It's a heck of a feeling to race with my own
son," said the elder
Unser. "He's shown a
lot of upgrading. and

The Morgan-Haugh Clinic
Of Mayfield, Kentucky
Takes Pleasure in Announcing
the Association of

JEFFREY S. CLARKE, M.D.
Board Certified in Internal Medicine
'Specializing in Pulmonary Diseases
Appointments

Phone (502)247-8100
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LADY LAKER CAMPERS -= Eleven local girls were recognized for outstanding performances at the
recent Calloway Lady Laker Basketball Camp held at the Calloway Middle School gym.(Top photo)
Winners in the high school age group were (front row) April Woods, freshman free throw; Angela
Woods, rebound champ; Tracy Banks, hot shot champ; (back row) Sherri Gallimore, 1-on-1 award;
Amberly Moss, rebound and varsity free throw; and Connie Ross,speed dribble. Members ofthe grade
school camp winning awards were (bottom photo, from left) Susan Bucy, 4-6th grade hot shot and
1-on-1; Krista Stalls, speed dribble; Misty Darnell, free throw; Pam Bucy, 7-8th grade hot shot an free
throw; Cynthia Garland, speed dribble and 1-on-1.

he's gone from go-carts
to sprint cars to CanAm
to here. He has progressed so fast, but
that's because he's been
running race cars since
he's been eight years
old."
Michael Andretti, son
of Mario, finished fourth
as the only other driver
on the lead lap. Bruno
Giacommelli of Italy,
Fittipaldi's teammate
and another Formula I
driver, was fifth. Tom
Sneva, whOse Eagle was
the only American-built
car in the race, was
sixth.
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Dayley flying high for St.Louis after lousy '84
ST. LOUIS (AP1 - A
year ago, Ken Dayley's
career was in jeopardy.
Now he's a valued
member_of the bullpen
'
'committee" that has
helped the St. Louis Cardinals take .a 14k-game
lead In. the National
League East.
Dayley faced just one
batter on Sunday, striking out Rusty Staub with
two on and two outs in
the top of the 11th as the
Cardinals beat the New
York Mets 2-1 to complete a sweep of a threegame series.
Dayley spent only
part of the 1984 season in
St. Louis after being
traded from Atlanta to
the Cardinals. He was
0-2 with an 18.00 earned
run average, good for a
summer in the minors
at Louisville.
Dayley came back
this spring, though, and
St. .Louis Manager
Whitey Herzog didn't
give up on him. After
getting the victory Sunday, Dayley. is 2-0-tatin
al= saves and a 2.17
ERA as part of the
"committee" that has
replaced Bruce Sutter in
St. Louis.
"Last year couldn't
have been worse,"
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Cardinals stretch lead in NL East
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Dayley said. "Nothing
went right for me. This
year has been great."
Things have been
almost as good for the
entire Cardinal team.
St. Louis -finished the
month of June with 19
victories in 27 games to
move-from fourth place
to the top. Sunday's victory was the team's
fourth in a row and 12th
in its last 15 games.
In addition to Dayley,
rookie Vince Coleman
was a hero Sunday,
singling down the left
field line off Jesse
Orosco, 1-4, to score
Ivan DeJesus from second.with one out in the
bottom of the 11th.
The' Cardinals' only
other run was a home
run by Jack Clark, his
15th, off Mets starter
Dwight Gooden in the
seventh.
"Going into the game
I said Clark was the cone
guy I didn't Want to let
beat me," Gooden said.
"I thought I made a
great_ pitch - it was a
fastball down and
away."

can't look for the curve
and adjust," Clark said.
"'He's going for the
strikeout. He's a power
pitcher."
New York's only run
off St. Louis starter
Danny Cox came in the
eighth. Wally Backman
beat out a bunt and went

all the way to third when
third baseman Terry
Pendleton threw the ball
into the right field
bullpen. Backman
scored on Danny Heep's
sacrifice fly.
The Mets threatened
in *the 11th when Gary
Carter and Darryl

Strawberry singled off
reliever Rick Horton
with no outs. But Jeff
Lahti came in and got
George Foster and
Howard Johnson.
Staub pinch-hit for
Rafael Santana, and
Herzog brought in
Dayley.

Guerrero hitting heroics in June
put Dodger star in record books

By BEN WALKER
his final at-bat of the
AP Sports Writer
month, and the shot
Mdments after com- against Bruce.-.Sutter
pleting a home run gave Guerrero 15 home
spree that put him next runs in June. Those 15
to. Babe Ruth in .the homers are the most
record books, Pedro ever hit by a National
Guerrero did one final -Leave player in the
piece of damage. He month of June - breakmade a shoestring catch ing the record set by
and started a game- Ralph ICiner in 1947 and
ending double play that matched by Mike
finished off the Atlanta Schmidt in 1977 - and
tfraves.
tied the major-leave
"From now on, I'm mark set by Ruth in 1930
going tg pretend every_„juid later _Uri by "Inmonth iii June," Guer- dian Bob" Johnson in
rero said Sunday after 1934 and Roger Marts in
his tWo-run homer in the 1961.
Clark still managed to eighth inning led the Los
Angeles Dodgers over
The major league
pull the ball.
record for most homers
"With a guy who the Braves 4-3.
Guerrero homered in In a month is held by
throws that hard, you

Rudy York, who hit 18
for Detroit in August,
1937.
•
•
, Los Angeles reliever
Steve Howe failed to
'show up for the game. Howe, who was
suspended by - the
Dodgers during the 1983
season after' missing
games, was suspended
by then-ComMissioner
Bowie Kuhn during the
1984 season for cocaine
team staterneml.,.;_
said• the --Dedgers were
trying to learn Howe's
Whereabouts and had
placed him on the
restricted list, which
makes him Ineligible to
play until reactivated.
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Lloyd advances to Wimbledon fourth round,
(
No.3 seeded Mandlikova eliminated Monday
WIMBLEDON, championships, while
England (AP) — Chris the No.-3 women's seed,
Evert Lloyd. the co-top Hana Mandlikova of
seed, took another step -tzechoslovakia, was
toward the third leg of upset.
her Grand Slam tennis
Lloyd, winner of the
bid today, reaching the Australian and French
fourth round in the Opens in --this tennis
Wimbledon tennis calendar year, trounced

Australian qualifier
Jenny Byrne 8-2, 6-1 in a
thitd-round match,
while Mandlikova was
beaten 6-1, 7-6 (7-s) in
the third round by
Elizabeth Smylie of
Australia.
Other seeds to ad-

MirA WINNERS — Sheila Farmer and Marilyn Adkins defeated Kathy
Kopperud and Sharon Wells to win the women's division of the Murray Tennis Association couples tournament Saturday at Murray State. The men's
division winners were Bruce Payne and Joe Pat Cohoon who defeated Scott
Wright and Mantield Farmer for the championship. Consolation winners
were Van Haverstock and Rob Williams and Cyndi Cohoon and Jeanetta
▪ Williams.

vance to round /our in- may be playing his last
cluded Manuela Wimbledon tournament
Maleeva, the No. 4 seed as he seeks his third title
from Bulgaria, tli.o beat
the All England Club.
Robin W_hiti of the
ow 32. Connors
United StitTes 6-3, 6-3; hopes the advantage of
fifth -seeded Pam having two days off will
Shriver of the United help bring back the
States, who beat skills that carried him
Virginia Wade of Bri- to Wimbledon victories
tain 6-2, 5-7, 6-2, and in 1974 and 1982.
West Germany's Steffi
Sunday was
Graf, No. 11, who down- Wimbledon's traditional
ed Stephanie Rehe 6-3, rest day, taken despite
6-2.
the shovers that conMandlikova, who- had tinually plagued the
struggled to win her first Week of play. And
previous match, againg Connors, seeded third
Dianne Balestrat. of this year, ivon't play his
Australia, looked Com- fourth-round match unpletely out of touch til at least Tuesday.
today.
Although he .has
Mandlikova, who reached the fourth
reached the semifinals. round, it has
been a
last year, had one of her struggle for
Connors.
notorious off-days in
Against India'swhat was the biggest Ramesh Krishnan
in a
upset of the tournament third -round battle
so far.
Saturday, Connors' age
Capable of the most showed in a 7-5, 5-7, 7-5,
delicate touch play and E1,2 victory.
driving groundstrokes
"I was always
but also prone to sudden fighting an
uphill battle.
lapses of concentration, I have played
better."
she had her service
Questions continue
broken twice in the
about Connors' future.
opening set, then failed
He hasn't won a chamto capitalize after gainpionship since last year
ing a break early in the
and has lost to a horde
.second.
o f young, promising
Meanwhile, Jimmy
players.
Connors, who was not
"As far as retirement
playing Monday, admits goes,
just let me worry
he's a step slower and
about it." he said.
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It is that- element of
danger, never knowing
when the car is going to
wind up a candidate for
the junk yard, that
seems to intrigue Jenner most. That, and the
speed.
."You are aware of going fast, but until you
lose it, you don't realize
just how fast you're going," he said. "When-it
takes two weeks to stop,
then you realize.
"To consistently win
at this sport is the most
difficult thing in sports.There are so many
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Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Major League Baseball Standings
kleror League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
Pd
GB
Toronto
46 11.
*22
Detroit
41 30
577 34
Baltimore
37 34
521
New York
37 34 .521
71,9
Boston
38 35
7%
521
Milwaukee
33 37
471 11
Cleveland
23 49
319 22
West DtviSiOn
California'
41 32
562 — Oakland
38..34
534
2
Kansas City
, 37 35
514 3%
Chicago
35 - 35
500. 4%
Seattle
36 37
493 5
Minnes`ota
33'
465
7
Texan
211 46
378 13%
Saturday's Games
Baltimore 16. Boston 4
Detroit...8, Toronto 0
Milwiiikee 6. New York 0
California 7, Kansas City 1
Minnesota 1. Chicago 0
Oakland 7. Texas 6
Seattle 3, Cleveland 2
Sunday's Games
Toronto 6. Detroit 5
Milwaukee 7. NeweYork 5
Baltimore 3, Boston 0
Minnesota 4. Chicago .3
Kansas City 3. California 1
Cleveland 7, Seattle 3
Oakland 7, Texas 4
Monday's Games
New York 4Cowley 6-5 a: Toronto Alexander 7-4
Detroit (O'Neal 3-1 at Baltimore ;McGregor 6-64,
in,
Seattle i Wills 3-1; at r %Magi> iBanntster.5-6
'
Boston iTnijillo 1-I; at Milwaukee iVuckovich 2-5r.
n1
California (Slaton (.6, at Texas t Cook 1-0 •, in;
Oakland Sutton 7-5) at Kansas City (Jackson 8.4).
ni
Cleveland iRuble 1-3; at Minnesota I SchrOm 7-5;
In,
Tuesdays Games
New York at Toronto in ;
Detroit at Baltimore ; n ;
Seattle at Chicago, n
California at Texas, In
Oakland e Kansas City, 4 n
Cleveland it Minnesota:4n,
Boston at Milwaukee. n
NATIONAL LEAGUE

Jenner wheeling around in auto racing circles.
Rousch's Detroit-based right. He knocked my
racing team. "It a front end out."
600 -horse'pow,er
So much for that race.
engine," Jenner said, Three weeks later,
his eyes danting. "It though, Jenner was
really hooks up."
back,finishing third in a
This is a bit more 500-kilometer event at
adventuresome than the Mid-Ohio. On Sunday,
pole vault or the javelin he worked on'NBC's
and it provides the pro- broadcast of the U.S.
per rush fOr Jenner. "I Grand Prix at the
don't want life to pass Meadowlands.
me by," he said.
Or other- cars, either,
"I don't know if I've
for that matter.
got the right stuff to
"I've been pretty suc- drive Indy cars," he
cessful, but I 'haven't said. "On road-racing
gotten my first victory.. _ courses._ the turns slow
yet," Jenner said. "I down. There's more prohad a one-lap lead with tection. The potential is
10 laps to go last month still there to get hurt. I
at Charlotte. The car in wrecked once at Sears
front of me spun. I had Point in Sonoma,Calif. I
to make a choice, which went into a hillside. Got
way to go. I picked left. I that.car good. But I
should have picked walked away."
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A new thrill for decathlon medalist

By HAL BOCK •
AP Sports Writer
The way Olympic
champion Bruce Jenner
sees it, his transition
from track and field to
auto racing is just a
natural progression.
"I've been racing my
whole life on my fdet,"
he said. "You still have
to be first across the
finish line. The only
-thing that's changed is
the equipment."
That's certainly, one
way to look at it.
Jenner, decathlon
gold medalist in the 1976
Olympics .at Montreal,
now drives in the International Motor Sports
Association's Camel GT.
Series, jockeyingMotorcraft-7-11's Ford
Mustang for Jack

MONDAY. JULY 1. le&S

—
St Louis
Montreal
Chicago
New Ytirk
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

variables. It is such a
team effort. There are a
million things that can
go wrong. It's a very
competitive situation
with other traffic. A lot
of times, you don't have
control of your own
destiny."
And that, Jenner said,
Is what makes auto racing more challenging
for him than track and
field_
"In track, it's just
you. You're either in
shape or you're not.
You're either ready for
the race, or you're not."

West'Denison
44 30
596 —
39 33
542
38 34
528
5
38 37
507 6%
33 SO
452 10%
27 48
360 17%
Saturday's Genies
Phnadellithia 6, Montreal 2
Los Angeles 3 Atlanta 2
FibUrton 5. San Francisco 1
St Louis 6, New York 0_ .
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago 5 Ill innings .Sin Diego 3. Cincumati 0
5undarys Games
Philadelphia -3. Montreal 2
Chicago 9. Pittsburgh 2
St LOUIS 2, New York I. 11 Innings
Houston 6. San Francisco 2. 1st game
San Francisco 7. Houston 4, 2ml/stiller
Los Angeles 4. Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 3. San Diego 2
Mondays Games
St Louts I Kepshire 5-5 at Montreal 1 Youmans 0-0
Atlanta (Smith 4-4 it San Francisco ; Krukow 5-5
Pittsburgh 4 Reuschel 4-1 at New York (Fernandez
2-4).1ro
• Chicag6-4'*.enot 2-3 at Philadelphia 4Denny 5-5
n
Houston (Ryan 85, at Si_Diegg_LHoyt10=64, n „
Cincinnati I Tibbs 4-9. at Los Angeles 4' Hershiser
7-2), ini
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at San Francisco
Si, Louis at Montreal, I n
Pittsburgh at New York, In ;
Chicago at Philadelphia. en,
Houston at San Diego iv
Cincinnati at Los Angeles. in
"iiliiego
Cincinnati
Losngeles
Housieff
Atlanta
•
San Francisco'

Minor League ,
Class 3A Baseball
American Assooabon
EASTERN DIVISION.
W
L
Pd.
Buffalo ;Chums)
39 37 .513
Nashville I Tigersi
37
39
.487
Louisville 4Cards
39
.4416
Indianapolis (Etna •
33 43
434
WESTERN DIVISION
Okla City 4 Ranges,
'47
25
653

W L
43 29
43 32
38 33
38. 31
32 40
'
24 47

Pct
GB
597 —
573
I%
535
4%
528
5
444 11
338 18%

Omaha 4 Royals0
Iowa ;Cubs

36
31
Sunday's Games
Oklahoma City 8, Iowa 3
Denver 5 Omaha 0
Buffalo 6. Indianapolis 1
Nashville 5. Louisville 4

110
46

GB
2
3%

—

4617 13%
403 18%

Memphis Classic Golf Results
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP — Hal
Sutton sank a 30-foot birdie putt on
the first hole of sudden-death
playoff against David Ogrin to win
the $500.000 St. Jude Memphis
Classic on Sunday at Colonial Country Club.

MEMPHIS, Term • Al'-- Final scores anti money
winnings in the St Jude Memphis Classic at the
par-72. 7.282-yard Colonial Country Club course x denotes winner of sudden-death playoff ;
x-Hal Sutton. $90.000
65-76-73415-779
David Ogrtn.$54.000
66-70.72-71-27k
GU Morgan. 129,009
69-72-72-67..280
Rues Cochran. $26.000
, 70-68-71-71-280
Bob Tway,re
1194111-23-70-281
'Tnree 81119.
68-7270- n —281

South 12,, Street 753-8971

Southside Cente.

Now It's Easier Than Ever To Buy The Best!

eALISILVER49ARD

INTEREST FREE CREDIT...
90DAYS SAME AS CASH!
Ask For Details. Note: Not available at some locations.

PARKER FORD INC. MID-SUMMER
701 Main

Save Now On
Some Of
Goodyear's Most
Sale
En!

aEARANaSALMI'

Street
Murray Ky 753-5273

TIRES FOR
SMALL CARS

•
•
• PRESENTS
Nine Days

Save On Goodyear
Bias Ply

0

Check these sale prices on three of Goodyear's
most popular steel belted radials!

t

A'8 13 Whaewall
No trade needed

Save On G-Metric
Radials

7995

Its All About Super Savings
On All Used Vehicles In Stock
June 25th thru July 3rd

9 Vans
9 Factory Executive Cars
19 Pick-Up Trucks
89 Passenger Cars

Po=
SALE
.
.
u ii"
AAA

155SR13

$33.95
$36.95
$38.95
$42.95

165SR13

Custom Polysteel
Radial*

**Featuring**

IISMASI
MA

176SR13
185SR 14

"Zag.
165SR15.

$42.95

175/70SR13

$39.95

165/70SR13

$43.95
$449
- 6

185/70SR14

'3395

• Deep-groove multi•nb tread helps
reduce hydroplane lift • on ram slick
roads
• Double steel cord belts hold tread flat
against the road, even on turns, for
effective traction, long term wear
• Steel belts also Protect the critical
treed area against life bruising road
hazards

MAMAS
Alas

TALE PRIM
Pis USA
AAA

esersese
sew
P175,7OR 13

$45,95

P165,80R 13 $39.95

P185.701113

$49,95

P175,EIOR 13 $42.95

P185,70R14

$5195

P165,11OR 15 $46.95

Sale Ends July 31

Plus: Every 9th Buyer Will receive
a $9900 REBATE.
Prices available now!

P185/80R13
P175/75R14
P185/75R14
P195/75R14 .
P206/75R14
P225/75R14
P206/75R15
P215/75R15
P235/76R15

.......
$55.00
$55.25
$61.35
$62-80____
666.40
$73.30
$68.85..
$71.95
676.60

Sole Ends July 31

QUICK
CREDIT!

Remember 8.8% Financing on New
F150-F250 4x2 Regular CAB
Till Aug. '1, 1985

Save On Vector
Radials

SALE PRICE
Hoboes

95
13 $4295

75.801313 $45.95

VAII

IFAI

P155:80R1/
Blackwell ,
No trade needed

="

Vial
Se—

P185/70,413

853-95

P185,701114

$55 95

P1 75.'20P13 $48.95
A

•
•
•

g

SAN

nth Juty 31

P
AI

Asseass
SA

SALE MACE
IA AAA
AAA

H78-11
E 78-1 5
F78-15
G 78- 15
H78-15
178-15

$41 65
$3525
$3740
$4025
$4230
$4445

Save Ot

Radials

P155,801413
betutowall
Aed old tgre

"="
P185410013
P185 Is
P188?
84
/vm
14

P205/75815
P215'75815
P225/75815
1,
235,751115

Save On Light Truck
RV Radials
t$8995.
27 8 SOF,4
0 Otrt,,Ae VA.ohr ISM.
Load Range C
Atn l,.de needed

Wrangler All Season
Radial
1114111

SALE PACE
M SAM
P165,8

529.90
532.00
$3310
$3385
$36.00
$3915
, Sew Ends July 31

stly.Wr
.

P1551013 $36.95

°Rib count sot snewall Offing yarY WM,S.,.
Whissi
Pee

Pt 55i8OR1 2
Bleckwall
No trade needed

Soul MICE
No AM
AAA.

B78. 13
C78-11
078-14
E 78-14
F78-14
078-14

SALE PINCE
11. MO
444.4.

Save On Arriva
Radials

p litredaeneeded

S...

155SR1 2
lackwa
No trade needed

Sale Ends July 31

P155/80813
39
95
$

Power Streak II
........

P
A
PA
d

Ours.. Awe
LAW IA.., 9R15
10R15 .
31-1 150R15:'
33-1250R 15
SAD EAOS July 31

Load
MAW
8
8

e

0

cc, 1

SALE MCI

$ 18'
$ 62
$160
_$284

$ 99.95
$112.95
$119.95
$131.95

AAA

•

Credit card convenience from CitiBank for all
your automotive needs Pick .yp an application
now at your

nearby Goodyear retailer Cise-Th
Silver Card nationwide at any participating

Goodyear retalLoutlet You may also use these other ways to buy American
Express. Carte Blanche.(briers Club. MasterCard. Visa
PRICES.Lwow WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS SHOWN ARE Avedui•LE AT 0000TEAR AUTO 5E18 vICE CENTERS
set ANY OP ME 851005 LISTED INCREPENDIENT DEALERS FOR THEIR CONFETITWE
PRICES WARRANTIES AND
CREDIT TERMS AUTO 11111111VICIS NOT AVALLAIRE AT STARRED LOCATIONS

-r—saved credit)

PARKER FORD
YOUR VOLUME DEALER

-

-Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641,5.
Murray, Ky.

"Business is deed"

"We Have A Winning

(502) 753-0595.

Team — Quality, Quantity

Price"

1419118adesillpimiwiwwwl-

• ••
lit,r-Ateamr-Aat-memilwAsIc••

t.tt•r111,s1C.Ift,Ct

•

"•4
••• • .:;,..t•-•*M
,
To•
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1,.L 1 $
e •g a I
Ordinance Number 813
An ordinance creating the nonelective city
office of City Attorney pursuant- to KRS
83A.080, designating appointment and
qualifications; setting forth duties and
powers; and stipulating compensation and
method of payment.
Adopted bythe Murray City Council on June
13, 1985.
. L

SS Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

2

N

o t.i c e

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Zuhair
Hijab
Masons rnor• to corn*

otice

2 .

REGENCY
10 Channel
Scanner with
Antenna.
$125.00
Call
753-6298
after 6p.m.
NEED

Burley tobacco
pinindage by July 1. Call
474-2796

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"That's him! That's the one! ... I'd
recognize that silly little hat anywhere!"

I'VE BEEN T1.4INKING
ABOUT SC1400....

I'VE DECIDE? To
5TUP', REAL 14AR2
TI-uS
i YEAR,AND BECOME
Rio-i AND FAmou5...

to
do todAy
I. CLEAN .
/,A
2 WASh dishes

,

2 .Notice

2 .Notice

1 .Legal

Help Wanted

NOTICE OF SALE
Jim Suiter &
Public notice 48
APPLE TREE
Jerry Henry will
hereby given that the
SCHOOL
United
States of
be • in
our
Limited enrollment
America,
acting
showroom
is now available in
through the Farmers
from 6:30-8:00
Home Administrathe two, three and
tion. has for sale the
four
year
old
Mon., Tues.,
following described
classes.
Thurs., Fri.
real property:
1503
PURDOM
A tract of land conStadium View Dr.
sisting of 4 acres, inMOTORS, INC.
Phone 753-9356
Olds Pont Cod Buick,
cluding an extra nice
3 bedroom brick
dwelling, garage, and
Susanne's
machinery
shed,
Custom Framin
.;9:-7-Arest- ,a ed Found
located approximate100 S. 131h
ly 5 miles east of BenNow taking orders for
LOST
ton, Kentucky, on
Ray Harm's Ky. Duck
1 I/3 Carat Pear
Highway 6, in the
Stamp Print
shaped Diamond,
Briensburg area.
753 5819
The property will be
loose
- stone.
USERS group seeking
sold under the folloW- •
Reward offered.
PRS-80 computer users
ing conditions:
to form club in city of
Call 753-5940
Murray. For informaFor cash or termsof
tion call 759-1425 or
not less than 5%
leiKIND small • dog in
753-1814.
vacinity of 'Murray
downpayment and not
!High. May claim by
to exceed 25 amortizDAILY CAR RENTAL
giving description &
ed
payments
LONG TERM LEASE
at
paying
o
for ad. 753-4540.
10.75c'c annual interest
ASK GENE
male Plott hound,
for the balance of the
black & brindle, no
AT
collar, family pet. Call
purchase price. -A 5%
DWAIN TAYLOR
474-2381.
deposit is required,
CHEVROLET
Which Will be prompt753.2617
6. Help Wanted
ly refunded if the offer
EASY- ASSXMBLV
is not accepted.
WORK.
! $800.00 per 100.
NO CREDIT
Guaranteed payment.
Acceptance of any
No experience/no
CHECK!
bid based on the consales. Details send self- '
LIMITED OTTO mg VISA
dition that FmHA
- addressed stamped enRecieye • MasterCard or Visa
finance all or a porvelope: Elan Vital- 332,
credit card regardless ol your
tion' of the sale on
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
past credit history or present
marital status
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
terms will be subject
Ihto Sowings
NEED a job? f
• to approval of the bidAccount Required', 1
openings. You may
der's
credit
by
GUARANTEED!
qualify if: 1) you are
For application call
FmHA. .
between 16 & 21 yrs. old.
CREDIT . .
• Offers for purchase
2) you have dropped out
1-800-637-6680
of school for 9 months or
of property will Le
; more 31 you don't have
(ton free)
sealed bids, and the
a high school diploma or
opening
of bids will be
GED. Call JTPA out of
o Something Nice
public. Bids will be
school 9a.m.-1:30p.m.
weekdays 753-9378.
opened at the PrnHA
For Yourself.
RE
PTIONIST •
office, Murray, KenCall BIBLE CALL
general office work
tucky, on July 18, 1985,
759-4444
experience only. Must
at 2:00 p.m.
be
poised
&
possess
Children's Tape
Property will be
excellent telephone
759-4445
skills. Job requires
sold without regard to
typewriter, copy
race, color,'religion,
machine & filing skills.
sex,
age, national
Send resume & salary
origin or martial
requirement to P.O.
status.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
Ky. _
Pxospective buyers
WAITRESS wanted.
may inspect the proApply in person: Hong
perty by appointment.
Kong Restaurant, S.
Bids
will be accepted
12th St., Murray, Ky.
only on Form FinHA
465-10, Invitation, Bid
IF YOU'LL i-IELP ME wiTI-1
and
Acceptance,
NOT THE RICH..
MY NOMEwORK EVERY Ni64-IT,
which are available,
JUST ThE FAMOUS!
I'LL SPLIT wini You..
--- along with additional
information about the
* property, at the
FinHA office located
at 104 North Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky (telephone:
502/753-0162).
The Government
reserves the right ib
reject any or all
offers.
ROOM
Dated this 24th day
2 WW1 aishes
of June, 1985.
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers
Home

s.r

-

Assistant
Administrator

termine how much you
earn! We provide the
training & necessary
material for you! Send
complete resume to:
Dick Alexander 210
West Griggs, Ui . ina,
Ill. 81801.

LOCAL Mayfield Co.
now Asking appllcatinnol- for sales
presentatives for
Murray area. Excellent
pay structure. No expense, will train. Transportation. required.
Must be 18 yrs. of age or
older. Apply in person
immediately to: 313 S.
7th St., Mayfield, Ky.

1.40BILE home repair.
Person with ability to
completely rebuild,
must have all tools,
$8.00 per how. Ky. Oaks
Mobile Homes,
Paducah, Ky..

42068.

9. Situation Wanted
EXPEAIEN EI5
house painter. low,
costs, references
available. For more
information 753-5120.
WILL do babysitting
anytime. References.
Call 759-1019.
WILL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.
COMPLETE hom
repair or remodeling,
plumbing, tree trimming or removaL Also,
will buy timber. Call
753-8568.
WILL clean your house
or office. Have excellent referencei. Call
after 6p.m. 759:1782.

2 Experienced frame
& mig welder men,5
body men & 1
painter.
Auto Tech of
Palm Beaches
305-533-0747
Paducah
_interviews
Sun. & Mon.
Executive Inn
443-8000
Fray Calvert

At11111111gtration
2.Notice

!!

• tunity to earn a comfortable living without
the pressure. You de-

working directly
with residents &
families
*High school
graduate
•Previous health
care experience
*Some college
preferred
Send resume to:
' Fern Terrace
Lodge
P.O. Box 325
Mayfield, Ky.
42066

tHit4G5 to
do fodk
).CLEAN
3*more this
List

I THINK NES
TAKEN ROOT

administrators, are you
tired of the haasel? Kiss
it all good bye &
investigate in an oppor-

Perebnal Care
Home
•Must enjoy

BIRTH DRY
30 F/(3
a-AND

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
753-0858. Closed Wed.

ply/ g

INVITATION TO BID
June 28, 1985
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County, Murray,
Kentucky, will accept bids to purchase I 1 i one
Multi-Purpose Excavator. Bids to be returned
by July 9. 1985, at 1:00 p.m., to the office
of County Judge/Executive George H. Weiks
in the Calloway County Courthouse. The Fiscal
Court reserves the right to reject any and all
bids. Terms of purchase MI be discussed with
the Fiscal Court at that time. Specifications are
available in the County Judge's Office in the
Calloway County Courthouse,. Murray,
Kentucky.

1 Edible seed
4 Range
9 Wine cup
12 Be ill
13 In front of
14 Long. slender
fish
15 Invent
17 Sharp reply
19 Danish Wand
21 Nickel symbol_
22 Cicatrix
25 Anger'
27 Makes lace
31 A boy child
32'Found
34 Article
• 35 Cigar residue
36 Contend
37 Cooled lava
38 Advised

THIS TREE IS
TEMPTING ME
TO CLIMB IT, BUT
I'M STANDING MY
GROUND TitiS TIME

A NAOICOnCe
ArgaNT I

WHY THE 1318,.ANIMAt.
„IN HIS
CABIN

6 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
7 Equality
8 Paradise
9 Time gone by

!WWII DO NARC9 DO WITH
$1065; TRAIN THEM Ae
"eN/FFERS"„,TO FIND
CONCEALED DRUG,.

27

FOR sale Home and Business. Grocery store with
3 bedroom home, good
condition, well insulated,
reasonably priced, excellent location. Owner is
retiring. Don't let this
opportunity escape you.
Call 1.382-2479.
SATALLITE system giving you problems? We
service any make or
model anywhere. Service
fleet available. 7 years
experience. Call day or
night, 901:479-2306.

liv
s

fri
di
be
we
Prr

BR
$15

14x
Cal
1117
ho

"BUSINESS
MAN"

$5
Me.

1371

Steel
Open
Building Dealership
High PotentialProfits Available parttime Or Full Time
In Your Area. Call
303-759-3200.
Ext. 2407

tia.1
len
753753-

14xi
21
from
438-

16 Swiss dyer
18 Name '
20 Morsel
22'Large pile
23 Motorless boat
24 Commercial
26 Listen secretly
28 Three-toed
. sloth
29 Former Russian
rulers
30-Is-Onion
.32 Kind of curve
33 Proposition
35 Feeds the kitty
39 Above
40 Falsehood
41 Babylonian
deity
44 Corrode
48 Army meal
48 Eat
49 Base
--66'Foals sheep
51 In addition .
52 Drunkard
54 Employ
55 Diving bird
56 Confederate
general
59 Behold!

Si

1.
ye
2.
co
3.
an
ho
4.
ed
be
5.

6.
wt

19. Farm Equipment

CUSTOM

hay baling,
large round bales. also
wheat cutting. Call 4742796.

=i•

20. Sports Equipment
DUNE buggy, good condition, $1500. 753-6328 or
489-2455 after 8p.m.

24. Miscellaneous
Af4TfQUE iron fence 32
In. feet $175. Phone
753-3300.
A must for moving hot
air from attic, Lomanco
Power vents, moves
1200 Cu. ft. of air, $49.00.
Murray Lumber Co.,
104 Maple, 753-3161.

For Sale
SWEET CORN
Doz.
435-4472

IMMEM=

2
CAMOFLAUGE Army.
Pants. Army- Boots and
Martial Art supplies.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
6th - & Walnut, Mayfield
Ky.
CENTRAL air conditioner for mobile
home. Call 753-8636.
HEAVY duty equip
ment hual trailer. Cali
436-5330 after 6p.m. or
weekends.
kONI- Omega 6x7 Press
Camera with Vivitor 283
flash. $250. Phone 7532599.
LIKE new,'90 ft. of 5 ft.
fence, 6 posts & gate.'

Kei
.111a
pro
pro
tior

boa
pro
and
sev
an c
tim
har
a pl

Reg. $120 will take $50.
Would • make good dog
pen. Call after 5:30p.m.
753-8393.
LR OAD ties,

cep
Ow:

Ter
on I
A
derl
ed
gua
of a
mat

grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
SEASONED firewood oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer

753-0338.
SEE Dill Electric for
used- air conditioners,
new & ,used electric
motors, motor rewind-ing & repair. We also
-buy used air con'
ditioners: 753-9104.
2ENITH stereo, /
speakers, $200. Call
7$3-6328 or 489-2455 after

nit

A

al_Ifin2M-1.
1a. ACV- 'at a- I'

Si

16. Home Furnishings

10 Deface
11 Skill

1••••••tawasmkr

.41•1

IE
313Mediterranean bedroom suite (pecan
wood), triple dresser
with mirror. 2 Bean
bags, brown & green,
$10 ea. Wicker chair $15.
Call 753-9218 after 5p.m.
3-PIECE living room
suite. Also, electric
Tappan stove. Both in
good condition. Call
474-2342. •

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CUSP
CAP
CLOP
ARA L
0Oa
LIMA
MANE
PAR
OUR
PLEATS
OSSEN
SI
GLEE
ABLE
PALESTRA
LEA
TOLES
AID
PEDEBTAL
ABMS
TATS
AB
CISUEllilE
A S SUR
LIED. ROB
ERIE
alLEE
NIL
NIP
IntODO Stijl TASK

1 Moccasin
2 GoddesS of
healing
3Saloon stock
4 Surfeit
5 Held dear

National High Performance Lubrication Company needs a person in the
Murray area. Permanent.
full *no sales position,
high commissions. advancement. Farm and industrial
background
helpful. Training when
hired.
Cell
1-800-527-1193 or send
Resume to Hydrotex. Inc..
Dept A. P.O. Box 47843.
Dallas, TX 75247.

15. Articles for Sale

RETAIL
MANAGEMENT POSITION
Knowledge of. books and
cards helpful, prior management experience desired but
not essential. Send resume to
P.O. Bos 1040-J., Murray,
KY. 42071

DOWN

UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY

ONE Hot Point re•
;rigerator, excellent
working condition, $30.
Hide-a-bed couch, good
condition, $100. 753-8586.

George H. Weak*
Judge/Executive
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

41 Sin
42 Retained
43 Underworld god
44 Comfort
45 Printer's
measure
47 Icelandic writing
49 Rents
53 Ceremony
57 Possess
58 Lawmaker
60 Petition
61 Marry
62 Mine excavation
63 Piece out

10. Business Opportunity

in any condition. Send
name, phone number,
and address with directions to: Feathers, P.O.
Box 742, Shelbyville,
y. 40IA5-0742.
MED- crams & Penny
weight weighing scales.
Call 753-3711:
Want to buy 1 acre of
land. Call 438-2455,
•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

24
:4=

WILL keep & care for
elderly lady in our
hoine. Experienced
with reference. 753-6392.
WILL stay with elderly or
sick, 5 nights a week. Call
753-4590 for information.
, Good references.

Ji

DUTCH
bl

9. Situation Wanted

1 4. Want to Buy
I will buy Feather Beds

-13

I2C

Will Clean
Houses,
Call
753-6298-

I.SAID
GETS.

6. Help Wanted
SALES! Techers k

-41C-

•

TA,

1I
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45. FatIns for Sale

49. Used Cars

52. Bdats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
CENTU
RY.16
(I
1974
MUSTANG
GENER
,
good
AL HOME ROOFING. Plumbing, GENERA
Mlni
located 1/2 way beL mainten
mechanical condition. mahogony inboard REPAIR. 15 years ex- Siding, Additions,
tween Murray & Ky.
Air Conditioners'
Warehouse
Must sell, $400 og• best runaboot. $600. Call 1-658- perience. Carpentry. Painting, Geharal Car- ance, roofing, painting
Lake on Cherry Corner
offer. 753-1377 after .3697.
concrete, plumbing, pentry. P.A. iSolony Co etc. 20 yrs. experience.
5,000 B.T.U.
Rd. 753-31125..
Storage Space
Free estimates. Call
HYDRA Sport bass roofing, siding. NO., JOB 7 5
7p.m. 753-9686.
3 8 6 28 . Free 474-2330.
JPtsa1..ROtby Farm.
$4.00 Per Week
11175 M.1JSTANg, 4 boat, power trim, 140 TO SMALL. Free es- Eitimlates
For Rent
• 12 acres, brick home,
cylinder, autontitiC, hp, 53400. -753-6328 or timates. Days 753-6973,
SEWING Machine Re10,000 B.T.U.
stocked fish pond. grain
753-1492
good condition good 489-2456 after 8p m.
• nigLits 474-2276.
pair. All makes and
'tin', satellite dish,
Wedding
$6.50 Per Week
mileage. $900.. Call. 753G=ERIN
G by Sears
models. Industrial,mobile home for extra
Photography
53.
Services
Offered
1206.
.
Sears continuous gut31. Wait to Rent
home and commercial. .
income. se2,000.
18,000 B.T.U.
753 8798
ters installed for your
38 yrs. experience. All
Kirksey-Brewers area. '1978 BLACK on black ALL type masonry specifica
.
WS -•profesC
arn
y
4
7
1TSTUDIO
CARTE.
•
tions. Call
Cutlass, exCellent work, block, brick,
$8.25 Per Week
work guaranteed. Ken
seeking nice 4 BR, 2 527-1177.
ST
Su.It
MAIN
300
mechanical condition, concrete, driveways, Sears 753-2310 for free •
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
bath"fteme. Call
25,000 B.T.U.
am-fm stereo & cassette sidewalks, patios, house estimate.
• 1 Not,i13,d Ent , L... 4.1
46. Homes for Sale
Stella, Ky.
753-4173.
player, power windows foundations. 25 years
$10.75 Per Week
SI UMPS removed. No
4 BR,- 3 bath, -formal
SUMMER is here. damage to
experience. Free e3;•„:
32. Apts f,r Rent.. dining room( & living & antenna. 435-4126.
surroundiary
Alumin
(With Approved
um
Bring your mowers lavin. Lobs cleared.
1978 MARK IV Lincoln. timates. Call Okarles
lI
1 &
KR- apt. near room, family room with local. car, less
(riding
Barnett
'push),
753-5476.
than
&
tillers,
Service
Co.
753-0211. ;
Credit)
'
•
downtown Murray._ I ireplace,.1605• 30.000 actual
chain
saws,
miles,
small
enall
APPLIAN
CE
REPAIR:
Aluminum and vinyl
Adults only. Call 753- Sycamore. Call the extras,
Rudolph
gines
and_
immaculat
Factory
welding
e
authorized
to
for
siding. Custom trim
4109, 762-6650, or -436- 753-6648.
condition. Call 753-381)7 Tappan. Kelvinator and
_Moody's- Repair for .Guaranteed Repair
Goodyear
work. References.
2844.
ROOM house, 3.,BR, or after 6p.m.
their tune „up and over
753-8477.
Brown.
Service
on gas
bath,
Bailey,
Will
Call
Ed
front
1
&
furnished
BR
Service
back
apt., air
721 S. 12th
097, T-Itird, black
'haul. Cherry Corner
and electric ranges,
conditioned. 121 N. next porch, 1 ac-re lot,
753-0659
On:Car & Home Stereo'
Road,
ps. pb, Pw
microwa
753-0595
753-5668.
ves,
.Free,
disto fair grounds. No pets. $32,500. Call 753-6940.
World-el Sound
am-fm.' Must sell.
hwasher s,, re- LAWN mowing & house pickup & delivery. Mork
Call 753-3139.
ASSUMABLE LOAN 753-7377 after 4p.m,
frigerators, etc. Earl painting. Call after Guaranteed.
222 S. 12th
$34,000
at
9.7% fixed
I BR furnished apt.,
Lovett, 354-6956, or 753- 6p.m. 753-6647.
TREES trimmed or
753-5865
water & cable furniture, interest rate to K.H.C.
5341.
removed.
,Also, yard
27: Mobile Homes for Sale
NSED Electrician
$160 per month: qualified buyer, only 1979 CHEVY Monza,
work.
APPLIANCE
Experienced.
for residentitil and
Available July 12th. $4,500 down. Celeroan cylinder, automatic, SERVICE.
12x60, 2 Bedroom, large
Kenntore. comrperctal. Heating' Free estimates. Call TREE work Complete
RE 753-9898._
753-5980 or 7=1203.
air, 53,000 miles, excel- Westin
living room with wood
436-2690.
ghouse,
removal, topping, tristove, include-s reAPARTMENT located 1 rir owner, 3 Brt" brick. 2 lent condition. Call 8-5 Whirlpool. 22 years and Iii- condition, gas
Installation and repair.
MMing & stumps re- .
frigerator, stove and
block from downtown baths. den, living room, 753-4451, after 6p.m. experience. Parts •
and Phone 753-7203.
moved. Insured. Call
dishwasher. $3995 or
shops & sevices. Call dining room combina- 753-1580.
servire-.. -Bobby _Hopper, MITCHELL Pavink.
753-0211.
best offer. Shelerda at
753-9251 days or 753-0662 tion, double garage, 1979 CORVETTE, white Bob's Appliance SerSealing striping, repair
WET BASEMENT? We
central heat and air. with red interior, vice, 202
work 759-4080 or after 6
nights.
S. 5th St.
make wet basements
pm 345-2449.
rice $67,500. 753-7456.
automatic, air, 37,000 Burtiness 753-4872. 436- & complete asphalt
RURNISHED or uninstallation. All jobs,
dry. Work completely
Boxing
furnished apt., 1 or 2 EICTIE0 bed- actual miles. Good 5848 (home).
large & small. Call
guaranteed. Call or
1969 vALANT 10x50,
BR. Also, sleeping room brick home, large condition. Phone 753-'
Framing
753-1537.
write Morgan Con
BR, partially furnished,
rooms.
Zimmerman living room and den 1916 ext. 8.
REPAIR
MOWING.
*
Barn Posts
S
Also, hauling
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
$1500. Call 759-1044.
with wood burning 1979 DELTA 88, loaded,
ts. S. 16tiM3-6609.
and yard work. Re409A, Paducah, Ky.
Cd, TV and Stereos
1974 FIFTH Avenue
*Fence Posts
LARGE extra nice, 2 BR fireplace. 20x40 garage. $1850. 1980 Dodge colt,
asonable rates, good
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
14x70, remodeled. $5000.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
furnished apt. Also, 1 BR pond. State Line Rd, $1150. 14 ft. boat motor
*Treate
Lumber
d
references. Call Jerry
WILL haul white rock,
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
apt. near University. Call west of Hazel, Ky. Call & Trailer, $350,. Call"
TRUF VALUE
759-9661. •
*Metal Roofing
498-8749 or Moody 753-9793.
sand, limC, rip rap and
1977 VILLAGE madle 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
753-9468 or 753-2967.
Nwths.de Shoop,ni
masonary sand. coal,
*Farm Hardware
home, 12x60, 2 BR,
NICE 1 SR apt., 5135. Realty Co. 901-642-5093.
1979 FORD LTD,
•
very
753 2571
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
RAVING trouble find- nice, 1 .owner,
$5,000. E-26 Fox 10x40 N7a , ac,
No
pets.
Call
753-3949.
good'
rushed, near University.
Call Roger Hudson,
Meadows_ Call 753-0200.
o ers
'i'ARINU applications ing nice home in your Condition, 804000 miles.
Cali'753-3895 after 6
01.m.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
price range? Investig- $3000,.,
Sons. Si
itettte
for
Section
8.
no
Rent
trade.
Phone
1979 14x60, 2 BR, par- / BR trailer. $1
per
ate duplexes. 3 availaINTERIOR
roofs, rSUaceinent
tially furnished. Excel- month, $100 deposit. Siabsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 ble now. Coleman Real 753-3895 after 5p.m.,
EXTERIOR
BR.
Apply
Hilldale
1980 BUICK 'Regal, windows. 30. yrs. exlent condition, $6200. Call 753-5588.
•
Estate
753-9898.
PAINTING
loaded, extra cldan, p'e itienee
753-1362 or after 5p.m. / OR 3 BR. furnished, Apts., Hardin, Ky. IN Hazel, nice- 3
11r/isles. (502)362-489. E qual
a.
753-0918.
AC/natural gas. Shady Opportunit Housing house with den, living Call 436-2482. •
DENNIS •McOlure cony.
WALLPAPERING
1980
FORD
Industrial Drive
1983 BUCCANEER, Oaks 753-5209.
Fiesta
4'
room, kitchen, bath &
struction, roofing.
14x60. 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath,
garage with 'work shop speed, ac, ZO mpg., paintink, plambing, inear 33. Rooms for Rent
Murray, Ky.
21 acres. 1 1/2 miles Murray. No pets. Prefer
Included. Well In- guaranteed. 753-7231.
terior or exterior',
Phone 759-1099
ItcoDM5 for girls or.
from 2„ resorts. 'Phone couples. Call 48912611.
1980
TOS'OtA
sulated, nice yard with
Phone_ 5ce-382-2889, ht.
boys near university.
436-2972.
shade trees. Priced in Liftback, excellent' seitabwr •
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
condition.
AC,„stereo..,S._
mid 20'8-Call_492.8575.--ROOMS- 1[6r --Te-ra, 1-4 EETg=n
7A7=5V.-5 ip., 58,000 mi.- $3.700, General MiifSepande.' *FR..EE ESTIMATES*
people, fixed rate, no
BDFtM house near -Un- 753-6749 at-435-4306..•
Free, eitima*e. Ex- .
utilities. Call 753-0459
July 25-August 4 Cape Cod & Eastern
iversity. 43,000. 'Owner 1483 Z-28 CAXSARO,_ perienced. &ptratality
NEE
ask
for
Steve.
work on your
Canada
financing. 753-3006 Charcoal gray, cross work:Call 'aft*
4 'Pm trees? Topping, prunSLEEP1TG rpoan evenings.
fire.
ignition,
.T-tOris,
tilt
Rome
Sept. /-14 Williamsburg Washington,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
efficiency, both air
75312-85,-work 753- trig, shaping, complete
NICE 3 BR brick home. & cruise, 3I:000
MS.'"
D.C.
conditioned. 1610 Far- bath
RI CUSTOM WOODWORKING
removal
and
more. Call
& 1/1, livini 753-4921.
FENCE saJes at Sears
me r Ave. Call room,
•
Sept. 27-Oct. 7 New England In The Fall
'78 PONTIAe Bon- now. Call Sears 753:2310 s BOVER'S TREE
den,
kitchen,
3p.m.-8p.m. 759-052.
Pro-•
attached garage & util- neville Brougham, 2 dr., for free estimate for SEPLVICE for Pro
For Information On These Tours
fessIonal
tree care
SOLID WOOD CABINETS B.
ity room. Lafge shaded ac, ps, pb, electric your needs. ,.,
•.•-)
34. Houses for Rent
RAISEP PANEL noons
753-0338.
Contact:
0,4
lot, city school district. windows & seats, amBirch
• Chitt • Wainut • CANT(
'
ODD job specialist.
DROOM, 2 bath, Priced reasonable 753- fm stereo, cruise conRuth Blackwood Tour Representative
0UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
PAINTIW"
;1,.
ceiling fans, electrical,
large den with 3943.
f
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
trol, wire wheels, 12250.
Pennyrile Tours
plumbing, fencing. You
fireplace, carport. 2 mi.
interior a
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
xter*:
Call 7530595 between
htme it. I do it. You
203 S. 8th St.
north. $500. plus dep. BR brick, 2 bath,
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Ey & Soo Ow, Display •
quality work. CoMbuy, I install. You
753
petitive prices. InMurray, Ky. 42071fireplace, central
LACK1973
r
break, I fix. Call 436- • 1212 Main
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
/ BR brick, 11/2 bath, heat/air. Make offer Sport El Camino
sured. Over 16 years
with
Ws•
2868.
$11100. 2 BR frame, $200. now. Coleman Real load top,
••&It••••••••••••e0
•
experiends. Gall Ralph
air, ps, _pb,
PAINTING =Paper
Also, 2 BR country. Estate Z3-9898.
radio, new tires, V-8 325, Worley 759-1050.
hanging, commerical or
Coleman Real Estate RECENTLY re- extra
sharp. $2000 or best
residential, Free es753-9898.
decorated, 2 BR offer. Call 753-1018. OT- JERRY A•TKINS & ASSOC.
INSULATION blown_ • ig timates, References. 25
1. Like to earn S15,000 to $60,000
AUTIFUL passive aluminum sided house
per
by Sears. TVA a -"Years experience
solar home at Pan- with 3. acres, 6 miles 50. Used Trucks
year?
proved. Save
Trenton Farris 759-1987
orama Shores, 3 BR & south- of Lynnville, Ky.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
2. Like to work for a 53 year old
sleeping loft. About 2000 For sale..lby „owner, 196/,FORD pickup high heating and cool- PAltKING Lot striping.
& Circle A Fencing)
F-100,
ing
short
bills.
wheel
Call
base,
Bears
Cali
Larry
Dunn.,
company?
753-6224
sq. ft., built in applian- $18,500 or best offer.
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
6
753-231
cylinder,
for
0
rebuilt
en(re
753-5725.
..,'„or
ces, microwave, washer 382-2331.
3. Like to hove some established accounts
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
gine. good condition, estimate.
,
& dryer, central vac.
Soffit & Trim Work,
and sell within a 30 mile radius of your
436-2650.
$430.
•
JOINER'
S
Tree
SerAvailable Sept. 1st. No
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
1973 CHEVY Heavy 1/2 vice. 30 years ex-'*
home?
_pets. $450. Call 753-5980 '47. Motorcycles
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
ton, good mechanical perience. Also bucket
or 753-1203.
4. Like free major medical benefits provid1079, YAMAHA 400XS. condition, 4850 _or best., truck for
Aluminum Carports_SL P.atio_rnvers_
_Call
RICE 2 BR unfurnished
good
ed for you and your family and other fringe
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
home, just off 641 near Call condition, $500. „offer. 753-1377 after 753-0366.
753-6328 after .8p.m. 7:30p.m. 753-9686.
LAWN mower & • tiller
benefits?
FENCING
Hardin. Security de489-2455.
1976 FORD van fac6iry repair. Call Wayne:. -m'Free Estimates
Chain-Link•Split Rall•Farm•Privacy
posit required. Call
5. Like to receive pay while training?
1979
YAMAHA
IT
'
Kim
175.
Chateau.
Wilson
3
$3200.
rn
1803
759-1983
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
354-8180.
good condition. Call College Farm Rd. 753- on 121. Phone 753-409&
6. Like to talk about joining me and others
NICE two BR brick,
753-6520.
3704.
who are enjoying all of the abgve?
,
stove, retrig., air.
*************************11,
cond., 8 mi. SE of 1979 YAMAkRA 656 1978 JEEP- C.1-7. hard
CONTACT:
•
Special',
great
condi-• top & doors.' Cali 436- *
Murray. Married
*
PERSONNEL MANAGER
2839 after 5p.m.
• *
couples only. Ref., de- tion. Call 762-4792.
*
WHEN
1981 HONDA (M406 1984 FORD Ranger, 1 ,
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
9 a.m.-12 noon. Mon-Fri.
posit. Call 492-8594.
i.
*
Llesroe.
Custom, 6,000 mi., ex- Owner, good condttion: 7,... (502)781-770
Plisisxt
i
OFFERING:
cellent shape, reasona- Can- be 'seen at. Jones 1
35. Firms for Rent
*
Automobile
Irked.437-4562.
ITOD Iii Metal, Railroad
;',',
I
or
or sale.
Homeowners
A
v
e
,
)1_,:i-a
,:
-F
a
I
___.
_,;•,_
-Large house 75 beautiful
Fire
*
*
acres. 12 miles East of like new, 6000 miles. Ja.m.-4p.m.
Life
*
Murry. $300 a month. Call $1800 or will consider '64 1 TON Chevy truck *
trti410 for cal or truck. with cattle racks. $800. *
•Term
*
474-8029.
Call 753-0457.
•Universal Life
T53-1447 or 7524746.
'79 SUZUKI 425. Cali '84 CHIEVt-Silverado. *
37. Livestock-Supplies
*
•Guarcinted issue
1-527-7534.
loaded, 26,000 miles. *
.. For Free Analysis a. Quotes •Senior Citizens
1 -TR. old quarter
*
Cancer
horse. Call 753-2278 or PoR sale 1979 Honda Call 753-8555.
408 South 120 Street
*
XR80, new chain and
it truce you can buy *
753-9992 after 6p.m.
IRAs
Murray, Kentucky 42071
. Excellent jeeps for $44 through the *************************
1
12 YR. American S. sprockets
condition. 435-4218.
U.S:
. government? Get
Bred Gelding. Spirited
the facts today! Call
and disciplined. T year 48. Auto Services
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 2641: •
old half pony stud, not TOW
bar and lights for
broke. Both .$600. 751 Volkswago
51
. C- ampers
n bug. New.
1447 or 762-3746.
KO. 759-4060.
1975 VVINNEBAGO 24 ft.
TiMOTHY, bates &
travel trailer, air, awnRed Clover hay. $1.50 4 9 . Used Cars
ing, excellent condition.
sn. bale in barn, $20 a
1954 CHEV, runs great, Call 753-6430.
roynd roll. 435-4383.
looks good, 2 door, 6 1977 36' COBRA 5th
cylinder standard, en- wheel and 1979 Camper
38. Pets-Supplies
gine rebuilt,' priced to special 3/4 ton Ford
BOARD your dogs
Saturday, July 13, 1985
sale, $1200. Call 759-4510 pickup. Call 436-2530
cats with Hidden Valley after 4:30p.m.
Hamlin, KY.
2:00 P.M.
Kennels the one to beat. 1966 FORD Mustang. CAMPER, 12 ft.,
Scottie
Cats
and
small
dogs $2.50, new motor, transmis- Sportsman. sleeps 4. Ice
22 Acres • Lake Area Property
6 a.m. • 10 p.m. 7 Days A Weak
large
dogs
$4.00 a day. sion, front end & rear box, 21111rner gas stove.
Location: 11 miles southest of Murray,
Also AKC Toy Pomeran- end, good condition.. good condition, $700.
Phone 7534351/753-5352
Kentucky. Take Highway 121 South to
ian stud service. 489-2377 Call 436-5435.
Call 474-2361.
-Highway 280 North, turn left and go apKirksey. For grooming 1969 VOLKSW
AGON
call Sue 436-5835.
proximately 4 miles to property site.
Bug, good condition. 52. Boats-Motors
WrITCPIED Husky, Call 438-5330 after
Located one mile from Blood River, this
6p.m. 14 FT. aluminum fish'solid white female. AKA or weekends.
property is ideal for any outdoor recreaing boat and -trailer. 18
TROUBLES
registered, loves chilft. walkthru windshield
1/72 CAPRI,
tion, whether it be fishing, camping,
it's
dren. Cost $300 but ning' condition.good run- and
with we
trailer. 18 ft.
$450 or
boating, swimming,or skiing. Thereis apowner must self, will best
offer. New timing walkthru, 120 h.p.. inPumps,
CHIN -CHIN'
Plum
take any reasonable belt, good
proximately 750' frontage on Highway 210,
battery, good board outboard and
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
offer. Call 489-2506:
or
electric,
then
and of the 22 acres, ,,t8 are wooded Arith
breaks, clean interior. trailer. Honda 580. 3
Cam ior •fres *Among
cycle trailer. - Ail in..
474-8884.
several good building sited. There is also
CluAIN, ANAL Goad Pm
.
,
hove the answer.
4 0 . P'Ib d ii C
CHIMNEY CLEANING
1973 FORD 4-:wheei excellent condition. 1666
an outstanding grove of marketable poplar
*MANY AENAP•cit
Coll
John
JIJITIr Apples., Call drive, $1250. 1967 Chevy Ryan Ave
Glover,
,CAPIWO SCOW.
•C.P.11
Alewinam
Vinyi
timber on this property.
•Ao ANN
489-2467, Tucltet Or- 2 dr., for trade or sale. 1075 18 FT. MaltIlikhr
A.
licensed
with
Sakti, Cestem trim
26
Small acreage tracts Of this type are
chard. Landfill road.
waLk-through windCall 436-2682.
Reltrances.
with.
veers experience.
hard to find in the lake area,so if you want
753-3445
1973 SQUARE back shield, inboard with
41. Public Sales
CaN
Will
Ed laday,
a place for enjoying the outdoors, or your
Vo lksiwagon, needs tandom tilt trailer. Call
Answerin
g
servic
t
,
yard
some work. Will take 762-4456 after 5p.m.
753-06119.
own private estate, don't overlook this exprovided.
iness books, clothes, $200. Call 759-1721.
SAILBOAT, If ft Snark
ceptional site..
shoes, beds, chests, 1974 CUTLASS "Mayflower", complete
Owners: David and Darnell Vaughn 1
dressers, bedroom Supreme, medium blue, with trailer and acsuites, couches, chairs, $430. Can be seen at B-1 cessories. Holds up to 3
Terms: 20% down day of sale with balance
refrigerator, ranges. Coach Estates or call or 4 adults. Call
on delivery of deed within 30 days.
RANDY
dryers, suntan oil & 753-3833.
753-9752.
All information contained htrein was
lotion at $1.00 & $1.25
THORNTON
derived from reliable wakes and is deembottle, antiques. SomeOUTING AND AIR
Send
ed to be correct, however, it is not
your
thing for everyone.
ee
arpei
DAILY GOLD & SILVER -PRICES
CONDITIONDKVINC.
Trash & Treasure,4 806
guaranteed and does not constitute apart
packages Ina easy
Coldwater Rd. 753-4589.
Gold
Silver
of a subsequent contract and is for infprway
eteaniny
Closed
Closed
mational purposes only.
43. Real Estate
Use our convient
Yesterday 317.40
Yesterday 6.15
•Carpets
.11Trarjl
i lri=.111111Miray
service We accept
Opened
• OPPlied
•Uphotsf
dr
H.A. reposseised proCIPS.
,..pla,aq
r,
for
'Today_
315.20 -Today.- perties. 1?Usle:
f"Stinlirt
.free
f
shipment
Down
2.20
Murray CA ItOlilAy
Down
.04
Satisfact
_
i99
Realty,
304 . 12th
COURT SQUARE
Coniw.ment% nt --Real Estate & Auction Co
Guaranteed
753-8146 or Ron Talent
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
ANTIQUES
753-9894.
Teo easserel Meek eadmer•
713 S. 12TH MURRAY, KY. 42071
811 Parts Rend
Downtown
Nlinyl..•!14 Hy 070P6
dim dealer Is,sates sad ow.
use,6•4*•••••ewe eseemery
.44. Lots .for Sale
753 7113
Court Squar's
Phone '5071707 I HIS
Ceesay ISO Ossomitit.
•
W.. boy Gold Sslyer & D.omorlds
WATERFRONT Lot On
753-7499
Hoot
10 8 Doily. 17 5 Sunday
C W. Shelton, Auctioneer
Blood river. $16,500. Call
436-2342.

_ Whirlpool.

1983 BUCCANEER
Mobile horne 24x52,
BR,2 bath, 4l,1 appliances, shingle roof, central and wood heat, air
.conditioned, partly
furnished. $18,000. ,Call
174-8029.
R183 ELCONX 14x70,
BR, 1 1/2 bath, extension onto living & dining
area. Fireplace, $17,000.
Inquire at A-12 Fox
Meadows, Ask for
JoAnn Higgins.
1984, 14,l)months old.
Lots of extras. Call 7539644.
/460 ON 3/4 of an acre
shaded lot, 1 mile from
downtown Murray].
Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR,2
bath, large livifli room,
family room & dining
area, central ac & heat,
w-to-w carpeting, partially furnished, & swi
deck. Quality country
living at a reasonable
price. Reduced by $3,000.
Call 762-6287 or 7534445.
DOUBLE wide trailer,
24x44, $ BR, 2 bath,
excellent condition, lots
of furniture, $6800. After
5p.m. weekdays &
weekends 753-7849.
SECLUDED 5 plus
acres, 1982 12x56
Buccaneer with central
air, 12x24 block building, woods & pond.
$29,900. 474-2718 after
5p.m.

tr-zelm-Trurnr-ni

1

r

FARM
LUMBER

PAINTING

-trailemTI3W

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753,3716

G-0 With Penhyrile -Tours To:

Gutter
Cleaning
Call Danny
753-5292

awmr-s-173-117r-le

WOULD YOU?

J

'BAILEY
_CARPET
CLANING

Hopkins Insurance Agency

WORTH
DOING RIGHT!

FOR LEASE

*
*
*

JOE SMITH
*
* CARPET CENTER *

5500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
Excellent Location
In Shopping Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

*

Is

Call
r. Tom-Hopkins
(502)753-6202

7gv36660

753-2380

AUCTION

Taxi Cab Service

ilarray-Calloway
County Hospital

Aluminum
Service

753-5131

Calloway Casty
Roscoe *ad

753-6952

artrr---mrta

C.W. Shelton

Carrier.

Call...
753-5827

:1111WINOWIIIPM

..c-u.rom.,.•••
,

..•

,•

..1

-

•

•
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Harry Jackson. dies Sunday at home in Bowling Green

OBITUARIES

• ,
Clovis Baziell"s rites held

Mrs. Lucille Pearson dies

•
•
‘.•

s

Services for Clovis . He is survived by- his
The widow of Mose
The funeral for Mrs.
(Peg) Bazzell were Sun- wife, Mrs..SUcla Adams
Lucille Pea.rs_on will_he Pearson, she was fa,
day- at T p.m. inyar Bazzell; four daughters.
held Tuesday at 2- p.m.- member of St. John's
chapel of Blalock...-Mrs. Patricia Garland, at
St. John s Missionary Church, Murray.
Coleman Funeral Farmington, Mrs-.
Mrs. Pearson is sur, Baptist Church. The
Horne.
Robert Ingram, Rt. 1, Rev. Dennis Ward will vived by one daughtet.
The Rev. Gen.rge Farmington, Mrs.
officiate.
_ Mrs. *Mary L. Tharpe.
Culp, Jr.-. and Dr. David lames Doran, Rt. 4,
Burial will follow in Chi
II.: four
C. Roos officiated. Mayfield, and Mrs. Joe
dren; six
the Murray ,City g r a
Music was by Mrs. Crittendon, - Rt. 1,
great-grandchildren.
Cemetery.
01,ivene Erwin, Sedalia; four sons,
In charge of arorganist, arM W.A. Er- Alben Bazzell and
rangements is the
win-and Gracie Erwin, Timothy Bazzell, flt. 1,
Haanock Funeral Home,
singers.
Murray, Philip Bazzell, Paducah, where friends
Pallbearers were Ray Rt. 1,__Kirksey, and
May call from 7 to 9
Broach,-Fred Broach. Clovis W. Bazzell,
, pm. tonight (Monday).
Willis Sanders. Eugene Mayfield.
-Mrs. Pearson, 82,
Lamb, William Payne
Also surviving are two fOrmer resident of Murl
.and Rgibeit Ingram.
sisters, Mrs. Toy Dun- ray, died Wednesday at
Burial was in the Col- can and Mrs. Ina Mae
12:44 a.m. at• Mount
7.....d.w.ater Baptist Church Youngblood— Mayfield;
Sinai Hospital, Chicago,
Cemetery..
•
12 grandchildren.
Ill
Mr. Bazzell; 69, Rt. 1,
Murry.- died Friday at
3:30 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County
Services for Senior M. Army Medical Center,
Hospital.
Sgt. Rubin Verner San,AntonI6, Texas_
Moody i USAF, ret.)
He is survived by his
FLINT SPEAKER —
were Sunday at 2 p.m.at wife, Mrs. Uldine
the New Liberty Church Weatherford Moody; The Rev. Ricky Cunnof Christ where he was a two sons, Kent Moody ingham, pastor of Harmember.
and Shane Moody, both din Baptist'Church, will
. •
of
Buchanan, Tenn.: be speaker at revival
, Burial was in the
Final rites for Church cemetery with four sisters, Mrs. services at Flint Baptist
Tryman J. .Murphy 'military rites at the Mildred Carroll. Church, starting tonight
Newton, N.C., and Mrs. (Monday) at 7:30 p.m.
were Sunday at 3 p.m. in graveside.
the chapel of Blalock.
Irene Thomas, Mrs. and continuing through
Ridgeway Morticians, Estelle Adams and Mrs. Saturday, July 6.
• Coleman Funeral
Paris,
Tenn., were- in Charlotte Blackburn, Prayer services will'
Home.
Dr. Jerrell White and ch'argeof Detroit, Mich.; two start at 7:15 p.m. The
public is invited to atbrothers., J.D.
-the - Rev. -Eddie Young arrangements.
Mr. Moody, 64, died and Paul Moody, tend the services, a
officiated. Music was by
church spokesman said.
Dwane Jones, organist, Wednesday at Brooke Detroit.
and Tilghman Barrow
,and
Jesse Barrow,
4.
ingers.
Pallbearers were
Tony Zambella, Jimmy
Overby. - Gary Ovkrby,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
Jessie Outland, Randy
Outland and. Lard.
Industrial Average
-5.60.
I.B.M.123
/
1
4 •/
1
2
Burial was in the MurAir Products
Jerrico
+'/$
553
/
4
203
/4 •%
ray Memorial Gardens.
Apple Computer
•.18 unc
Johnson & Johnson. •
46% 'me
Mr. Murphy, 85, 1206 American
38/
1
4 .14
Telephone
Kmart
-24% unc
Peggy Ann Dr., died Briggs
& Stratton
Mary
KayCosm
_
•
•
27%
unc
12
/
-3
1
2
/s
Thursday at 12:10 p.m. Chrysler
38% ;1/4
JCPenney
51% -1/8
at West View Nursing • Dollar
Gen. Store
28% •-/
Penwalt
1
4
1
2 -'/4
39/
Home.
Dupont
59% +1'/.
Quaker Oats
52/
1
4 +%
He is survived by his Durakon
14/
1
4 unc
Sears
33/
1
2 +1
/
4
wife, Mrs. Cordie Bar- Ford
45/
1
2 unc
Texaco
37 -%
row Murphy; four Forum Group
10 -1
/
2
Time Inc.
57 -/
3
4
daugpiers, Mrs. R.G. G.A.F.
U.S. Tobacco
= 37_1
34'/: +1
/
4
/
4
•1
/
4
Outland, Mrs. „Ralph General Motors
_ 71% -%
Wal-Mart
, 55 +%
Morris and Mrs. Levicie GenCorp, Inc.
17% 4.1
/
4
47 -1
/
4
Wendy's
Zarnbella, Murray, and Goodrich
311
/
2 -Vs
C.E.F. Yield
...•
7.26
Mrs. Nathan Recotor. Goodyear
/4 + 1/4
Clovis. Calif.
Survivors also include
one sister. Mrs. L.C.
Price, Elizabethtown;
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
13 grandchildren
14
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
great-grandchildren. '

Verner Moody's rites held

Mr. Murphy's
funeral lield
here Sunday

se

BOWLING GRI5E141. the Arts.
tucky Museum at Univertsity was named
Ky. AP I — Harry L.
A gallery in the Ken- Western Kentucky in his honor last year.
Jackson. a membar of
the ,presidential advisory board of the John
F. Kerineay -Center for
BOBBY WOLFF
the Performing Arts in
Washington. D.C.. has
djed. He was 78.
Jackson died Sunday
NORTH
"Emotion has taught mankind to .
7-1-A
at his home in Bowling
*J 6 4 2
reason."
•KJ93
Green.
— Marquis de Vauvenargues.
4(4..19
He was a former
473
public-relations director
WEST
EAST
If South plays today's hand with
of Lubrizol Corp. in
44- - •K 107
probably
he
emotion,
will
fail.
If
he
Wickliffe. Ohio, a fellow
•10 8 5 42
•A Q6
takes an extra few seconds to rea- •7 5 2
of the J.P. Morgan
•1084 3
soil things out, he will be more like- 44AQ1042
4986
Libry in New Yprit, a
ly Mind the winning play.
former chairman of the
SOUTH
44AQ9853
Dummy's heart jack went to
Cleveland Museum of
•7
East's queen and East shifted to the
Art and a trustee of the
'•A K 6
club nine. South pondered over his
Cleveland Institute of
4 KJ 5
•
best play but, In the end, it made no
Vulnerable:
Both.
Dealer:
South.
difference. West won both clubs
Thebidding:
and led another heart, South ruffSouth
West
North
East
ing away East's ace.
Pass
Pass
246
With three tricks in for the 1,.
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
defense, South could not afford to
lose a trump trick. How should
Revival services at
Opening lead: Heart four
South play that suit?
Independence United
LEAD WITH THE ACES
Crossing to dummy's diamond
Methodist Church
queen for a finesse to South's queen
7-1-B
started Sunday and will
cOntintle through Friwill not do. The finesse wins, but South holds:
day, July 5.
East still gets a trump trick. East's
—
•KJ 83
The Rev. Layne
K-10 iS left over dummy's jack and
•10 9 8 7
41(Q2
Shanklin, retired United
the defenders get a plus score.
474
Methodlit minister, is
Before playing trumps, South
the speaker for the sermust ask, "What happens if either East
South
West . North
vices at 7:30 each
1 NT
2 NT
Pass
defender holds all three trumps?"
All pass
evening.
If West, nothing can be done. If
Heart 10. A spade lead
Special music will be
East, South should lead the trump ANSWER:
may give a trick. away. Choose the
-presented at flitch
jack frbm dummy. East covers and passive lead, because the defense
service.
the ace wins to reveal the trump Should have time to . shift course if
The pastor, the Rev.
position. Now South ruffs his third
Kendrick Lewis, and the
club in dummy to repeat the trump Send bridge questions to The Aces; I'O .11ox congregation invite the
finesse and..South does not lose a 12363. Dallas. Texas.75225, with self-adtke'Ssed
stamped envelope for reply
public to attend.
trump trick.

THE ACES ®

Independence
revival now
in progress

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS ,

I GM

Keep l'hat . Greut
CiM Feeling Vi lilt
Genuine GNI Part,

0111119111 610/01S C01110060.01.1

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Tony Boyd

Mobile Homeowners
WE WANT YOURS!
And we have the
ratet-to prove it.
Call us for a quote, today

753-5.842

1983 Olds Toronado
White, Loaded, Sharp

$10 577
S. 12th St.
DWAIN
Murray, Ky.
502-753-2614
TAYLOR
- CHEVROLET, INC.

a

Ii
Is Remodeling!
In our effort tO
become more modern
and help serve our
customers more efficiently, Big John's
will be remodeling for
awhile. We witl still be
open to serve you at
this time.

Complete King Size
Waterbed with
Headboard

We hope the work being
done does not Inconve:
nience you in any way.-:

Closed July 4

Thank You, •
The Management

Comforter Pack
comes with King or
Queen Size Comforter, Sheets and
Pillow Cases.
Only

/./

*58

la—

sa1011.1r.,111414111WIN:m....,

—

•-

•

Your Final Cost

1124e

nabob requires purchase of
5 or 12 cans onht

.52..
_66
SUMMER SIZZLE
Autolite
Spark Plugs
Limit
Li
16 plugs.
Resistors .116

noweesielon

Havoline
Motor 00

Freon

10W30 and 10W40
Limit 12

Keep coot Beat the
summer heat.

rebate

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Southside Shopping Center on S. 12th Street.
8 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sunday

753-8911

POPLAR BLUFF, MISSOURI

1040 Westwood at Harper Street
785-7764
8 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Satyrdby
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Sunday

•

;AP. -

11E1111111
Ad Prices clood ihru JelY 7./985.Ad prices not good on
special on:Sets. We mem the right tallinn quaniNise

11r
. *A
r
0
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Your Discount kits Superrnart.
P143E iA

•
•

• 410

•
•

•• •
-

•

CHEMICALS
super
se*ler

WAXES & CLEANERS
7.11 *

Our Sole Price
Less Mal-In
Rebate

raftIf=i1

Prestone
• Super Flush
•Super Seal

Turtle Wax Minute Wax
Your choice! Spray, liquid or paste.
()as.Price ILO

2.97

air Sole Pnce
Lem
-Rebate

-1.00

Veto-Final C...-.)st

1.97

tar Mail-In
-4.00

.

KRYLON

Swiss Body
Filler
Easy working light
weight with
hardener

Krylon Spray Paint
Interior or
exterior enamels.
Available in many
colors. 12 oz. can

Primer
Sandable primer
Gtay, red and
black 11 ,Q2

Rain Dance
Liquid or pasta
Our Sale Price
Less Moil-In
Rebate
Your Final Cost

•9ower
Steering Fluid
*---Dot 3 Brake
Fluid
• Liquid
your
Wrench choec•
PAGE 2

.94
-.75
.19

Genuine
Chamois
—311
/
4 sq. ft
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Air Conditioner
Compressor

Timing Chains
For most domestic cars an
light trucks. Save Money on
top quality engine parts.

For most older models
0 OFF #A..6. Price with exchange.

88

Ignition
Module
s'1')7
7
Quality Ignition parts at true
discount prices. Ford 15.77.

UChryskor

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
•••

New Water Pumps

Modine
Radiators

For most domestic
cars and light
trucks. Price
with exchange

OEM
replacement
for easy
•
installation.

Power Steering Hose
Meets or exceeds OEM
specifications for most
domestic
cars and.
light
trucks

20cy

Tune-Up Kits

88

Manufactured by
Wells. H.P. Kits
not included.

--••••.„
--

•

''.••,„aef

-

•

"

•••

a,.,

•

•

HEI
Ignition
W

. •.

U•Joints
Custom
tail red to
fit most
domestic
ca
truc
rs and
trucks.

Fan Clutches

Replace worn
U-joints and save
with Auto Shock's
true discount
prices

Prevents water
pump failure. and
fuel waste. Quality
replacement.

888

2

/0 OFF

1,50L'''Iktio'IN

1))))))) } )1 4i)

TRW Tie
Rod Ends

LLEFTIME
WARRANTY

"WV

20o/

Replacement
helps
eliminate
Improper
tire wear.

gift% Water Pumps•Bendix Brake Shoes
*Auto Shack Shocks
•Dynatone Mufflers

Mufflers
Free-ficw
double-wrapped. 1 I88
OEM replacement.

Mighty Lifts
Gas filled
lift support.
Hatchbacks 14.88

Q88
%to Trunks

•
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MAINTENANCE
FREE

525 AMPS
2424F74

Exceptional starting power,
525 Cold Cranking amps.
Price with exchange.

OPEN NIGHTS_AND SUNDAYS

••'. •

• • t
•••••••

. •

-

•

••••

•
.

,.•••••

Edeibrock Manifold

Holley Carburetor

Fits small-block Chevy.
Not recommended for
heavy vehicles. o5001.

Universal four
barrel power plus
performance. *01850.

95
-7

.

_
I.

•

70,1.

Auto Shack
Air Shocks
Manufactured
by makers of
Hijackers. Includes hose
kit. For most
domestic cars
and light trucks.

Litt .1-Duvres
Keeps car cooler
while preventing
• sun damage
By Interpart.
d'A98090, *48030.

NANO=
PIM

141111.1

Running
Boards
For most full size
Ford. Chevy &
Dodge Pick-ups.

-7 -

••••,..7
.
••

4988
•••

-

Gila
Window

.Wire Wheel .

Covers
64-spoke triple- chrome plated
wheel covers
in 13", 14" and
15" sizes.

E-Z Slider
-Pazittru- Window

Splash Guards

Engineered for
perfect At. Easy
to Install. Clear.

Keep road dirt on
the road and off
your car

..••••
•

•
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•
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Utility Trailer
Easy to assemble
Hauls up to 1,060 lbs

152 Piece Tool Set
Sockets, saws,
pliers, hammers,
wrenches,
screwdrivers,
and much more.

rs
Huffy Thunder,50 BMX or
CO Huffy Champion 10,Speed
Some assembly required."

Turbo Vac
High suction power,
quiet and compact
with washable cloth
filter

Window Cranks
Replace that weak or
loose handle before
it becomes a problem.

4-Pc. Rubber
--Floor Mats
Front and rear mats
at one low price By
RubberQueen. *6363,

Mini BMX

99

.

your
. choice

A great first bike! Several colors.
Airless nylon mag-wheels. Minor
assembly recarea,____,

EXPRESS
PARTS
SERVICE
for hard to
find parts!

Harada
Truck Mirror
Mounts on left or
right side. Chrome
plated. *3521.

Sun Spot
Rechargeable beam
lasts 2/
1
2 hours- Wall
bracket allows
continuous charging
*L3308

88

99

Mechanic's
Rollaround
Seat
Ideal for brake
service Includes tray for tools

Pickup
Truck
Shifter
No handle extender needed
Spring-loaded
.
reverle safely
lock-out and
adjustable gear
stops. *17155.

349
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Oscillating
Fan.
Mounts easily
Great for trucks
and RVs. 12 volts
•

0
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•
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.
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Sparkomatic
Car Stereo
System
This perfectly matched set includes
an AM/FM cassette player with locking fast forward, push button eject and auto stop attape end.Two dual
cone door mount speakers. #C-45.

Sparkomatic
Cassette Stereo

988

AM/FM stereo cassette player with 45 watt output, digital
readout, seek & scan, 5 preset station selectors, -auto
reverse,4-way fader,separate boss and treble controls.
•SR308.

Sparkomatic
Coaxial
Speakers
6" woofers,2" coaxial tweeter,20 oz.
magnets. •SK620C.

•

Stereo Speaker
Wire
.Use on all stereo
speakers and
accessories. 20 ft.
ASWK-I

High Performance
Car Stereo Noise Filter

FM Antenna
Signal Booster
lrnproves reception
and brings in more
stations Easy to
Install. *S810

888

Eliminates noise
from alternator,
fans and interior
electrical devices.
IPNIF200.

1288
PAGE 7
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UTILITY
BATTERY

PER-1A PER- A
Our Sale Price
l=
Reboi
Mecil-In
trW744Z7-7--:77

lendix Brake Shoes/Pads

Utility Battery

The be name known in brakes.
Shoes priced with eschange.
15.1111 to semi-metallic pods.

For riding mowers and garden .
tractors. 12 volts. 160 amps:Price
with exchange.

40-Piece Socket Set
Mime.guarardea
JP4- cold 14- drive in
metric and SAE.

Nbur Find Cosl

Purolator Oil Filter
.to keep your engine
us cleanest.

AND
SUNDAYS

1

less sow better
handling. Faster more
sellable response to
road conditions

-

ii
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95

